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This report documents the W.H.O.I. VAX-11 programs used to 
calcu late available potential energy and related quantities from CTD data 
using the technique described in Bray and Fofonoff (1981). The report 
includes examples of how the programs may be used, as well as complete 
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This report describes the structure and usage of programs designed 
for ca lculating and displaying available potential energy (APE), 
adiabatically leveled steric surfaces, and related variables from a group 
of CTD stations. For a general discussion of the technique it is 
strongly recommended that the reader refer to Bray and Fofonoff (1981). 
The programs have an inherent requirement that the input CTD data be an 
even series in pressure, although the input pressure interval may be 
specified. This report describes specifically the structure of the 
programs as used on the W.H.O.I. VAX-11, with input data in the standard 
CTD78 disc format (Millard, et al (1978)). Other input format s can be 
accomodated through modification of the data input subroutine as 
described in section 4. 
The calculation and display are divided into separate programs. 
POTential ENergy (POTEN) reads the input data, calculates the 
adiabatically level ed reference steric field (see Bray and Fofonoff, 
1981) and variables related to the leveled field. Potential Energy PLoT 
(PEPLT) calculates variables derived from the leveled field variables and 
displays POTEN output in the form of lists and plots. 
This report is divided into four sections. The first, General 
Structure, covers the non-FORTRAN aspects of the programs : file 
structure, linkage and general usage. The second and third sections 
contain detailed documentation for POTEN and PEPLT. The fourth section 
describes modifications to the data read subroutine in POTEN, to allow 
input data in other than CTD78 disc format. Documented examples of how 
to run the programs interactively and in batch mode on the VAX-11 are 
found in Appendix A. Listings of programs appear in Appendices B and C • 
• 
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1. General Structure of Programs 
Both POTEN and PEPLT are accessed through a short main program 
which performs initializations of parameters as requested by the user. 
Control is then transferred to one of three major subroutines, from which 
point the user is free to access different branches within that 
subroutine, or request entrance into either of the other two major 
subroutines . The various branches are described in detail in the 
following sections . Schematics of POTEN and PEPLT are shown in Figures 
1, 2 and 3. The remainder of POTEN and PEPLT consist of seco~dary 
subroutines : data read , physical properties of seawater, etc., which are 
accessed as part of the various branches available to the user in the 
major subroutines. The file structure reflects the program structure 
(Table 1) . POTEN and PEPLT are linked by linking the object files in 
Table 1. Accessory files are listed in Table 2. 
The input data in CTD78 disc format is accessed using subroutines 
from CTDATA/LIB, and the plots in PEPLT are created using the NCAR plot 
package . The plot package creates a file on logical unit 8 which must be 
read and translated into plot(s) by a Metacode translator. Those 
translators are available both for the high speed Calcomp plotter and for 
various screens , for plot previewing . The absolute plot dimensions may 
be altered after the file is created , and the plots can be plotted as 
many times as desired. The use of the translators is described at the 
end of section 3. 
The multiple branch structure of the programs provides an extremely 
powerful and flexible framework for computations which are often not 
routine; however useful documentation of such programs is correpondingly 
difficult. It is suggested that the new user begin by studying Figs . 1., 
2 and 3. A documented command file (ENERGY.COM) for a routine 
computation and display is found in Appendix A. This file allows the new 
user to become familiar gradually with the options available in the 
programs. After studying and experimenting with the command file, the 
user may wish to explore other options available by referring to the 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE 1: FORTRAN and Object Files 
POTEN Files PEPLT Files 
Main program PO TEN PEPLT 
Major subroutines PTENS PEPLS 
COMPS AVRGS 
AVRCP TABLE 
Data read subroutine DATA TDATA 
Secondary subroutines POTENSUB PEPLTSUB 
POTENSUB 
Library subroutines CTDATA/LIB 
System subroutines (associated AUTOGRAPH 






Common, dimension and equivalence 
required for compilation (FORTRAN) 
Station lists (JSHP.PTN is 
generated by COMPS -- unit 12) 
Input data 
*.CTD is CTD file 
*.REG is generated by COMPS 
*.AVG is generated by AVRCP 
* is the station identifier 
Common storage (binary file) 
POTEN and PEPLT generate these 
if they do not exist in the 
directory 
Documentation files (formatted) 
Command file used to set up 
assignments and start an 
interactive job 
Command file used to run POTEN and 
PEPLT sequentially in batch mode, 
supplying standard output. 
Command file to create plots shown 
in Fig. 4 using TABLE subroutine. 
Command file to compute dynamic 
height station by station and 
output in map format. 
PO TEN 
COMPOTEN.FOR 








COMPEPL T. FOR 
JSHP.PTN 
*.AVG 








2. Documentation of POTEN 
In this section, the major subrout i nes in POTEN described above are 
documented in detail . They are all structured around the multiple GO TO 
statement of the form 
GO TO (#1, #2 , #3, •. • . n) BRANCH 
with #1 through #n FORTRAN statement numbers, and the BRANCH # an index 
such that BRANCH # = n transfers control to Statement #n . The BRANCH 
is input by the user following an appropri ate program prompt . The branch 
numbers are keyed to various computations which may be accessed at the 
user•s option. The keys are listed later in this section, and short 
versions of them may be obtained on the terminal any time the program 
prompts the user for branch number input, by typing 0/ . 
Within each branch there may be options which are accessible by 
varying parameters input by the user at the time the branch number is 
input . These options are also listed in the branch keys . 
In addition to input parameter options, there is an array called 
!SSW with 16 elements found in both programs. Within the different 
. branches , different elements of !SSW may be tested for values of -1 or 0, 
and options either accessed or sk ipped depending upon the value . In 
general , ISSW elements determine whether a given type of output is 
generated . (Historically , the ISSW array derives from the binary 
switches available on the shipboard computer , the HP2100 series . ) The 
elements of ISSW may be altered by access i ng the appropriate branch in 
both POTEN and PEPLT as described below. 
As described earlier, POTEN i s accessed as a short main progr am 
whi ch i ni t i ali zes parameters if requested by the user, or reads from a 
binary f i le KPTCM . DAT the most recently stored parameters, if no 
in i t i alizat i on i s request ed . The main program POTEN then transfers 
control to the major subroutine PTENS which, as shown in the schematic 
Fig . 1, controls the various branches available to the user. PTENS is 
t he only component of POTEN in which branches may be accessed . The two 
remai ning major subroutines ar e COMPS, i n wh i ch the regressions are 
perf ormed , and AVRCP , in which the horizontal averaging is performed. 
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This subsection charts the branches avai lable to the user in 
detail, and describes briefly the working of COMPS and AVRCP. Short 
versi ons of the branch documentation are found in the Appendix, and may 
also be printed on the screen while the program is {interactively) on 
line by typing 0/ whenever the program prompts for branch input. 
2a . Main Program: 
The main progr am queries the user 'Initialize common (YES or 
NO)?'. A NO re sponse causes the present elements of. KPTCM.OAT, the 
binary storage file, to be read into common. (If no file KPTCM.DAT 
exists in the directory, the program will create a new f ile named 
KPTCM.DAT, but if the response to the initialization query was NO, an 
'end of f ile during read' error will result. Therefore, the proper 
sequence of commands to create a new KPTCM . OAT file is to run POTEN, 
respond YES to the initialization, thereby creating a new KPTCM.DAT , but 
not attempting to read from it. Later in the program (in branch 3) 
common may be stored to the newly created file, for use next time the 
program is run.) A YES response initializes the data selection 
parameters (subroutine DATA), and certain other parameters not related to 
the regressions. 
Following this query, control is transferred to PTENS, and the user 
i s asked : 'Initialize regression parameters (YES or NO)?'. A YES 
response in itializes the regression parameters. A NO response reads them 
from KPTOM .OAT. {Again, with a newly created KPTCM.OAT file, the correct 
response i s YES.) Finally, PTENS asks for the resolution of the input 
data, before going to branch mode. At this point the user may input up 
to 7 variables, as listed in the program prompt. The current values of 
t he variables are printed on the screen along with the prompt list . The 
variables are: KBR, the branch number; ISW and JSW, which may access 
different options in branch KBR; KLIST, usually the list output logical 
device number (reset to 6 each time the prompt is printed) ; KOUT and KTP, 
the data output and input logical device numbers (note that the program 
uses named files for data input and output via OPEN statements which use 
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KTP and KOUT as unit numbers ); KIN, the program input device for screen 
or command file . (Changing the value of KIN to 6 part way through a COM 
file transfers control to the screen, allowing interactive mode-- see 
Appendix A for an example command file, POTEN.COM.) 
2b. Branches (KBR) 
0: Short documentation printed on screen. See Appendix B for a 
listing of this documentation. 
SUMMARY - POTEN:PTENS: KBR = 0 
Function: List on terminal the short documentation for PTENS 
ISW, JSW options: None 
Output device: unit KTTX 
Input device: None 
ISSW options: None 
1: Calls COMPS subroutine, which performs the following sequence: 
a. Calls subroutine DATA, which opens the subindex directory 
for the default file specifications of the input data. (Those 
specifications may be changed by calling KBR = 13, which is 
identical to branch 1 except for allowing file specifications to 
be changed.) Then the header for the ISWth sequential station 
in that subindex file is examined to see if it meets data 
selection criteria. If so, a file name is written to file 
corresponding to logical unit 12. Throughout this report that 
file is called JSHP.PTN; an example is given in Table 3. The 
temperature and salinity data are transferred to array DATAX, 
using Millard subroutine GETDAT. Pressure is stored in the 
zeroth element of DATAX, which is equivalenced to array 
PRESS. PRESS is used throught COMPS and AVRCP. The total 
number of scans (NTOT) is also noted. The above occurs in 
subroutine DATA, after which control returns to COMPS. 
b. COMPS then sets up the regression for the first interval 
using parameters which may be changed using branch 3 and 
continues the computation through all the intervals requested, 
16 
TABLE 3 
Example of a JSHP.PTN file generated by COMPS 
Con sec. Station I. D. Weight 
Number 
1 GY001002 1.0 
2 GY001003 1.0 
3 GY001004 1.0 
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or until the end of the data (determined by NTOT) is reached. 
For each interval potential temperature and steric anomaly 
referred to Pf (the level pressure) are calculated for each 
data scan to be used in the regression. Potential temperature 
is calculated according to Fofonoff (1977) , using the polynomial 
formula of Bryden (1973) for the adiabatic temperature 
gradient. Steric anomaly o is calculated as: 
5 o = 10 x (a(p,e(p,T,S,pf), o) - a(p,0,35)) 
with a the specific volume calculated according to the SCOR 
Working Group 51 new equation of state for seawater (Millero, et 
al, 1980), for which an algorithm is given by Fofonoff (1981). 
Within each interval an editing process occurs in which points 
exceeding three standard deviations of the regression estimate 
at a given steric anomaly are flagged. Temperature and saliity 
are then regressed against pressure over the interval . Any 
points in T or S which exceed three standard deviations are 
replaced by the regression estimate . The regression of steric 
anomaly is performed aga.in and rechecked. The number of 
standard deviations f or both tests may be changed -- see 
KBR = 3. The interpolated scans are printed out on unit KLIST 
and data scans which are flagged but not interpolated are also 
listed as such on KLIST if !SSW (3) i s set to -1 . (ISSW values 
may be changed using branch 5.) Pressure p and potential 
temperature e (referred to the level pressure Pf) are 
regressed aga i nst steric volume anomaly (also referred to 
pf) and the coefficients for both p and e are stored in 
arrays CP and CT for each interval. Data output occurs if 
!SSW (13) = -1, and is wr itten into a file with the name *.REG, 
where * identifies the station, a two character (alpha) ship 
name , a 3 digit cruise number and a 3 digit station number. The 
format of the ouput f il e is a header of 150 words equivalenced 
to an !*4 array followed by a variable number of data records 
(each 46 words , also an !*4 array), one record per level 



































Identifies record as header record (LTYPE = 1) 
Number of elements in header 
Sequential number of station (in POTEN calculation) 
Ship name {A2 format) 
Station number 
Julian year day 
First pressure 
Last pressure 
Latitude of station 
Longitude of station 
Weight 
Latitude of origin for distance computations in 
kilometers (negative for south latitude) 
Longitude of origin (negative for west) 
Short station label (3A4 formt) 
Run identification label {13A4 format) 
Regression parameters } see text 
Regression parameters 
Number of sections in the water column 
Identifies record as data record (KTYPE = O) 
Number of elements in data record 
Level number 
Polynomial order 




























Temperature, salinity and steric anomaly from input 
data, averaged about PF ± PDIFF (see branch 3 
description and Table 5) 
Pressure of the reference steric anomaly (DVF) in the 
unleveled or initial field 
Local potential temperature (referred to PF) as 
estimated by the regressions: ef(Pf) 
Steric anomaly corresponding to PF in the initial field 
Steric anomaly corresponding to PF in the leveled field 
Average of pressure, potential temperature, salinity 
and steric anomaly over the regression interval. 
do/dp based on the averaged regression coefficients 
Potential energy anomaly } Recommended that 
Horizontally average PE these not be used, 
but calculated in 
PEPLT 
Pressure vs. steric anomaly coefficients 
Standard deviation of regression pressure estimate 
(Fofo~off and Bryden, 1975) 
Potential temperature vs. steric anomaly regression 
coefficients 
Standard deviation of regression temperature estimate 
Steric volume minimum, maximum and average over 
regression interval 
Latitude of origin: default is 40.0 
Longitude of origin: default is -70.0 
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Pf· The output is in binary (unformatted) files. The variables 
output are identified in Table 4. Some information at each level may 
be output to unit KLIST if ISSW (12) = -1, for purposes of checking. 
Header information is ouput to unit KLIST if ISSW (11) = -1. The 
input data scans are output to unit KL IST if !SSW (5) = -1 and the 
regression coefficients and residuals are output to unit KLIST if 
!SSW (10) = -1. If !SSW (6) = -1 statistics of the coefficients are 
printed on unit KLIST. The ratio of each coefficient to its standard 
deviation (see Fofonoff and Bryden, 1975, Appendix) is computed. For 
an infinite number of degrees of freedom, at 95% confidence that 
ratio should equal or exceed 1.96. The statistic which is listed is 
(a; the coefficients): 
a . 
1 
std dev (a;) • 
When stations with subindex reference number (sequential number) 
ISW through JSW have been tested for data selection criteria and 
either been skipped or have gone through the regression 
calcu lation, COMPS returns control to PTENS. 
SUMMARY - POTEN:PTENS : KBR = 1 
Function: calls COMPS subroutine 
ISW, JSW Options: ISW to JSW are the station reference numbers 
Output device: data goes automatically to *.REG file if 
!SSW options: 
(to unit KLIST) 
!SSW (13) = -1; other information output goes 
to unit KLIST, as requested by elements of !SSW 
3 = -1 Print out interpolated scans 
5 = -1 Print out input data scans 
6 = -1 Print out coefficient statistics 
10 = -1 Print out regression coefficients for 
each scan 
11 = -1 Print out header information 
12 = -1 Print out selected data following 
regression 
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13 = -1 Data output to *. REG 
2: Initializes data selection parameters descri bed in Table 5 
SUMMARY - POTEN :PTENS : KBR = 2 
Function : Initialize data selection parameters 
ISW, JSW Options : None 
Output device: None 
!SSW Options: None 
3: Changes or lists regression and data selection parameters 
described in Table 5. The data selection parameters are 
straightforward . For the regression parameters the water column 
is divided into a maximum of nine sections, each of which may 
have a number of levels whose regression parameters are the 
same. The regression parameters consist of the total number of 
sections ; in each section, the interval between leveled surfaces, 
the interval over which the regression is performed, the 
polynomial order, and start and end pressures for the section . 
All of these parameters are input using subroutine PARAM, which 
branch 3 calls . The prompts are (hopefully) self-explanatory. 
After parameters have been entered for all sections , PARAM 
translates them into internal parameters which control the way 
the program performs the regressions. These internal parameters 
are stored in arrays NPR and NSC. Si nce the arrays NPR and NSC 
are included in common stored to KPTCM.DAT, the user form 
parameters need be entered only once , until a change is 
requi red . The old parameters may be retrieved by responding 'NO' 
to the initial query in PTENS 'Initialize regression 
parameters?' . Stored common i s wr itten to KPTCM . DAT at the end 
of branch 3, so any changes in regression parameters will 
overwrite the most recent ones in KPTCM . DAT, provided branch 3 is 
completed . It is not possible to change only a single regression 
parameter; if a change is required, all the parameters must be 
re-entered . (This is because the internal parameters NPR and NSC 















Number of standard deviations 
allowed for a regression point 
in p(o) before flagging. 
Number of standard deviations 
allowed for a regression point 
in T(p) and S(p) before 
interpolation 
Weight 
Interval {db) about Pf for 
averaging T0,S0,P0 
Pressure series interval for 
input CTD data {db) 
Default if Initialized 
1 for first station. 








REGRESSION Parameters -- as described in program prompts 
Data selection parameters: windows such that data inside all windows is 
accessed; all other data skipped 
IDAY1 . Minimum Julian year day 0 . 
IDAY2 . Maximum Julian year day 365 
JDO . Additive constant to actual day 0 . 
XEMN . Minimum longitude -180.0 . 
XEMX . Maximum longitude 180.0 . 
XMN . Minimum longitude - 90.0 . 
XNMX . Maximum latitude 90.0 . 
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one section. PARAM requires that parameters be input 
sequentially.) It is not necessary to understand how NPR and NSC 
work in order to run the program (that is the purpose of the 
PARAM subroutine); however, modifications of the program may 
require that the programmer know how these arrays function. A 
brief description is therefore presented here. The pressure 
Pf for each level is given by: 
For IREC less than NPR(section #) 
PF = NPR(section # + total number of sections) x 
(IREC- NPR(section # + 2 x total number of sections)) 
NPR (section # + total number of sections) contains the 
interval between pressure levels ; NPR(section # + 2 x total 
number of sections) contains an index which allows the correct 
Pf to be determined , while NPR(section # ) contains the level 
number at which the section commences. Some care should be taken 
to assure that the parameters input are consistent . 
Specifically, the first level of a new section must have a 
pressure Pf such that Pf is some integral multiple of the 
pressure interval between leveled surfaces in that section. The 
use of the t otal number of sections allows the program to treat 
NPR as a variable length two-dimensional array, even though it is 
in fact singly dimensioned. Subroutine PARAM adds an additional 
'dummy' section below those input by the user to assure that 
COMPS does not continue below the desired depth. Thus, the total 
number of sections (NSECTION) will always be one greater than the 
number input by the user. 
Array NSC contains the remainder of the parameters: start 
pressure in NSC(section # ), polynomial order in NSC(NSECT ION + 
section #), number of data scans in the regress ion interval in 
NSC(2*NSECTION +section #). 
SUMMARY - POTEN:PTENS: KBR = 3 
Function: Change or list regression and data selection parameters 
ISW, JSW Options : ISW = 0: short list only 
ISW = 1: full list 
JSW: no options 
Input device: unit KIN 
Output device: unit KLIST 
ISSW Options: None 
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4: Ca ll AVRCP- averaging subrouti ne. The pressure and potential 
temperature coeff icients from the regressions performed in COMPS 
are averaged horizontally, level by level. The average pressure 
polynomial at each Pf is set equal to Pf 
(corresponding to a mass conservation constraint between the 
initial and leveled fields) and the resultant polynomial is 
inverted to obtain the reference steric anomaly (6f) 
correspond ing to that pf. (See Bray and Fofonoff, 1981 for 
a more detailed discussion.) 
The averaging is actually done in two •passes• t hrough the 
data, but a sing le cal l to AVRCP with !SSW(?) = 0 will 
automatically average and output new station data files based on 
the leveled field. (Data ouput occurs if ISSW(13) = -1, as i n 
COMPS. The new files are called *.AVG with * as before the 
stat ion identifier. ) Information about the averaged pressure 
coefficients is output to unit KLIST if ISSW(12) = -1. 
Information about the averaged steric field is output to unit 
KLIST if ISSW(11) = -1 . 
The two averaging •passes• may be accessed individually, and 
separate ly from the data ouput by setting ISSW(7) = -1 and 
entering KBR = 4, ISW = 1 for the first pass, KBR = 4, ISW = 2 
for the second pass and KBR = 4, ISW = 3 to output t he new 
station data files. However, since the second pass must be 
performed directly after the first, and the output directly after 
the averaging it is recommended that the automatic access be used 
(ISSW(7) = 0). If no output is desired, ISSW(13) should be set 
to 0. 
SUMMARY - POTEN:PTENS: KBR = 4 
Function: Cal l AVRCP averaging subroutine 
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ISW, JSW options: If ISSW(7) = -1 ISW = 1: First averaging pass 
Input files: 
Output files, 
Out p u t f i 1 e s , 
ISSW Options: 
5: Not used 
rsw = 2 : 
rsw = 3: 
Second averaging pass 
Output of data to 
* .AVG fil es if 
ISSW{13) = -1 
If ISSW{7) = 0: ISW = 1: Averaging and output 
*.REG 
data: * .AVG 
lists: unit KLIST 
performed 
automatically. 
ISSW(7) = -1 : individual access of averaging passes 
ISSW(11) = -1: List of averaged steric field on 
unit KLIST 
ISSW(12) = - 1: Li st of averaged pressure 
coefficients on unit KLIST 
ISSW(13) = -1: Leve led field based data output to 
*.AVG files 
6: Print data l abel. This label i s input by the user in branch 3, 
and i s carried in both the *.REG and *.AVG file s as an identifier 
of the group of stati ons , the version of the POTEN run, etc. Its 
format i s 13 A4 or a tota l of 52 characters. Branch 6 lists this 
l abel to unit KLIST. 
SUMMAR Y - POTEN:PTENS : KBR = 6 
Function: Write data l abe l 
ISW, JSW options: None 
Output device: unit KLIST 
!SSW options: None 
7: Not used 
8: Write header record to unit KLI ST: Station l abe l , position, 
origin , LTYPE, MHDR, ICON, ISH P, !CAST, JOAY , IPR, LPR. This is 
al so done automat ically in subroutine DATA when COMPS accesses t he 
station, provided ISSW( 11) = -1. 
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SUMMARY - POTEN:PTENS: KBR = 8 
Function: Write station header information 
ISW, JSW options: None 
Output device: unit KLIST 
ISSW options: None 
9: Write *.REG or *.AVG single data record to unit KL IST. Of 
doubtful usefulness, this branch was part of the orig i nal program. 
SUMMARY - POTEN:PTENS: KBR = 9 
Function: Write single output data record to unit KLIST 
ISW, JSW options: None 
Output device : unit KLIST 
ISSW options: None 
10: Not used 
11: Set the values of the ISSW array. One call allows up to 16 
inputs. Each input consists of element number fol lowed by a comma 
and the value to assign to that element. Whenever input is 
complete, if less than 16, the branch may be terminated with a /. 
SUMMARY - POTEN:PTENS: KBR = 11 
Function: Set ISSW array 
ISW, JSW options: None 
Output device: unit KTTX 
Input device: unit KIN 
ISSW options: None 
12: Ex i t program. Program queries 'Exit program '. A YES response 
results in a FORTRAN stop statement execution. A NO response 
returns the PTENS branch prompt. 
SUMMARY - POTEN:PTENS: KBR = 12 
Function: Exit program 
Input device: unit KIN 
If a value of KBR greater than 12 or less than 0 is entered, the short 
documentaton i s printed on the screen. 
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3. PEPLT Documentation 
Like POTEN, PEPLT is accessed through a short main program, which 
initializes parameters as requested by the user, and then transfers 
control to a major subroutine, PEPLS. From PEPLS, the user may call 
subroutine TABLE , which plots and lists station by station, and 
subroutine AVRGS which computes and displays horizontally averaged 
quantit ies as a function of depth. Subroutine AVRGS has its own set of 
internal branches, one of which returns program control to PEPLS. 
Subroutine TABLE has no internal branches . As in POTEN, short 
documentation can be displayed on the screen while the program is running 
interactively, by typing 0/ as a response to branch prompts in either 
PEPLS or AVRGS. 
3a. Main Program : PEPLT 
The main program queries 'Load in previously stored common?'. A 
YES response causes the elements of the binary array KPLCM.DAT to be read 
into common, beginning with the common element KTTX. a 'NO' response 
causes no action by the program. Control is then transferred to 
subroutine PEPLS . 
3b. Branches- PEPLT 
1: Calls subroutine TABLE. TABLE plots and lists station by 
station. It also outputs requested information in a format 
appropriate as input to objective mapping programs. The plot 
section of TABLE is designed to permit a number of stations to be 
plotted on the same frame , with the origin of each station within 
the larger frame. Examples are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a the 
buoyancy frequency N is plotted as a function of geographical 
position (relative to an origin at 37°N, 69.65°W), the 
coordinates of the frame ; and, for each station, as a function of 
depth, where the station axes represent 0 to 3000 db vertically 
and -3 to 3 cph horizontally. This i s accomplished by scaling 
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Figure 4: Example plots from TABLE .COM 
4a. Buoyancy Frequency, N in cph. Inset axes represent ±3 cph 
(horizontal), 0 to 3000 db in pressure (vertical). The origin on the 
inset axes (0,0) represents the station location. 
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4b. Vertical displacement n in db. Inset axes represent =100 db 




this example, kilometers east of the origin) and sca ling the 
pressure and subtracting from the Y-coordinate (here km north of 
the origin). The program allows up to four variables to be 
included in such a sum for X and Y. The length of the station 
axes are determined by the variables X2DIM and Y2DIM, which are 
input in user units (i.e. cph in Fig. 4a} for the variables being 
plotted. In the example, Y2DIM is 3000 (db} and X2DIM is 
3 (cph). One frame is created for each call to TABLE; it will 
encompass ND station plots. The plot parameters may be 
initialized by calling TABLE (KBR = 1) with ISW ~ 2. Control 
then returns to PEPLS. Plot parameters may be changed by calling 
TABLE with ISW = 1. Control again returns to PEPLS. Plotting 
commences only when TABLE is called with ISW = 0. Figure 4b is 
the same type of plot as 4a, with vertical displacements plotted 
instead of N. Both of these plots were created using the 
documented command file TABLE.COM found in Appendix A. 
A number of variables relating to the leveled field, the inital 
field, and the location, and time of each station may be examined 
using PEPLT. A list of these variables is found in Table 6; they 
are computed in function subroutine VRBL, coded by number. Thus 
a ca ll to VRBL (3) returns the latitude of the stat ion being 
examined (variable XLAT). Subroutine TABLE plots the following 
for x and y: 
x = A1*VRBL(NX1) + A2*VRBL(NX2) + A3*VRBL(NX3} 
+ A4*C(IREC,1} 
y = B1*VRBL(NY1) + B2*VRBL(NY2) + B3*VRBL(NY3} 
+ B4*C(IREC,2} 
Here C(IREC,n) refers to an array which may be filled using AVRGS 
subroutine (see branch 4}. A1 to A4, B1 to B4, NX1 to NX3, and 
NY1 to NY3 may be changed by accessing branch 3. The default 






















TABLE 6 -- PEPLT Variables 







































Returns the number 1 (counts 
number of observations at 
each level). 
Returns r/J 
Zonal distance from origin 
(XL T~ ,XLG~) 
Meridional distance from 
origin 
Signed decimal latitude 
(south negative) 
Signed decimal longitude 
(west negative) 
Consecutive station number in 
POTEN computation 
Averaging weight 




Number of data scans in 
regression interval 
Level pressure 
T, S, 6 averaged over the 
interval PF ± PDIFF 
Pressure of reference steric 
















a * 24 Pf 
25 X 
26 APE 
27 to 34 CP(1) to CP(8) 
35 Zl 








-5 3 -1 10 em · gm 
DESCRIPTION 
Local potential temperature 
referred to PF. (See 65.) 
Initial steric anomaly oi 
on PF 
Reference steric anomaly (of) 
on PF 
db ) Pressure, local e, salinity 
oC f and steric anomaly referred to 
ppt ) Pf averaged over 
10-5cm3· gm-1 regression interval 
10-5cm3· gm-1db-l do/dp based on averaged 
regression coefficients 
Potential energy anomaly 
calculated by POTEN 
APE calculated by POTEN 
(db)-i Regression coefficients for 
pressure 
db Standard deviation of 
pressure r egression estimate 
(°C)-i Regression coefficients for 
local potential temperature 
oc Standard deviation of local 
potential temperature 
regression estimate 
-5 3 -1 10 em ·gm Minimum, maximum and average 








































(1o-5cm3 ·g~-1 )db-1 




1r* = - (oi - 6i)/(~~)* 
1r* + PF 
Displacement of initial field 
from reference fie ld PI - PF. 
downward. 
~ 'Boussinesq' APE with true 
displacements 
1 2 
- - a*'lr 2g p 
gPFt.D - PE 
i Boussinesq APE with 
Boussinesq displacements 
1 2 
- "'l"l7 a*'~~"* ~::g p 
Inverse of local specific 
volume gradient with pressure 
(~) do 
Local specific volume gradient 
with pressure 
Squared buoyancy frequency 




















































Salinity corresponding to 
9f' pf' cSf 
Gradient of salinity with 
potential temperature 
Squared displacement of 
initial field from reference 
field 
Buoyancy frequency 
Potential temperature at 
cSf referred to zero 
pressure 
Sigma theta of pf, 
sf, ef 
Specific volume anomaly in 
reference field 
Vertical gradient of 
compressibility contribution 
to GPE 
d K ( () K dj) - ap-) a (see Bray and 
Fofonoff, 1981) 
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TABLE 6 (Continued) 
VARIABLE NAME or UNITS DESCRIPTION 
NUMBER SYMBOL 
72 l1Sf ppt Salinity anomaly from cubic 
spline fit to 
Worthington-Metcalf and 
Iselin a-s curves 
t1S(pf,af,Sf) 
(Armi and Bray, 1981) 
73 l1S· 1 ppt Same as 72 but using the 
initial field 
a 2 (oC)2 
i1S(Pi,a(T~),S(0) 
74 Leveled field potential 
. f 
temperature squared . (Used 
in calculating horizontal 
standard deviation using 
AVRGS branch ISW = 21.) 
75 RME (iD-4 J·kg-1)2 Random measurement error 
(based on pressure error of 
*5db magnitude, temperature 
error of .007°C, salinity 
error of .005 ppt) for APE. 
See Bray and Fofonoff , 1981 , 
Appendix, for details of 
error calculations. 
2 V(ap *n /2) 
76 Not used 
77 RFE (10-4 J ·kg -1) 2 Same as 78 but n 
78 RFE* ( 10-4 J ·kg-1) 2 Random finestructure error: 

































TABLE 6 (Continued) 
UNITS DESCRIPTION 
-4 -1)2 (10 J·kg Same as 75 but pressure error 
only 
(10-4 J ·kg-1)2 Random finestructure errors in 
the vertical compressibility 
term (must be integrated 
using AVRGS branch ISW = 17) 
2 V( r k1r /2 
(10-4 J·kg-1)2 Random measurement error in 
the vertical compressibility 
term (pressure error only) 
10-5cm3- gm-1·db-1 Compressibility (:~)a 
10-5cm3- gm-1·ppt-1 Derivative of specific volume 
with respect to salinity; 
temperature and pressure held 
constant: 
10-4 J ·kg-1 
10-5cm3 • gm-1 
(oC)-1 
(*) P 'T 
Contribution to GPE from 
horizontal gradients of 
compress i bi 1 ity 
•Boussinesq • APE per unit 
mass with true displacements 
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TABLE 6 (Continued) 
VARIABLE NAME or UNITS DESCRIPTION 
NUMBER SYMBOL 
94 a.2 1 Potentia l temperature 
corresponding to pf in 
i ni t i al fie l d 
squared 
95 - (a . - 9 . )/ a n 1 1 p None 
( i f 9 i i s i n co 1 umn 4 ) 
96 - (a - a · ) / a 'If f f p None 
(if 9f is in co l umn 4) 
97 a. 1 
oc Local potential temperature 
at 6 · 1 
98 Not used 
.. 
oj. 
A1 = 1 
A2 = 2 
A3 = 0 
A4 = 0 
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B1 = 1 
B2 = -.003 
B3 = 0 
B4 = 0 
NX1 = 1 
NX2 = 64 
NX3 = 0 
NYl = 2 
NY2 = 12 
NY3 = 0 
These values will cause the buoyancy frequency in cph to be 
plotted as a function of meridional position (y-axis), time 
(x-axis) and pressure (station axis). X2DIM defaults to 3 (cph) 
and Y2DIM to 3000 (db), resulting in station axes representing 
~3 cph for the displacements and 0 to 3000 db for the pressure. 
The default number of stations (variable NO) is 1 and may be 
changed by calling KBR = 1, ISW = 1. The plot information is 
stored in the file corresponding to unit 8. It must be read and 
translated by a Metacode translator. PEPLT may be run on any 
terminal, but the translators are only available for graphics 
terminals and the Calcomp plotter. See the last part of this 
section for instructions on the access of the translators. The 
origin co-ordinates may be changed in PEPLS branch 2. 
Branch 1 with ISW = 0 may be used to change PMIN and PMAX, 
thereby selecting a range in pressure over which data will be 
used (all other data is excluded), X2DIM and Y2DIM, described 
above, JMIN, the level number corresponding to the pressure at 
which the plot is to start (this allows the user to skip over 
shallow points which may have anomalous values), and various plot 
parameters. The plot parameters include PLABL, the overall plot 
label; XMIN, XMAX, YMIN, YMAX, the axis limits; XLABL and YLABL 
the x andy-axis labels, respectively. 
In addition to plots, if ISSW(10) = -1 TABLE outputs to unit 
KOUT the following list of variables in format (GF8.3): 
PF, XPL, YPL, (VRBL(NV(K)),K = 1,6). 
(See Table 6 for descriptions of these variables.) 
If ISSW(12) = -1, a short list of variables is output to unit 
KLIST: pressure (PF), and the variables x, y and z, z given by 
z = C1*VRBL(NZ1) + C2*VRBL(NZ2) + C3*VRBL(NZ3) + C4*C(IREC,3) 
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SUMMARY- PEPLT:PEPLS: KBR = 1 
Function: Call subroutine TABLE- multiple station plots, map 
format output, lists by station. 
ISW, JSW options: ISW = 2 Initialize plot parameters 
format output 
ISW = 1 Change plot, map 
format and list 
parameters 
ISW = 0 Plot, list, map 
JSW No options 
ISSW options: ISSW(S) = -1 No interior axes on plot 
ISSW(6) = -1 No plot 
ISSW(10) = -1 List variables 
ISSW(12) = -1 List p, x, y, z. 
2: Change data selection variables. Calls subroutine to change time 
and space windows and origin co-ordinates. 
3: Change plot and list parameters. This branch prints a short 
documentation on the screen each time it is called. Parameters 
which may be changed and their descriptions are listed in 
Table 7. This branch has internal branches 1 through 8, which 
are prompted by'**: PARAMETERS: KBR3, ISW3, KX, MV, MW'. Only 
KBR3 and ISW3 have any effect in this branch. KX is the total 
number of parameter input branches (5). To return to PEPLS from 
branch 3 the user must enter KBR3 = 1, ISW3 = 0 followed by /. 
This will cause the new parameter values to be written on unit 
KLIST, and stored common to be written to KPLCM.DAT. 
SUMMARY- PEPLT:PEPLS: KBR = 3 
Function: Change or list plot and listing parameters 









PEPLT: PEPLS Branch 3 Parameters 










Al Bl Cl 1. 
A2-A6, B2-B6, C2-C6 0 ( Scaling factors used in 
AVRGS and TABLE computations 
' Dl to 06 1. 
TMIN to YT None Not used 
SMIN to ST None Not used 
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4: Calls AVRGS subroutine. This subroutine calculates horizonta l 
averages, allows operations such as vertical integration and 
column addition, multiplication, exponentiation and division. 
There are 23 internal branches in AVRGS, accessed with different 
values of ISW(O to 22). These internal branches are described 
below, with a summary at the end of each. As an overview, AVRGS 
reads the requested data from *.AVG files into a two-dimensional 
array C(100,6). The rows (1 to~ 100) correspond to the 
pressure levels and the columns to variab l es requested by the 
user and computed in function subroutine VRBL (see PEPLS branch 
1 for a description of VRBL). As each successive station is 
read, the elements of C are added to, forming sums of al l data 
available at all levels. These sums must then be divided by the 
total number of observations at each level, to obtain the 
average values. For reasons of flexibility, the reading/summing 
and division are performed in separate ISW branches within 
AVRGS . Once the array C is filled (one column of which must be 
the number of observations) and averaged, then a number of 
operations can be performed on the averages. The remaining ISW 
branches of AVRGS are devoted to these operations. 
AVRGS has its own prompt 'AVRGS:KBR,ISW,JSW,KLIST', and 
control does not return to PEPLS unless KBR = 4 ISW = 12 is 
accessed. Therefore, only four variables (or< 4 followed by a 
I) need be input following the AVRGS prompt. In order to keep 
track of the operations performed in AVRGS, if ISSW(2) = - 1 the 
four parameters are written to unit 4 each time an AVRGS branch 
is accessed, along with other pertinent information. This ISSW 
option will not be noted in the summaries. 
Branches in AVRGS: (ISW) 
ISW = 0: Prints short documentation on unit KTTX 
ISW = 1: Reads station data into C array. Variables corresponding to 
NV(JSW) to NV(KLIST) (maximum of six) are read into columns 
" 
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JSW to KLIST of array C for NO number of stations from file 
JSHP.PTN (logical unit 12), starting with the first station in 
that file. All data between PMIN and PMAX is accessed for each 
station . The array C is stored to KPLCM.DAT before returning to 
the AVRGS prompt. If ISSW(15) = -1 , the weights (WT) from 
JSHP.PTN file are used; otherwise a weight of 1. is used. Each 
element of C is a sum of 
C(IREC,I) = C(IREC,I) + D(I)*WT*(AV*VRBL(NV(I))) 
+ (BV+CV*VRBL(NV(I))*VRBL(NX(I))) 
The default parameters are set such that 
C(IREC, I) = C(IREC,I) + WT*VRBL(NV(I)) 
Some of the parameters used by this branch may be changed in 
branch 3 of AVRGS, and some in branch 3 of PEPLS. 
SUMMARY- PEPLT :AVRGS: KBR = 4: ISW = 1 
Function: Read and store data to C array 
JSW, KLIST options: JSW is first column, KLIST last column 
Output device : Array is stored to KPLCM.DAT for emergency 
retrieval . No other output. 
ISSW options: None 
ISW = 2: Zeros columns JSW to KLIST of array C 
ISW = 3: Changes or lists parameters . Parameters involved are listed 
in Table 8. JSW = 1 initializes the parameters (defaults 
also in Table 9) before allowing changes ; JSW = 0 retains 
previous values . (The first access to this branch must 
initialize . ) 
SUMMARY- PEPLT:AVRGS : KBR = 4: ISW = 3 
Function: Change parameters 
JSW, KLIST option: JSW = 1 initializes 
JSW = 0 prints current values 
Output device: KTTX 
ISSW options: None 
ISW = 4: Average table: divide columns JSW to KLIST by column 6, 














































Number of stat ions to be processed 
Variables to compute for C array as 
VRBL{NV(I)) in column I . 
See Table 6 fo r VRBL codes . 
Number of levels to be calculated 
Level number corresponding to reference 
pressure for integrations over pressure 
Optional additive quantities in C array 
element calculation (see text). 
X and Y scaling factors for plots 
Initialized when PEPLS is called by 
responding YES to ' Initialize common ' 
Optional plot parameters (see text for 
AVRGS branch ISW = 7). 
Init i alized in PEPLS as above 
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ISW = 5: Add column JSW vertically, starting from level 2 and going 
to JMAX: 
C(IREC,JSW) = C(IREC- 1,JSW) 
ISW = 6: List C array to unit KLIST. Inlcudes data label, 
parameters, level number and pressure, and C array. 
ISW = 7: Plot one frame. Up to six curves allowed per frame. NCAR 
plot package outputs to unit 8 a file which must be read and 
translated into a plot by a Metacode translator. PEPLT may 
be run on any terminal, but the plot files may only be 
translated on graphics terminals and the Calcomp plotter. 
Instructions for running the translators are found at the 
end of this section of the report. The plot branch asks for 
the number of curves (default 1, maximum 6), the level 
number for the first point (default 1), the plot label, the 
minimum and maximum coordinates for x and y (unless the user 
opts to have the NCAR plot package compute the scales, by 
responding YES to the query 'Use default axis parameters?'), 
x andy axis labels, and the column number to be plotted. 
The program actually plots: 
x = B1*C(J , JSW) + B2*C(J,NX2) + B3*PF 
y = Al*PF + A2*C(J,NV1) + A3*C(J,NY2) 
The default values of the parameters plots 
C(J,JSW) vs PF (pressure) . 
However, if for example the user wished to plot potential 
temperature a vs salinity S, with a (VRBL(65)) in column 
1 and S(VRBL(61)) in column 2, then the values of the above 
parameters should be changed (using AVRGS branch 3) 
A1 = 0. B1 = 1 NYl = 1 
A2 = 1. 
A3 = 0 . 
B2 = 0 
B3 = 0 . 
They-axis runs backwards (maximum at the bottom to minimum 
at the top) unle ss A1 is equal to 0. An example is given in 




ISW = 13: Multiply up to three scaled columns, row by row according to 
C(IREC,I) = CON1*C{REC,I)*{CON2*C{IREC,J)*[CON3*C(IREC,K)]} 
If I = -1 no operation is performed. 
If J = -1 then the expression in {} is set to 1; if 
K = -1, the expression in [ ] is set to one, allowing one, 
two or three scaled columns to be multiplied together. The 
parameters may be changed when the branch is accessed. The 
default values are I,J,K = -1; CON1, CON2, CON3 = 1. 
SUMMARY- PEPLT:AVRGS: KBR = 4, ISW = 13 
Function : Multiply up to three columns, row by row 
JSW options : None 
Output device : None 
!SSW options: None 
ISW = 14: Output in map format to unit KTO. Branch requests output 
file name and level number (JREC) desired. Variables output 
are: 
IDSTN (station identifier: ship, station), XLAT, XLONG, 
(VRBL(NV(K)), K = 1, 3), (C(JREC,K),K = 4,5) 
in format {1H ,A5,2{F8.2),5F(8.3)). 
SUMMARY- PEPLT:AVRGS: KBR = 4, ISW = 14 
Function: Output in map format 
JSW option: None 
Output device: Unit KTO (may be changed in branch; default 
is 60) 
ISSW options : None 
ISW = 15: Not used 
ISW = 16: Take any single column to any power, row by row . Operations 
are performed on the absolute value of all elements. If 
JSW = 1, exponent and column inputs are prompted. If 
JSW = 0, exponentiation is performed . The call to JSW = 0 
should immediately follow that to JSW = 1, as the variables 
used for exponent and column number are not unique to this 
branch. 
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SUMMARY- PEPLT:AVRGS : KBR = 4, ISW = 16 
Function: Exponentiation of a single column 
JSW options: JSW = 0: Operation performed 
JSW = 1: Exponent and column entered 
Output device: None 
ISSW options: None 
ISW = 17: Integration of error terms : 
the integration variable. 
interval pressure squared as 
This is intended for the 
calculation of measurement and finestructure errors in GPE 
and TGPE; as such it may be used on columns containing 
averaged values of VRBL (75 and 77 through 81) -- see 
Table 6. This branch uses the same algorithm as AVRGS 
branch ISW = 9, with 6P 2 instead of 6P as the 
integration variable. See AVRGS branch ISW = 9 for a 
summary. 
ISW = 18: Writes into column 5 the difference in pressure between each 
pair of levels, beginning at the top. 
ISW = 19: Exchange columns JSW and KLIST. 
ISW = 20: Input a new single element of C. Branch prompts for column 
and row of element to be changed. 
ISW = 21: Compute the standard deviation and store in column 1 of any 
quantity X for which X (the average value) is stored in 
co lumn 4 and x2 in column 3. 
ISW = 22: Compute the dynami c height for each station at any range of 
levels referred to level JREF and output in map format. 
Branch prompts for output device (default i s 60), and level 
numbers (JREC1, JREC2) for dynamic height calculation. 
Reference l evel JREF may be changed in AVRGS branch 
ISW = 3. To calculate dynamic height NV( l ) must be 18, 
NV(2) 19. Variables output are: 
IDSTN (station identifier), XLAT, XLONG, Dynamic height 
(in dynamic centimeters), (NV(K),K = 3,6). 
Output occurs for NO stat ions, beginning with the first 
station in JSHP.PTN (unit 12). 
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SUMMARY- PEPLT:AVRGS: KBR = 4, ISW = 22 
Function: Compute dynamic height relative to JREF for any range 
of pressure, for each of NO stations and output in map 
format. Four optional variables are also output, for 
the same range of pressure. An example command file, 




Unit KTO (default 60; may be changed by the 
user when the branch is accessed). 
!SSW options: None 
PEPLT Branches (KBR), continued 
5: Set values of elements in the ISSW array. Up to 16 inputs are 
allowed, each consisting of the element number followed by the 
element value (-1 or 0). Terminate before 16 by typing/. 
6: Restart main program. 
7: Exit program: a YES response to the branch query •EXIT PROGRAM • 
results in the execution of a FORTRAN stop. A NO response 
returns the PEPLS prompt. 
Metacode Translators 
The translators for the plot files (written to unit 8) created in 
AVRGS (branch ISW = 7) and TABLE (PEPLS branch KBR = 1) are device 
specific. That is, each graphics terminal has its own version. The 
CALCOMP high speed plotter has two versions: one with default plotting 
parameters, and one which allows the user to enlarge or stretch the 
plots, alter their distribution on the plotter paper, etc . The IMLAC and 
Tektronix terminals also have versions of the translator to allow plot 
previewing. 
For all translators: 
If the plot file was written to any other file than that named 
FOR008.DAT (via an ASSIGN statement before running PEPLT) then you must 
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assign that ouput file name to unit 8 before running the translators. 
For example, if your plot file is named PLOT.PPT, you must make the 
following assignment: 
ASSIGN PLOT.PPT FOR008. 
For the CALCOMP (both versions) you must also assign terminal 
TTA4: to FOR061: 
ASSIGN TTA4: FOR061 
Then 
RUN MCTRNPLOT (for MetaCode TRaNslator PLOT) 
plots with default parameters, and 
RUN MCTRNPLT2 
prompts the user for changes in the plotting parameters before executing 
the plots. MCTRNPLT2 asks three questions: first, how many plots in the 
y-direction (across plotter)? The default is 1, and is retained if a I 
is entered. Second, what size shall the plots be? The default is 10 by 
10 inches . The new dimensions are entered in inches, and need not be 
equal for x andy. Again a I retains the default values. Finally, the 
program asks for the distance between plots, in inches. The default is 2 
inches in both x andy. All plots in the file assigned to unit 8 are 
plotted, sequentially. 
For the Tektroni x (or the IMLAC in Tektroni x mode): 
RUN MCTRNTEK 
starts the plot previewer. If there is more than one plot, the program 
prompt s for continuing to the next plot by asking 'Option?' to which the 
user should respond C for continue, until all plots in the file assigned 
to unit 8 have been plotted. 
For the IMLAC (recommended over the IMLAC in Tektronix mode, since 
it is simpler, and uses more of the screen): 
RUN MCTRNDYN1 
starts the plot previewer. This program also prompts for continuation if 
there is more than one plot. 
This translator information is accurate as of December 1980. If 
you encounter difficulties you should refer to the current VAX manual. 
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4. Modification of POTEN to accept input CTD data in other than CTD78 
disc format . 
This section is intended as a guide to assist users who wish to use 
POTEN on CTD data with formats other than that read by the standard 
version . In this section the header information required by POTEN is 
described in detail, and the procedure for reading data is explained. 
The only subroutine which must be changed is DATA, providing that the 
input data is an even series in pressure with no gaps . 
DATA requires the following header information for each station: 
Des cri pt ion Variable Name Format 
Ship Name ISHP A2 
Cruise ICRUIS A3 
Station ISTAS 13 
Decimal Latitude (south negative) XLAT F 
Decimal Longitude (west negative) X LONG F 
Day IDA !2 
Month IMO 12 
Year (last two digits) IYR 12 
Time (24 hour clock) ISTME !4 
Station Label LBBL(3) 3A4 
Minimum Pressure PMIN or IPR F or I 
Maximum Pressure LPR I 
The CTDATA library subroutines not needed for formats different from the 








Also, the common file IDXREC . DIM should not be included in DATA--
see the statement INCLUDE 'IDXREC.DIM ' . The variable LLREC is the total 
number of stations in the subindex directory ; all statements in DATA and 
COMPS which refer to LLREC may be deleted. The data are stored in arrays 
PRESS and DATAX. 
" 
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Pressure is stored in PRESS,(#), temperature in DATAX(l, # ), 
salinity in DATAX(2 , #) with # the data scan number. Subroutine DATA 
must fill DATAX and PRESS {all scans) when it is called for each 
station. Finally, DATA must return to COMPS the total number of data 
scans, JRMAX. 
Stations are selected by the call to DATA in COMPS. The call is 
CALL DATA (KST,l) 
In COMPS, KST is the sequential number in the DO loop from ISW to 
JSW in branch 1 (or 13). If the input data is on magnetic tape, the user 
may wish to change the DO loop in COMPS to go from 1 to JSW: that is, 
start at the beginning of the tape and read through ISW stations. 
The section of DATA in which the ship and cruise specification may 
be changed (NSW = 2) can be readily modified to accept similar 
information {in branch 13) pertinent to the user's input data. 
The header information should be read in following statement # 5, 
replacing the statements between # 5 and #54. The data should be read 
in in statements which replace the calls to DATIOX and GETDAT. 
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Example command files for different routine 
calculations using POTEN and PEPLT. 
In this appendi x documented command files which perform various 
routine calculations are listed. In the order in which they appear they 
are: ENERGY.COM, POTEN.COM, PEPLT.COM, TABLE.COM, and DYNHT . COM. Brief 
descriptions of these files are also found in Table 2. The files 
themselves contain detailed documentation. Example plots from ENERGY.COM 
are also included: see Figures 5 to 12. Example plots from TABLE.COM 
are found in Figure 4. 
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---5 -- ~·· ! •••••••••••-++ fNfRt';Y.COP'I ••••.• -•• -.t.-.-.-.-.-. .. 
10 \!CO~•AN~ FILE TO CO~PUTE lPE FROM CT078 FO~~AT DATA. CREATES 
11)0 ,.: 
200 \ASS'O~ P~YNT.PTN FOR004 
--Too-· -- RuNir·mrn:~ ~orn~ · 
400 YES fNlTIALIZE COMMON 
W a It" 8 1:1 a ¥ I\ I &I I P & ri U' W •• J"C 
~o-o -- lffJOO- Nr)T TNT't' tAl t1E ~E·arn:~sTON p·AROfrTERS ---- -· 
600 2.'> !~RESSURE INTERVAl FOR INPUT OAT~ 
7 0 0 j ,I ·d ~ ! S E I P A R A 1'1 t I E!R S F I.J R ll'. E G '< t S S I fJ N -----·--- ·-·-
800 ,.,.,?.1 !SET POIFF TO 20~--INTERVAL OVER Wt11CH TO.S'O.OV() AVF.~AGF.O 
-tro-u·- - -, !lJIT NO.T CHAN"GE·-nEt:P-.:.;:Pin:s·surrf· ~CJlCtNPu·r-tnTA __ _ 
1000 NO 00 NOT CHANGE RF.G~~SSIO~ PARAMfTERS 
1100 ·--,-·-rrF;{VF- Tllff - ~T~fCf01irAT~-n"ULT-"11-105"lJAYS 
1200 I !LP4VE ~AST-WEST ~PACE WINDOW AT O~fAULT: ~1WO,l60 OEO 
1300 I !C~!YE NORTR-SOOTM SPACE WINDOW AT OEFAOLT1 ~qo,qo OEG 
1400 YF~ O~ANGE OATA LA8fl 
T5'UU -··- l.~""P"s--5--TFsr~·-sTAmYA~'O- ·VFrr~ro~nr FOS--22 ·JtJCY ar ··-··---·- - --·· · 
1600 111 !~fT ISSW ARRAY 
rsuu·- --lr;~ rr· ITTST S fAT TUN ... l NF fJ RIll AT I ON T 0 ON IT K l I '5 ,.--CFIT"Fl'""R--n:rr-.1,-n~r-·- - .. - -··- ·-···· 
181)0 111 
tfJOO t?.,OI !Or.'! ~qoT ti~T ~I:·GRE~~TON SUI'Ir'IARf AT fAC~ DEPTH FOR f:lltH SllnON 
1950 111 
?UUU - - rr,;;.Tf !'CRFA'TF -..-IH; c;,-.-;l(VT;"-rn._TI ----·- - - ·--
l050 111 . 
?TOU - --.,-;-nr·- roo--NOT lT~T nmTVTUUA[.J'lJP-uTlfli)- -'"S'"CAl1P)1 -· ••• · ·· - ·-·-·-- - . · - - - · · - - . -·-· 
ll50 111 
llOO Iu,ot !00 NtH L l'5T RJ:"GRf~SION CO'EFf'ICIENTS fO~ EACH lEVElO 
2'>00 1,22<J,'73b,4/!USING OEF CRUP5E SPECS, REGRESS STA' REF I ·rsw TO J'5W 
Zf>&U .. TJ9ZUt;z<n~,li'f !l:H"AN"GF TRF"'OUlSF SPECS, TRn- n · IW PREYIOO'S · cn~'ll!lilU 
l671) W !~U~OIR~CTORY VERSt~N 
Tnq-o- - -ysnr.rrlJO"J--- -r-sRy-p-;- Cl"u1sr,--,-rn rrcT~----··----- -·- --·-·--.. ·--- - ·· --· ·-· - --· · - ·--·-·· 
2900 111 !RFSET IS'5W ARRAY 
,000 ll,-1/ !tTST AVERAGEO REG'-F.SSTON COEFFICIENT~ 
3100 4,t,o,.tt'/ !PROCEED T!!tROUGH ENTIRE AVERAGING P'R'OCESS. LIST'S TO PRINT .• PTN 
n-o-o-··--r -z-t """!F.xtr n-o-en-~ -- · -···-- ·----------- --
3100 YF~ 
~-- --'f-I\"5YI~ ~TNT.-f'"P'T' ~·1)'(Jtt-·n:1"5·rtnc.. Ftt::E FOR PEPti- WT1'Ur-·· 
J'>OO SA~STGN PLOT.PPT FORaOR !NCAR PlOT F1tE FOR PFPLT PLOTS 
3600 RON/N0t1f9 t"FPI: -- -
J700 NO 00 NOT PEAO IN PREV10USlY STOREO COMMON 
11ter0· -·-·rFs- -rm-~t.lrr· rrA-ra- SEtFCTtmt 'P"A"R"tl~ET·ERS - - · - ... 
]900 51 !~E T !SSW ARRAY 
~o-o-o---·r.-1.1 !ti·$1 1J~A11"1'rn~t'ERFORI'IEO, fN--p-ttnn-:-P"vr . . 
40!>0 5/ 
~ t 0 0 5 , ""t 1 ! P t 0 T C H A ~ A C T f:? ~ ~ 0 N P t l'j T ~ F 0 R t D~ fll T I F ! C A1' 10 N 
4200 4,2,1~~1 !ZERO C ARRAY I~ AVRGS. PROGRAM CO~TROL 
- 'ttJl)\t·---~n-. t7 !'Sfi VARIA~-- SElECT IUN- PARAllfl:TERS 
4400 1000,~,,,,,501 ~CHANGE 1000 TO J OF STATtO~S 
~~- rro- . - I ·Tm'l NOT CtfnfGt A V iRltOm';~'X ft"l·--·-·--·· - --- . 
4600 I !Dry NOT CHANGE Al THROUCH B1 
It 7UU -r.--~ NIJ f CHA'NGF l'fX I rHR OUGH NYl 
~800 4.1,1~~ !~EAO VARIA8LF.5 A'S SELECTED INTO C ftRRAY. 
~OW IN llVPGS. 
IF NO < Alt. 
7t--cro-o·---,.·-.·-r.-,T i'5 !n TVTUF -t'OlU~NS 1·~ lJY 6 ( RUI't8ER OF 51 A' I mrS1~-"'lVElO-ct- - ·- ·-·--·~-
c;ooo 4,6,t,4 !WRITE C ARR'~Y TO PRINT.PPT 
·nmr--- -·4·9~9T."1 .. -! TNTEI,ltfl'F CUtul'fN). -r-=-3-wnr....,TN:H:a--tR!t1f~SII"1P[)-Ec-rcTf __,.T""O ViH 'S ~ 0 WE .... - ··--- -- -·---·· - ····-
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--~-o- - -- 4--,1 o-,T;' J TSt.H\"1'~ A CT·-~crn~- ~LC l"E"VEr·~--T"HE VALUE- -,H . L EYEL JRff . -·- - ·- --
~125 4,~,1,4 !WRITF. C ARRAY TO PRINT.PPT 
54 o o 4 , 11 ,: o I !)tJ-eTIH-C '!~1f01rC""(flr~t·s--...-2 -:.,...-3•; -.-A""'O""KD VALUE AIJlfE J= F~ 0 M C 0 l - -lt-
5500 4,h,t~~ !WRITE C ARRAY TO PRT~T.PPT 
--- """1)60'0 1t,11J1/ !f)"fSF1' AOOrlt•vl? CONSTAN-TS --
5700 I,I •• l~1.,1,1.,1t 9 0. !REPLACE COMP~E~STBILJTY TERM~ 
---- -~oo- · 4-.,Il.rr-/ -- --- · 
c;qoo ~t.,1t;.;tt 
6000 •*'•S "'!TA'rr -"CTILUlm·· -s- Tn THf POWER .5 --------·· 
6100 4.16,,/ 
ti70"0 - lt 9 6,1.'4 !WRITF C ARRAY TO PRlNf~PPT __ _  
6300 lt,7/ !CALL PLOT BRA~C~ 
-- -6"41ro - - 4, :f ··p.-· PLOTS-- IN nffS--F~-AME -;--s TARTI'NG' ~f-Cf.YEL - ·r (fN EACH-- -- ---- . 
6500 YES I~PUT NEW PLOT L~BEL 
6 h o o l 0 E F , .c; N ~ w E n S - :...""'22 J ucv---'AI --------------- -- - ·-··-
6700 NO 00 NO USE DEFAULT AXIS PARA~ETERS 
- --· - 6ROO- :.·?.o-; ·~ofY.,-0 ,1000 -·! XM-If'{'f"X'~A-X~ Y rfJN-;YP"fA_X _ __ _ 
bqoo YFS C~ANGF. X- AXt~ LA~EL 
- --70cnr ---A-P"f- rCJ~lSEtl +•2 . -
7100 Yf'; C1·fANGF. Y-AXTS LABFL' 
r~ou PlO-'l~u~n:, n~ 
7300 1 ! PLOT COL 1 
---- -,40·0 - . - !t. r·s Pl01' CHA~ACl'ER tOENTtFJE~NOf -tENfER~O!l 
7500 ? ! PLOT t:OL 2 
700"0" + . - - --
7700 3 !PtnT COL 3 
TlHJO 0 
7qoo 4 !PL~T cnL 4 
------lfOuu - · x -· 
8100 4,7/ !C~Ll PLOT ARANC~ FO~ NEXT P~OT 
-!flO"' ·-1; fl --·!'r- PI DT l~ ·rHTS-t:'R A fii!F;- ··sTllrTTffC'--ArL·F"'lft-- f -·---· 
6300 NO DO NOT CHANGE PLOT LAAfL 
8400 NO ""1J'O NOT USE DEFAULT AX I~ PARA,.,ETfRS 
8500 o,too.o,Jooo 
--8"1luu-· tT'S ~GE X-A-XI'S LAAFL 
8700 R~S OTSPLACfMfNTS, 08 
- - R R 0 0 "Nn--lTTlrffiT - 1.1-iA N G E Y-K X1 5 - C! Rt l - - ·- ---- ---· -
8900 ~ !PLOT COL 5 
t:rouo-- • 
q100 4,?,19~ !lERO COLU~NS 1-~ OF C ARRAY 
"CT?"<YO . 0.,1901.: · !R"ESET 'SELECTFn -V"ARrl"BrF PARAI'!f.JEPS, lOVIN"C OTHl:~ AS" 'lffFTIIU 
qJoo ,50,61~65,64,19/ 
- ---- vwo- - t - ·· ----
q5oo t 
"1~00 ' 
q700 4,1,1,5 !READ VARIABLES INTO COLUMNS 1-5;STA~T AT TOP OF J~HP.PTN tY~ 
-- ---·-- q8oo ·- 4,~·, r,· 9) - !OTVT01: · coCU,..N1) r.;;5·-·eml*lf3ER UFSTATf!J'NS __________ -------- - ----
qqoo 4,6,1•~ !WRITf C A~RAY TO PRINT.PPT 
--- 1 {Hf01f-- lt ; 1? l !'RETUffN C O"NTR"OC TO -l'T.Pl."Y 
10100 5/ !SET ISSW ARRAY 
10?00 '5-;TJ/ !1110 CHARACTERS 'f'O JI')FRIIFf PCOI"S 
10300 4,7/ ~CALL PLOT A~ANCH FOR NEXT FRAI*IE; SfE EA~~IER OfSC~TPTIO~ 




10~00 y~--- ------ ----
10900 SALINITY, PPT 
·-rroou NO 
11100 2 
·--,-,.-,-n-rr- I. - 7 , -- - - - ·-·-- - -
[1jOQ 1,1/ 
l1400 NO 
rT~uu--- wn -- ---- - - -- --------
ll~OO 2,?2iO~JOOO 
IT10-o- ·-·yr 
ll800 POTENTfAL TEMPERATURE~ DEG C 
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fl'JO""O --- Nn 
L21t00 NO 
rl"S"·o·o···· o, s, o, 1ooo 
l2b00 YE 
1Z700 ''h CPR 
12800 NO 
u'f-cro-- -4 - -
13000 4,7/ nrcro·---- r-; t · 
11200 NO 
r"Jmu __ __ llO 
13400 40,220,0,3000 
rrrCfO-- YF 
13~00 OELT~~F, 1~-5 CM••JIG~ 
rrrou- - -~u-- ---- -- -- -·- --- -- - --- - - - ---- -----------
11800 5 
- ---- - -- ------------- - -------
l]qoo tt,1,01 !PfSET SElfUF.O 'VAlUABlE PAI< ·AIIfEIEkS 
14000 I 
PtTO'U - - 7 
14200 o.,I~/ 
1t·1·o o-·- --; , 3,--




r,. roo ---NTJ -
1 4 800 34 . 8936.8,2,22 
rwu-u·- -·rr-- ·· ---------------- --- --- ---·-------- ------------------ ·---- · ---
1~ooo SALINITY, PPT 
I ""''U"u--------n: 
15?00 POTFNTtAL TEMPfP.ATURE, DEG C 
m(TU"'·--- -? . -- - . --- -- - - - -- -- ------ -
1'.;400 4,7/ 
~mr-·r.--.rr-
! CAll PlOT BQ ANCI'f FOR FINAL FR. AME ; · DEEP H+ET A-S 
tt;t>oo NO 
15"7UO ____ NO 
15800 34.qJ.35.03,2.6.4.8 
{Oj9Q 0 - ·-wn--
lbOOO NO 
roro-u--- -z · -
lb200 4,12/ !RFTURN CONTROl TO PEPLS 
16 ~00 11 !F•IT PkOG~AM? 
lb400 YES 
16 Oj 0 0 . -- -f PRT NT l DEl . "'P R'I"N 1 ; P TN ,-l'lff'RT.t'"PT·-
- - - -----·---- ----- -------------- ---- ·- ·- ··-------- ---------
- -----------·------- - ----- -------- --------- --
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: 1400 t 
~ 1600 t 
0:: 
a... 1800 ~ 
Asterisks are: 
2500 * 2 J2500 J2500 I' 2 r a • l k' J (~i - af)dp -~ I - -;-; dp + 2 -z dp . 
p 2500 p p 
(APE: GPE less compressibi lity terms) 
x's are: 
a *w2 
--IT- (p) . 
(Boussinesq APE with true displacements) 
2000 ~ 
2200 
L 7400 ~ 
t •s are: 
J
2500 1. 2 l k' 
- 'l -z- dp . 
p 
(vertical compressibility term) 




3000 . ...!. ___ 
2500 
J .......-; dp. 
p 
(horizontal compress i b il i t y t erm) . 
... L. ....l. .. __ ..i_,l . .. _L_ . ...L..,_l __ _J _ __ .i_ _ J__j __ _j__j_...J.--L. I I I I 
-20 0 20 'W 60 80 1 00 120 1 '10 160 180 200 
APE (CM/SEC)••2 
Figure 5: Example plot from £N£RGY .CUM: AP£ 
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3000 I I I --l. . ... ..L__..L. _..J __ .l..-.....1 1.~< i I I I I L__i_.......____..__.____, 
0 10 20 30 '10 SG 60 70 80 90 100 
RHS DISPLACEMENTS, DB 
Figure 6: Example plot from ENERGY. COM. 
Rms vertical displacements, n, in db. 
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35.0 35.2 35.4 35.6 35.8 36.0 36.2 36.4 36.6 36.8 
SALINITY, PPT 
Figure 7: Example plot from ENERGY.COM 

























LOE FSS TEST 0F STANDARD VERS10N 
4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
PBTENTIAL TEMPERATURE. DEG C 
Figure 8: Example plot from ENERGY.COM 


























3000 I I I II I I I I 
0 .5 1. 0 1.5 2.0 2.5 
N, CPH 
3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 
Figure 9: Examp le plot from ENERGY.COM 
Buoyancy f r equency N in cph averaged along adiabaticall y 
leveled surfaces. 
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3000 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I 1 I 
40 60 60 100 120 140 160 160 200 
DELTA-F. 1E-5 CH••3/GH 
Figure 10: Example plot from ENERGY.COM 
































35.0 35.2 35. 4 35.6 35.8 36.0 36. 2 36.4 36.6 36.8 
SALINITY, PPT 
Fi gure 11: Example pl ot from ENERGY.COM 
Potential temperature vs sali nity computed as averages 





























LDE FSS TEST 0F STANDARD VERSI0N 
/ 
/ 
34.94 34.95 34.96 34.97 34.98 34.99 35.00 35.01 35.02 35.03 
SALINITY, PPT 
Figure 12: Example plot from ENERGY.COM 
Deep potential temperature vs salinity. 
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50 S! ••••••••••••• POTFN.Cn~ •••••••••••••• 
100 S!TAS~ IS TO SfT UP PA~AMfTERS FO~ AN INTFqACTY~ RUN OF POTEN 
110 S!FINAL INSTRUCTION IN THTS COM-FILE CHAN-GE S KIN TO 69 THER'EBY 
120 S!PE~~NING CONTROL fO T~E TERMINAL. 
- - --130 _______ 1! ------ - --- - ---------- ---- ------- --------------
zoo SA~STGN PQINT.PTN FOR004 
----1 00-- -~ ITSlGN - JSHPFS·'5-_ PTN-PO~-or?·-- -- H:-H-fNGE - JSHPl=-ss· ftfC(fR-IfECT- fTa't-id~ L tS-T 
~00 PUNINOOEB POTfN 
600 'Yt:s JIN 'ITIALIZfL~lilrrN - ----- - ----
700 NO 00 NOT INITIALIZE ~E~~ES SION PARAMETERS 
- - --- -7'16-- z -.c;·----!'PRFSSUP.f -(t-fTEII(VAL-FffR ___ fNPUT OATA ___ ---- --- --- --· -----
1200 o ... , . .;.bl !CONTROL NOW RF.TURNS TO TE'~MIN~L FOR INT£RilCTtVE SfSStON 
--------
--------------------· 
---~ - - ---- ---- - -----.--- ------ -- -- - ------ - ,. ____ - ... --- ------ -·------· -- ... --- - - ---- -
- --------·------- - ------
- - ------ -- - -- ---
-- -··-
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'"5 ·~! •••••·••••••• + PEPL T . -C'l'1 ++++++t+t'++-+.tt -
10 S!TA~K I<; TO SfT UP p·a-rUMFTERS FOR AN tNTERACTf'l£ RUR Of P'FPLT 
ZO \!Ll5'1 SflfEI'ItNf 'IN 1Rts CO, FilE tRANCES l<'IN tO 6, f"''fRE'tH .. ____ _ 
30 \!RETURNING CONTROL ~0 THE TERMINAL. 
--'4l:f -~ : ·-·---. .. ·----·- - ... -- ·--- .. , _________ , _____ ·--·------------ -· ... ____ , __ , ____ .. _____ - -. _., .. ·---·----...... 
100 SASStGN J~HPF5 . PTN FO~Ol2 !CHANGE J5HPF5 TO CORRECT STATTON ltST 
TI~---· -~~STCN'""PL1JI~-P'~Ulf01YA ____ !"P'LOT. PPT I '5 METlC'TJlYt- fTCr---· --- --------- . - . 
150 \~~SlGN PRtNT.PPT FOR004 !PRINT.PP'T IS LIST FILE 
ZOO RON/NOOEB PEPLT 
300 NO 00 NOT QEAO IN PREVIOUSlY STORED CO~P10N . 
• r<Jo ....... vf.'-r-lN'fTTALTlf[fATA--S'f.-t:'ECTl ON P -AR AME TfRS-- --------- ------------------
600 4,?,l96,.,,b/ !CONTROL NOW RETURNS TO TER.,tN'll FOR tNTl:lUCTtVE SESSION 
. -- ·-·- ------ ------- ----- -----
-----··--------- - --- ·- -- ------ ----- --------------· 
- -----·-·- - . ------------- ---- .. -------··- - ·-------
------· - . - ------··- ----------------------------··------------------- --· ·- - -- ---~ -------
----------------·--·-·--------
---- ---------- ·---- ___ .. ___ ·--- - --·---- -------·---- - ----· 
________________ .. ____ ._ ... 
----··--·---------·----- -· ---- --------- --·---·----·-
- -------------·--.. - ·--------- .. - ·--·-------·-·-·--·------·-·--- - - - --
- -----------------· - -------·------
·-------------------·------- --·- -
- --------------------· 
__ .. __ ..... - - -----· ·----------· 
--------------- - --·---- ----- ---- --- - -----------·-
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· so ~! ••••••••••••• r~a-u=.cn!-11 •••••••••••••• 
100 '!TASK TS TO CREATE TW~ PLOTS COR~ESPONOING TO FIGURES 
200 \!4 Aqo 1) T"f"BIHY(19S:ll BLUE COVER REPORT. Hff' Ftlr~;--·- - · ·-------
300 ~!FIGUOE TS BUOYANCY f~OUf.NCY N AS A fUNCTION OF OEPTH 
- · ---ltUCY - I""!AN\J POSITION. IHf $'fCO"Nn1$ - V8'fltt-Al. OtS"""PLl-C""f~-ENI·. ·-· - ---·· --- .. 
'500 ~!POTH AQF CRFATEO USTNG TARLE SUBPOUTTNE OF PFPLT; 
---oo-cr·--· , ."!IHF. . FIRST f T G mrF -u9"t"S ·nrF ·oEF AU[T ""Pt:'TT ")l''FC'f"F'l"C"~I I Olfh - ---·. - · .. 
700 SA~STGN PLOT.PPT FnR008 
8 0 0 'I A~ s I CIQ" J"S"rYA'""P.,....F r"') -. n-p ..... 1 KTN'-r-F "'U_K,...O..-l-rl------ ·-·-----
qoo RUN/NOOfS PFPLT 
·-nnro·-· NO DO ""NOT Q.E"Afr rN ~RtV1'0D~L r·~rTlWtD ·coM,..ON 
1100 YFS f.N1T TALI7E DATA SELE~TtON PARA,..ETERS 
.. -------rl"O"fJ- ·-r;-n- ·- !TN rt t AllTE"Prtrr- P-!lfUft~ t N T ASL!:- --- --
1300 16/ !~NTEQ NUMBER OF STATIONS IN PLOT 
11 50 3/ ~ t S F t ·p-s T u: VEL P l 0 T T E 0 
1400 YES TNPUT NFW PLOT t•qfl 
f1r0(). ···-l t'> .:· F ~ I) : N • C PH . 
1600 NO 00 NOT USE DEFAULT AXIS PARA~ETfRS 
· --- ·rnro- ----, .. !lrSJ:: THESE -"MT~ A·fm· f'nY - ····-· .. . 
1800 Yf.S CHANGF X-AXIS LAftEL 
l'IUU K'"'rA)t lJF lJRI{)IN 
2000 
--·--z-roo 
YF~ C~ANGF Y-AXIS LA8El 
- ~NORTH nF ORJClN 
2700 1.01 !PLOT 
- - ------- ---- ·-
- ~'TOo ·- ·-·r;I/ - ~AN·Gt · PA!fA1fETE"lfS.t=lJI~ 'SftONO- ""PUIT - ···--- ·--·--·-.-
2 4 0 0 u., , , 1 0 0 , 1 0 0 0 I ! 1 0 0 T' S 0 I S P L ACE MEN T A X I S T ~ o-a· 
• » CIt I » ·- · • - - --· l .. ,u J, 
2'500 YES CHAN~F PLOT LABEL 
·----.2~6 ..... 00 . - L OF -· f"S"5·: Vf. R Tl C"4"l Ol~Pl A-CE ~Fffrs·, "l') If". 
2633 NO 00 NOT USE OfFAUlf AXIS PARAMETERS 
--· 76f)6 ·- ,---- !O~F T"HFSE Pn"li!,PfA')( -v-~LO"tS ·--- .... -
2700 NO on NDT CHANf.E X-A~1S LABEL 
lr!UO NU UU NUT TftA111Vl: T=AU) LAP.l:l. 
2816 4,1,0/ !CHANGE PLOT PARA~fTERS--AVRGS 
---···z837 · -, -- · ·· -- ·-- .. __ --- ---- · 
2848 I 
-- 286-4 • .fJTJI !"RE5C"ALF OT~P"lACFMFNI'S--
2880 ,50/ ! PL~T OTSPLACFM~NTS RATHER THAN N 
l8 9 0 T;T?.r-:v-FTUR""N l IJ P E P l S . 
zqoo 1,0/ !PLOT 




--·· - ---·----------- - -
70 
- · 1 U - - T"!-· . -••• ...-•• -.-•• -. -.-..-.- DV'NHr;-~---.-• .-• ..-..-.~-.-. ----- - - -· -- -- ---·----- --- - -
2 5 \ ! T A $ K ·r S T 0 C R E A T E G P C P C 0 M P A T I 8 L E 0 U T PUT F R 0 Jill' + • A V G F1 l E $ AT 
H S!')PE'OiflfO lEYEl'.i PI'. VARIABlES t!Ulfi'Ul ARf----sT~-IU.¥Ft--xLlT9 
37 \!XLONC,OYN HT REF TO PF AT LEVEL '50t1TO;SO,REF S'PECifliC VOt,-TtME 
---· 4---:3-~---nJUtrW·l')-f.-Y'S- t=Cffi""l. --JAN+OFTIPilAL'HOtJRSJ· ; FO~Ar-T5 ---- ·- -- - --- - --- ----------- --
46 ~!lH ~A'5,I4t2Ff8.2l,~FR.J) 28 MAY 81 NAN BRAY 
--- 5"7t-- ·-s-!lJUllffrrR ·nF sn·TrrJNS IJUTPUT9-llUTPUifllfl ABLE~ 9 lND R£FE'lrtNCf PQfS~UR E 
'58 \!FOR OYNA"'lC HfiGHT !'lAY Af CHANGFO IN AV~GS 8R'A~CH 3 • 
..,.... Y&l HU&I&UY#" r'P'.KIYiiiF¥tWrr ·f • · -rr~ '! OYN.ll"'f( H[ I~v I l '" u """HII\.. \..'1;; 1'1' InC I c ".>. 
R9 \! 
---·nnr ---, A~SrCN J~Hl>Ft).f>"TN f"OROl-2 ·rcHlN_G.EJSHJYF'?TOlP-PifOPRt'l-T~ -- ~TAT-tON · L -i$T . ---- ---
200 RUN/NUOEB PEPLT 
-,-cro----- -Nn- DlJ llOT RF. AO l N INl trllTrrlJ-C'Ol1f'10N -- ·- --- -- --- ----- ----·· --- ·---. ~- -- - - -· 
500 YF TN1TIALtZE DATA SEVfCTJON PARAMETER$ 
600 .. tltlt'~/ !lERU C ARlOr'f' 
700 4,3,~~ !5FT DATA VARIABLES 
eo o --- ,_ "0 on ··flr; t q , 11-.-1 4 ,· tc~-. ? , c; o--;~c; 7 
qoo 1 
'll1U'O-- . -, - - ------ ---- ·- --------- ---- ----· - - -------- --
1100 I 
1200 4,Z2~I,6/ ' 1250 YES !NP . CREATE FlLES FaR -TT01>~~ n·s-r.•llA~T _ NEW ... Fl,!-_~ N A'"f . T1IUfL1'VIT lt fOUl~ E1J 
-- ·--·-- - ---
litOO 15,17 !RANGE OF LEVELS FOR WHICH OH Wltt BE f'JUT' PU T TltUU---4· 9177-- !RE"TlTRlif- CrrnTR"Urln---,TI l S ----- - ..... - - - -- - · --- . ·-- . -- - ----- ----- ·-- -
3500 7/ !EXIT PROGRA~? 
.:n'fUU - - TE~ 
3700 SSORT/KfY•fPOSITION:19SI'lE:6) TEST.DAT TESTP;OKT' !SORT$ BY P~ESSU~f 
--. ---· -- -- ---- - - ·---·- ·----------- ------
--- - - ------------.-· ---------------·- - - -----· --- ----
--- ------- -- --·- ---------
--· ------------··--·-- - .. --- ----------- ------------
---- - -----~---- ---~---- ------------- ·--·- -· --·----·------- ------ ··---·-···-- - · ------·-·- ··-·-· ----·------ -- --- ····-
----- ----··- ·-- -------- -- --· - -- -------- -- -
































































































SHOR 1' . l'HjC.UMENTA-ffo~r - - - . . . .. 
JSW KLt'ST DE~c~·JPTtON 
SHORT OOCU~ENT KTI ON 
COMPOTE REGRE5StON5 PO~ JS~ 
- ··-· - . ···- ·sE OllE'Nfl"Al -S f'A'T"ftfNS-~ ·- - . -
INIT,ALfZf OaTA 5fLECTtON 
. - - -------p AlfAMl:-~1:~ ~. . -
SET ~~AMETERS: SHORT LTST. 
700 I - - 'SET"~flfETfR'): FULL L'f'ST; 
800 STO~FS COM~ON TN FILE kPTCM lfOO- .. , - --- 1 --
-· =------ --cu --- -Av"RcP"- ivE R ,.-ctN-c•susifotfrl-Nf-; --------·- --· 
1000 '5 NOT U~ED 
--lfoo __ ___ 6·------ ---- ------- --- L1STL'A BEL. - -- --·-- ---· -- --· --- -- ---- -·--· 
13oo 7 NOT USFD 
l't 0 0 ------g LIST READER l~fORMATtON. 
LJST DATA RECrrR~. 1500 C) 




SET tSSW fSWtTCH) ARRAY. 
----------..E ... X .. t.... T.--..P .... R .... O~-Alf;------------- -----------· ---
·------------- ---------------------·-- -- -
------ ·---------
-·-- ·-·-· --




'J ------ c:rl --
C.,· 
C C"OP',OTEN.FOR FILE: OtMfNSn)N;COMMO)•' AND EOU'tVALF.NCE FOR POTF.N 




PARA~fTER KC~a ~15 
-R v r E u~ ,-I) inJYr R-






Ul~f~~ - KAOG1t~oJ,RBOFl46J;v~flJ 
Dl~ENSION KPTC~(KCM) 
.. Ot MOiS tON P-R-ES~ C3JOO) ------·- ------·· 
----·-,n,- - - c--a·rnrr< ·c1:r~MON 
732 c 
750 cu~~UN~ 
775 C ~EC~NNINC OF STORED COMMON 
- -----··-lflJlY ____ - . · clrt-H~ON Kff>C,i<Lr~,.-;-J(lJlfT,l(1'"1),-~-w7J~W,i(R~ 
825 c 






---- -- n -oo · -
-ctHffiiON l B 8TTJT;t:lfl'ff1-r,-NS"rf60T-~PR( 60 J ,iN~_E_C_t ION 
........ 
1125 c 
115 o - c- ~-nrnT~C"- OF o·,;rr ·lWFFF~-roro~---· - - ---
1175 c 
lZUU COM!~~!ON ~TlPE,M~UF,IREC,N,NOP,KSWtlltlZ 
1300 COMMO~ PF,TO,S090VO 
1ttoo · -- · ·- ··· c~n~ P"l ;r"H-.=-~.lJVr-· --- ----- -- ··-
t5oo COMMnN PM,THM,y~,ov-. 
1 6 0 0 ·--- .. - ·r,ul'fll! ON 0 H·;vs X1'l! -·- --- --- ... -··. --·- . . -
1700 ~OM~ON CP(8l,zt~CTI8J,Z2,FltF2~FJ 
l7IZ C 
172~ C FNO OF K~UF 





Cffi!O'fUN 'A 1 94 7 9 AT911fl ·; ~ Z , N 3 
r.O~fi'ION C(6),JS~Wtl6l 
lfJ~H) III'P~UN lCROl)t'lf"I<OJtPI<OYtt< 





C FNO 0~ STOREO COMMON c -- . 
2000 r. oM~ON P(3300,,Tf3300),S(JJOOl,OVI3300' 
2100 lOM~ON TH(3JOoJ,Pf(J300J,ff(J30oJ 
ZZOO COMMON 8(8,,RP~Rl,8T(~),BAI8J,C0{36l,~Rtel 
---- ·nuu i.UM"fi'ION EX f5l ;-J~Xlol · -- ------·· ---
2~00 ro~~ON WT(b00,.JSHP1~00l 





'.:I.Jl'f"''l m - L L t< t c , ~ 1"'51 
2'533 ... - c--~L.""FNCE 
2'>66 c 
--- --·- --- ·-·-
--znr-6""0"0"- - . - FOUTVJllFN"CF f""KHOC,[TYPf J 9fK13UF~PFl - -- - --
2700 FOUTVALfNCE fPDT~tAl),(VR,PFl~KTTX,KP~C~J 
rr~U -r:v"UTVALtN LE {PRf'5:5tTJAIAJtJ 
2~00 c 
74 
TOO . -- C tNOt)( PrCm~O FfEl 0~ I'>ECO~ POSED ---
200 C USE~ LABELLED COM~O"' : USE INCLUDE STATE~EN'T" TrJ ME'RGE" YNTO P~oc·~~ 
~00 C . RC" ~AR 27 1 980 
'tOO C AIU~Y TOXREC CONT'At"l~ T~E INDEX RECORD 
---.,-oo··-----c -·ArwTvs·· -tHE_ F_f RS f- ~f'tOR-D(fF--A-OATA F1LE 
600 C tUXR~C ~AS THE SA~ STRUCTURE TN TR£ SUAINO~~ FILE 
- rc;o·-- -r.- -- --- -·-- ------- - ----- --·--------------- - -- - ------ ---- - ---- -------
800 COMMON/TNOX/ IOXRE~(2~6l 
qoo c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1000 C LPGVER IS AN ~CS!'I OESCRtPTlDN OF LOAOt~ PPO~RlM VERSlON 
1100 ___ -- - - - INTEGER- CPGYf-lff i;)~I-·ff•fE-C - --- ------- --------------- ------ - -----
1?.00 c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
--rJ"oo ____ Ctlf"f A"Ni)- L TYMEtONTAtf'J - ASCTt- OATf E' TtMF f ·ttE' CREAT-Elf-- --------------
1/tOO TNTfGfR LOATEC3l•LTtMEt2) 
1500 C DPV ICE AND FlLSPEC FORM A COMPLETE FILE SPECfFtER 
1600 tNTEGFR FtLSPECUU,'OEVICE 
1700 ___ C ___ TFRF O ARRAY -HA_'S _TNF--SAPff STRUCTURl? A~ CTO?ft VAX--FC1f"Ar---·-··-- ·-------
1800 tNTEGER IFHE0(90J91CMNTf35) 1900 C ·c11ifR( HAS-THE- LOCATT O-NSOF-THE BEatNNtNG MO~O-OF _____________________________ _ 
ZOOO C INFOQMA TION FIELDS 0~ TRF. INDEX RECORO 
2' 100 C 1• t'TO 78 HE AOER 2 •ABR"EV I ATE 0 OATA DF-'SCR I PTITR'S' J•TAPE ~-•nt.:£ S"PFC 
2200 lNTEGER CNTRLC6~ 
--z-"3 O(f ------C- V A lfO£-~ ARRAYS- -C-ONi iifN- AB R EVf A-TEO V KR r ABlE O~"'SCfffP-T Ofl 5---·-· - -· ·- --- --------·- --
2400 C MIN!,.AX VALUE'S IVAROFS f.UNTAINS MNEMONIC IOfMTIFtER~ 
-~----------llr"1ENSnYN---vAROE'S-f4916) • tVAROESf 't916) ---------- - ---- -----------
- 2~00 EOUtVALENCE(KEYW09tOXRECfl)J 
7700 -EOUTVAtENCE~ITT9TDnFCT7l J 
2800 C LSl'RfC IS THE NEXT AVAILABLE RECORD IN ~U81NO'EX FlU: t·~r REC. ONlY 
~o··- --- ~ou-fVALnfC"EfL"S-'f~EGifWREC-f91) 
3000 FOUIVALENCEftF~FO(ll.IOXRECf13l1 
-,-ro-o- -------- -- ----~·a-u tVAL ENCE- lVA'ffOFST!,T,--; -In'""x=R=E=c--t"'l-=-t =5 ---l.--) -, ""'·' f'Y-Alftl"fS-lli-1 t ;?t o-xR·f ·c ·t-i -15- ,- r-- --
3200 fOUtVALENCE(KSCKN9IOXRECCIO~J) 
3300 POOIVAlt~LE tRELLNG910~RELtl O/IJ 
3/tOO f:OU t VAL fNCE ( M'SCl'f{, lt>XR EC ( 106) l y( NSC ANS ,,tflXR EC fllZ J J 
j"5{ffl ---- - - tom nrrm:-ETP"M'JW;;'TOX'ftl:TrfOTI9lP R~ I NT, i o-,:~.fTilTITI ______ ___________ ---
3600 FOUtVALENCEfNTOT,tOXRECC108)) 
'.J7UU----- ----~-OUTVJ:LEWC E ( I fiWV...,A .,..R-,,.f'"D,X,..,.RcrE .... C7(-.-l..,O~q:-TJ-.-J-97(,.J-np•[""O;.,.Cr-, ... 1~0'XlftCITrlfT1--- -- -- ·----- - -- --· 
3800 ~OUIVALENCE 
'3 q 0 0 t ( I J: HE 0 ( 1 ) , I <;A liP h ( t FA ED (4 J .;t C R 0 l J , f I F REf)( S ) , I 5 T AS J 
4000 2 .;"( IFHfO ( 7), T YR) , 1( I'FHEO ( 8), H10) .,.( I 'PHEO( 9J ,"ltQA) 
""U(f(f ---- Tt~TTFHE1JTITT9Tl~trr, ( IF HED ( 121 , t l'T S Kl---- -----
4200 4~(JFHEDfl3l,TLNSOl,(fFHEOfl4),tLNS~) 
-?tJlJ·o----------- "5";1 IF"RFUT 1?19-HHfl7TI9- fl F AEOC 16 J 9 r~ l J 9 f I FM"D I TIT::., tART l J ------- ----- ·------- --
4/tOO ~~(IFHEOf19J,tLlEUJ,(tFHEOf20),flTE~l 
~~00 f .i f JFHtDt ll J, ILNFUJ, flf-Ht:OtZZJ-,-n:N'E"'J 
It~ 0 0 A .' ( I F I-ff 0 ( 2 3 J , T E TlllfE' J. f t F HE D f1 0 ) , I s·T 'lifE ) 
-li70"o·------ - --q; f Tf"HEOT38 r-;TC"A~r; f t'FAE0fl7J., JO'AYJ 9 f rFR'f'IY(""Z"ffrt.T~Tl ---- -----·-----------------
~800 X,(IFHEOCSSJ,JC~NTl ttqoo ---c-.-..-•• .-.-~~ • .--..-.-.-.-••• .-~.~..--.-.--.--.-.-..-..-.-.-.. .......... -.-.-.-.-,-.-...-.-•• -...--.--.-.---------
sooo ~CUTVALENCE 
~100 F fOEVICE,IOXREC(lqJJJ,(FllSPECtiJ,I OXR£t1200JJ 
S200 ? , fLDATF.Cl), l0XR'E'C'(l9~)), fLTI~Pn·), TOXR£CU96)) 
?'.J011"-- - -- -- ~ ,n PGVE~ t 1 J, I O'XRF.'t' ( qq J J 
S~OO C ~MAX IS THE LAST RECORD OF A DATA fiLE 
~- r 1DXt:OC -r-s · THE RECORO J Of THE INDEX fILE il 1 ""FOR SINGLE STATION FllF. ___ _ 
S600 ~~(R~AX,IOXRECtl0q))~fiOXLOC910X~£C(2 081} 57oo c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••** 
seoo c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••#•••••••••••••••••••••••• 




~ ----roo·· ·c--P"O"ffE·N· ,0.1"'1 .PROG- "4r+T***·····-.-•• -.-+Tff•···-••+••••-•*•-••••••··· ····-·- -- --
200 P~OGRA~ POTfN 
3 0 0 c •••••• * ••• ....-.---.-.5"' ..... "5""-ar, -·"5"·-c"·..,..·--·--· ......................... ,..,., . ......... ,................. 50 ....... ~.-.-.-~ ••••••••• ......-.------ -
'tOO C 
'500 C"" ""PVf}Gl)-A~ TO CO~PlJTE"--~"E~E~BfCt ·-stwn""C"~--~-EL A fTVE T"(f-· py:: -t=·o~ 
600 C CALCULATION OF AVAtt:48LE POTENTlAL ENERGY. REG:RESSION 
--- ·--,u-o----c- FITS llH:----.mFIO ~~lrr"AmJPOTENTI'Al -1"E""P'Fifl"TUR"t - ~~---
ROO C ~UNCTTONS OF SPFCTFtC VOlU~E ANOMAlY AT PF~ qoo c 
1000 C JUNE 28 lq76 N FOFONOFF 
- -,-nrcr--- c --- - · ·--·--------------· 
1?.00 TNCLUOE 'CO~POTeN.FOR' 
lJOO -- r.- ----- - -------
1400 C OPPN BINARY FILE FOR STO~AGE OF C0~"0N 
1'00 (, 
1600 OPEN( UNIT •l 0 , ,NA..,E• 'K PTC ~. 0 .AT' t 1 ACCE S S • '!TIRE CT• 9TYPE••ot 0', 
- -·---l7(f(f ---. ----·~- - f{ECORDi~rP-F·-' FTXFO""' ·;·"P.~COlfO-n-r~~-;Elf~~Tfoo-l . -- --·· .. ----
1600 1 CONTTNUF I QOO - r · - - --·- . - .. ·--. . . -----·- -- -·---· -··- --------·---------·-- ---- -··-··- ·- ----·---
....... -





KLIST • It 
KOUT • 9 
2~00 KTP • 1 
~0 ----- 3""0" . - ~RTTE fl<TnC911101>J - - ·- ·----· .. - ------------ -----
2600 1000 F OR~AT(lH ,•PrrTEN: POTENTtAL FNERGY P~UGRAM') 
rTUU 
ZFIOO 
----z ..... q OlJ ·--1:" . 
~~1: PI EN) 
GO TO 50 
JOOO C CRFATF NEW R INARY F·tLE FfJR STORAGE OF COMMON tf NO OlO O'NE EXTS TS 
---- -rruu-- ·· -c -· -· --· · 




riF"Fririri+UHF WHWUP'triW HFFHHHFVW9F i:»p;U FriK ,__ WV . KA& 
• RECOROTYPF•"FTXE'O•,REt;uro;u.Jl£1:-"l...ntt:"'"--I.Lvv• 
CO TO 1 
l){f" "FNT'J . -
-- ----·------- -- - ·---·- ··-- - - - ... -----·· ----·-·. 
-
76 
·--To<J---·r-PTfN'~ -~0-ePJHlC J'OT-F!if -. -• .-.-.--PIEN-~:-FO-R--Ftt E- ••~··--·-- ----
200 ~URROUTINE PTEN~ 
300 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
400 c 
--~00--t': . fi-RO_G_ff AM--TO --CO;;fl)iJTE RFFERENCE--SURr: ACES R El A 'f fVE:·-ro -PF FOif ·-·- ---- ------ .. - ---.. ··· -
600 C CALCULATION OF AVAflA8LE POTENTIAL ENERGY. ~E~RESSION 
---flrO-·-· r · ~IT')--A~£ Klot· r·o -"PH~~URrA~TENTT AL TEIIf~nfATU~r-A-, . . 
800 C FUNtTTONS OF SPEClftC YOLUMF ANOMALY AT PFe 
"I:JUU. c 
1000 C JUN~ 28 1976 N FOFONOPF J.·nro·- -c--·-·- ·- -·· -------- ------·--------- ---------------------·----· ------ --- - ------
1200 C IIIODIFIEO TO ACCEPT CTtH8 VAX DISC DATA AS lNPUT l~OfC8'0 N.B~AY.-











KIN • 5 
liOO ~~~~~ 
2160 WRTTEfKTTX.4~) 
·--------- ------- - --------
-------- -·---- ------- --· --
---z2"Zll _______ 411 - ~UP1frrn-~,-'TNTTTR· t Zf Clll~l«lfrTVFs-Olf-mlT'fWT ______________ -·----··- -·--····· -· 
ll80 JFCNOYESIKt~.KTTX).'NE.lJ GO TO 14 
2"340 · -c-· ------- ----- ------· 
2400 C IN1TtALlZE DATA Sf~FCTION PARAMETE~S l'il50 --.:::-·- - -······- --- -·--·---· ---
2520 CALL OATA(KT,~-ll 
--z-5s-o-·--·--- · · -cu-TO :ro--- - · ---·--- ····-----··--· 
l640 14 RfAO(lO'lJKPTC~ 
- z-nro·----·--·--rs- ---w-~rrFn<m;'2m- --- ·-
zeoo 20 FO~MAT(lH ,•t~TTIALT Zf RECRES~TON PARAM£TERS tYES fl~ Nt'JJ?•l 









2'5 FOR~AT('OWHAT 1~ THF RESOLUT JUN OF T11E INPUT DtTA•' YN 08? •J 
..... - -- ROO C KIN 9.-rOELP -·-----
KLIST "" 6 
J 500 10' WRITE f KTTX ~ 100-> Jt< RR , . IS w. JSW .n I 'ST ,KOUT'9f(T?9KIN 
'3600 1005 FOPM~HlH ,'PflTE'N1KBR,I SW9JS W91<Lt ~T~K'OlH· .KTP,.1<TN'~!/•7t4) 
J 8 o 0 .. - ··- - .R F ATI ( ~l K 8lf •' t 'S W , J 'S W • K L I 'S T t!~UO T , t<f P ,1( f N ·----------·--·--· --····-·-· ···-
Jqoo IFCKBR.GT.1 2 JK8R•l J 
4000 .. ·-rFfl(IDITI 300 • I 3009TT_____ -------- - --------······---- ------·. ·-
4100 IZ GO T0(100.ZOO~J00,~00, 500,600 ~70J,800,900,100~~1100~l200•100~ 
~1?0 •13UOJ~BR 
4200 c 
4t 3 00 --- ·-c--• "..-.-..-.-..-.-.*TNT T f Al IZ A I I ON ** *** •••• ••• • • • • ••••-.-.-••• •• • 
4400 15 KTYPE "" 0 
~-u------ -- "1'flf01<-- ~r-t5-o- ----·-·--·----------------·- --
460o MRUF • ~6 
't 700 ----- N'5tC I I UN•'t _ m _ ___ _ 
4800 NPR(ll "" 4 
4'100 -------wnc2t - -rr- --- -------·---···- -·------· --
5ooo NPRCJJ • 11 
51:00 ·---N,-RTltT • 2tt··--------- -- ··--------·---·--··· - - ·- ··-·-·------ -·····- · · ··--· -- --······ 
'5200 NPR(5) • 50 
">300 Nf'I((OJ • ">0 
5400 NP~(7) • 100 
-~ - --------· NVYlT8T··-..---zou -------· 
5600 
..,-roo 
NPR(9) • 500 
NPRfiOJ • 500 --------···------
77 
:J- ·- -r;-an-o-- -
15qoo 
NJn~nt, ,. ·a 










----- ·"biro·o · 
6qoo 















__ 1fnf0 __ _ 
~200 











----mr~ mT ___ , 
NPJU14) ., 13 
N P ~ ( 1 S ) .. - 1 ~- - . 
NSCfll • 0 
N ~ r: ( 2 l • It 0"0- - --
NSCOJ • 1000 
-·-Ns·rr~tY . ·--nro~- ·-· 
NSC(~) • 3500 
NSC(6) • 6 
NSC(7J • r; 
N$C(SJ • 4 
NSC(q) • 3 
N')ClTUT---.---.----
Nc;C(lll • 20 
Nc; c c 1?, • 1·o 
NSC(l1J • 40 
NSC(l4) . -- ~() 
N$((15) • bO 
--- --- piH'Wfr-.;· ·-rw,--- --·-
ISHP • 'GY' 
ICQUJS • 1 
IPPOJ • 3 
co '!"f' I) 
30 DF.LPc2. 
- ·-- rm-ro·r-r,-31>·- ---- --
16 VR( J) • 0.0 
"PTIIFF ,. 1.>.0 
A2 • 1.0 
A 1 • T. 0 ... 
LTYPE • 1 
-~·-u­
N ,. 2 
NOP • TO 
K~W • 1 
li GT •"1.-0 . 
·----- ----------------
00 17 J•1tl6 
~~~W(~T~-------------------------
17 CONTTNUf 
CU "TO 18 
-------- --
q100 C ************ SELECT nATA AND CDMPUTf 11 **********•***** q-ro-o- - - - rou-- ·cArr -c-n-,.rps-- - -·-- --- - ----------··- - ------- -----· 
q300 GO TO 10 
qlfou 
q')OO C INITfALTlE DATA SELECTION PARA~ETER5 12 •••••••••••••••••• 






- - " 10200 
10300 
200 CALL DATA(KTPi~1) 




RFA1H Knr-.-. J DEL'P 
IF(!SWJ10,109}10 
- -- ro-tt\Hr c 
10~00 C SUBROUTINE TO ACCEPT REG~F.SSION PARAMETt~S tN ENGLISH ANn 
10600 C (.ONvER I 111· P 0 I EN P A Q! AI'! E f E R S ---- - -
10700 c 
-· - -rrrs-cro - - ·-,ru- CAl.t PA1nl'l -
WRTTE(KLIST,320t toqoo 
----no-mJ ·c--pvniT UUT P OTFN " FOR"l'fiT.....,P"'A,....,R"ArofiiJ....,.E.....,Tr-rE-nR~--- ---··-- . ---- ---- ~ - ---
78 
n HH> -- · -,~r?·o FOP~iTf' .OSECT··toN · l-E.VfL tFVEL ______ IN-Ont: STA_R_T --- • OF 
11200 X lH ,'NU~BFR NUMAfR INTERVAl ~RESSURE TE~MS 
11300 NSF•NSECTION 




rrrcro·- - -- ~rrrrrf"ft<lT')r931')-,-r,-NPR n; ~ NPR «rn, NPlrff't).;·Ns·c-cn-;Nsc-t rTr;<Nsr n tl ·· 
11800 335 FORMAT(I3t6l~l 
11Qoo 13U CONTINUE 
12000 C CH"ANGE OR LIST OAT" S'P~ECTI ON PARA,..ETERS 1 2Too·--- -- - - C ALC-OATA f KTP-{0) -- - ------------ ------ ------------------ -- -- ----- ------ -----
12200 c 12100- -- C--rHA NGE OR LIST- [)A"TA - C'"A-BFf- fiOENT iFI"'ESTHE-- DAT_A_ S OURCF.T . -
121t00 c 
12500 W~lTECKTTX,)015)fLBL(J),I•lt13) 
12 b 0 0 I F ( N OY f S ( K t'N t K"T T >O • E" 0 • 1 tT HE N TI 700 ______ - --·---- w·R-ITE fKL I 5 T, 3011H ___ - ----
12800 REAOfi<TNt600~ltLBLfK),K•1t11l T2 q oo·- ----- ---------- ··nrtrrF --- ·- - ---- ---- ----- - ------- - ------------------------------
t3ooo c 
lJtoo t ~TO~£ CO~~ON TO AIN4RY FI~E KPTC~ 
13200 c T3-t5-o -- · ·· IF f JS W. NE • 2l THf ~ 
11300 T3J5o ___ _ WR TTE ( 10 'l )KP'TC'I ENDfF--- -- --- -- - ---- -----






- -1l'fo 5 
FORMAT ( 1 H , 't CON , ,K SW, SOP, 5 OT ,JWG'T, P D I Pf .-,I, 2Ilt; 3F 6. 2 9F 7. 0) 
FORMAHtH- ,•N~t:P;,.,.N;tn>"P.-;·r;s-1' 5.'IoT3f__ _ - - -------- --
118oo 3006 FORMATflH ,•p~f~SURE CONSTANT~•it,t~t~l 
-o-~-o-o -- - ·-roTo ~ OlHO 1'Ti H --, -•- tnSE~ f"-l A A-fl' _<_2_?--CHll1f~'l -- -
14000 3015 FORMATf1H ,'tNPUT NEW LABEL? Ot.'O LABEL rs: •;t,2Fi t13A4) 
1~100 3020 FUR~ATC1A ,•tNPOf OKJA RESOLOT10N*tltF6.IJ 
llt200 c 
J:~"1'01J" - c -.-t -.-fl"••~ •'" •·.a VFR am G--s11B~ omurf.-.4 • •• • • • • • • •• -.--.--.....-~-.-.~.-.-.-.------
llt'tOO 400 CALL AVRCP 
t~~oa··---- ----- --e-rr m t-o- -- -- -------- ·---- -·-------- ---------- -------- -------- ---
1~tboo C •••••••••••• •s NOT PRESfNTLY USED •••••••••••••• 
1lt700 ~T-nCU -Tll -10 
14800 C NCR • 5 
-rwo-o--··--c·· ---- "KTNP" --.. -~ 
15000 C JMAX • 23 
-r~-u 0 C - -- - -KUUr .---T -
1~200 C ~01 DO 505 ~.q,11 
1'5300 {., S)O"J K •ltlO~ uu 
15400 C 505 CR(K,~) • 0.0 
---------------- ---------- - -··-·----- ---~ ·---·-- -·--------- - --··-
1""55Uo-·- C" '507 "liirn TTf llUTX, ~TOTKUUJ,NG"R; JMAX ,K INP -- -- .. ----- --------- -- -----------------
15600 C5010 FORMATflH ,'A"VOVF:KOUT,NGR,JPfAX,KINP 9 ,'/,414J 
15 700 ··c-n7 - l<F.~UTTITN9•""1KtiJOf,NG'P, JMAX,KINP - - - ---------------------
1~800 C 00 530 J•1,NGR 
lSqoO C OU 5?0 JP•l,JMA~ 
16000 C ~EAO(KINP,•lliNST,KPR,(OfKltK•l~5) 
16100 · --c ---- TitrR rTr• ·-"~- --------- ----- - ------------ --------- - ---- - -
16200 c no 520 ~-9,13 
1o----ro-u- -·c ""5?-u- CR rT~ 1 - . eRn ."llfl --·-·rrnr-=RT ------- · 
16400 C 530 r.ONTTNUE 
16,00 C ~~~~~~or-Jhwnq~,~t~)~-------------------------------------------------------
16600 c oo ~40 T•1,J~~x 
16 700 --- C" 1)lt1J U f T; Jl - • - cln I 9ll7FLOA l n:l"GRT ___ ____ _________ - - -- --- --- ----- -- - -----------
16800 C ~45 00 550 I•1,JMAX 
16<100 ---c - - lfR"f TE (fCOUT95m:T01T,N'S I, IIPR:( I J .'tCR (I ,fe J ,J(>iic:r,-I--n---·----------------- -
79 
'J - ----rnro-o 
"'"""" 
r: '>StY l:ONTTNllf 
...__ 
17100 C KOUT a 24 
IflOO t: RFIDfKIN,•JISW911<00f 
17300 C GO TO f~ 0 19 '507~5~5,10JISW 
17400--- C"50tHr F"O~MATflY 4 ;~Pro-;·'il --- -
17500 C ************LI ST D~TA LA9El 16 *********************************** ' 171Hfo- --,;·oo- - wlfiTE-fKLl"S-T,&005fiLBLfK-J9l<•l,' t3T _______ __________ --- --· -- ·- -·----· 




~005 FnRH~1~ ,IJA41 
C ************ •1 NO? PRESENTLY USED ************************ C 701 . M"E'Of a 0 - - - - ---------· --- - - - --- -- -- -
18300 c 702 
nrltmr-- c CALL REAOfKOUT,KBUF,~BUF,IEOFl rF nrm= J T20 97lr~9704--- ---- -----
1~500 C 704 MEOF • 0 
te~oo - T. 705 tf 
18700 c 110 no 71~ M•I,MHD ~ 
-----T81f(T{f - -c - 71--r KRO G Hn • lfl3 U F '( M') ·-
16qoo C GO TO 800 
--rqooo -- c -TlTY -TFl ll'fEOFrro-.;~9I'U--- -- --- - --·-· 
lQlOO C 72'5 MFOF • 1 
ITZUO - --1: GU TO 10 
1Q300 703 GO TO 10 
---~-o-n C - .-+ -. -. * * + * * + * *L I S T "HE-A 0 E'R ~ rcm:m- n----o + t' . -•• • . .-~-.. • .--.-.-. * ._-. * -.-. * 
1Q500 800 ~RITE{KLIST,8000lfl8BlfKJ,K•li1J,XLAT~XLONG,XlT09XLGO 
{q6oo ---- -·- 'lR1TET'KL:T'5T,-~O"'I)fl!Yl1£91'1HOR, I tON, -y)qlt-,.lt't A'S T, JOJ\Y 91 PR ,tn-- -
1 QIJOO CO TO 10 
l 0 10 0 "50 0 0 F 0'< 1'1 A I C I , 3 A 't 9i't FI'J • ' J 
20200 6005 FORII'lAH/,' TY'P'E MOHR IC ON SHIP CAST JOA'Y IPR LPR' t'l t~ I 5l l1f'JU"O --t · ·•~••••••••Ll s·r o-l"TA~~rrum-,1.)-. . ~-.-.•••••••••-•••~'l••-••• - ---
zo~oo QOO WRITE(KLIST,9000JIRE C ,Pf9TO ~ SO, OVO,P~ ;THM,SM ~OVM.ll iZ2 
- ·-·-z-o?CTtJ-- -q-(JJ T'Fl!SS\ilf8'J J"q-Q"'5.J7!-rr,To-- -------------- - -- -- - -- -·- ---- - -- --- --
20600 QOS WPITEfKLIST,qoo'5)fCPfKl,K•l9HJ 
l o 7 0 0 "'ln<TTFTKll 5 T , <JO 11) J ( C T ( K ), K •1 , N J 
20800 GO TO 10 
zoqoo- - -qnoo--- "Fn'Q f"!Tf IH ;;-rz ,-zTF 1. r, FT.T9FT;T;F7. 2 r. F6;-z-;n~·-ro 
21000 qnos fORMATf1H ,)HCP ,6fl1.4) 
2 I roo·- -- cnn-o-- -- Pll<rrA THli --,-nlCT 9 "'fiErr;-~ --- - ·- - --- --- -- --- --- ----
21200 C ************MAG TAPE FUNCTIONS J1 0 •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Zt~OO ClOOO ~All PTAPEft,W,JSW,KtiSTJ 
21400 C KLIST • 6 








--- 22 300 
C~ •••••• SET ISSW SWITCHES tll ****** 
r1ou- WRT1Ff1(JT~.-~.nn1~-;-r6l 9' t ss wnn-,-.r-r,--rror- ---- - - -· 
1150 FO~~ATfZflH ~Xil61~t/J,' ENTER K,ISSWfK~'l 
REA!J{Kll'ii,•J{K. . _ n GO TO 10 tiSSW1KTtl'f•TtT6J 
c --
C •••••••••• EXIT PROG~A~ Jl2 **************************** 
- 1200-- - WR TTl: P<TTiC,Tl"TOr- -- ----·--- --- - . - - --· . 
2 2400 TFf~OYESfKIN,KTTXJ.NE.l)GO TO 10 
--~z~2~,~owor---------~5~TNQ~p~-
22600 1?10 ~~RMATflH ,'EXIT P~OGRAM?'J 
- -n -ro-o---C'* .-- PfTTEw:-·--sRo~ r lJ~Trm:r-;~-..BCI"'R"'ArwN"'t-H-.r-oO...- --. + .-.-. -· .-.....-.-.-** + --
22800 1300 OPFN(UNIT•50,NAME•'POTEN.OOC'9TYPE•'OCrT•,REAOONLY l 
-----2-z-qo-u- - nn 1350 Nil! 9"-lu-e-· - ---- -- -- - -- - - --- -
23000 RE~0(50,1325.eNO•l312)f00CflJ,1•1,~) 
-~ rruu- tfl~TTFTKTTX-9TYJUTTUU~TTJ 9 T•19 l'J J 
21200 1150 CONTtNUF 
---73-:roo- - rnr --crnSF fONtr--s-o-r 
23400 1125 fOO~ATf8A8l 






















-- -----unr - · ·c cn·~-p~ -~ u ·pp R or, Port N----.-. • .-.-. • • .-.-. •••·-•-•••·• •• •• ••· • •• •• •·• •• • 
200 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
JOO SUBROUTINE COMPS -----------
~00 f. ··················*······································· ---""151Jo---c -- --- ··- -- · - - -- -- -·----- -- -- ----·-
6oo 
---,llU -
C TO COMPUTE RfGRESSI'O!\l COFPFICIF.NTS AT SPFCIF!ED DEPTHS. 
-- "t - -- -- - - - ---. -- - --- - - -- - -- . -- .. --








---y"Jmf·--c· - TNCLUOf 'COMPOTE'N.'FOR' - · - - ---·-~-· -
1~00 c 
1500 C Jf OUTPUT ISREOUESfEO TAtN OUTPUT TO JSHI'~l"TN F ttE Tfff 
1600 C NU~~ER OF ~TATYONS 
·-- 17l'fo--- - c· -
1800 100 CONTINUE 
-~Tl)lf"----c·· - . - -- --- -- -- --- -
2200 C l~tTTALIZE AND ACCESS INDEX FILE AMO CRUISE l NFOR~ATI ON 
Z3UU 1: 
2~00 






'JTCfO - - C 
3?00 c 
- -~1"0"0 - c 
3400 c 
CALL OATA(KTP,?) 
~FGIN CO~PUTATYON F~~ ISW TOTAL ST~TIONS 
tFfiSW.GT.LLRECllSW•LLRfC 
no 1~6 KSTzi$W•J~W ----------------
REW STATION HEAD"F~ RUM lJNfT KnJAmr -CHEU "lF- TT- JIIFETS 
~~LECTION CRtTEQIA 
R 'El"n TF.l1PEO. A TUIH: 'A"lm . 5 ll l"NlTY o·~ rr··rNTO --Ol TA A Q ~ AY. . 
_,.,uo 101 LA L l U! TAT~ST9Tl 
GO TO ZOO 4000 
- _ _ li11f(f ___ _ 
106" ·coNTTNOf. . 
c lt200 
uu-o \: Q"FTUirN TIT "PTF.NS 
ltltOO c 
4500 ?Q5· ~tTOIHl --
4600 c 
---- ""470"0"- C COI'fP"OTE R FGR F.S "St fTN Vt1f5TfJlQ -OF""lY!TA ____ -
4800 C IF TSSW(l))a:-1 OUTPUT TO Fllf •.REG 
--1+11"0""0" - - C - Jill I S t'E't LA NF oo·s -T'NJ:"UR~IT~- 1"1 AY B E!fl:o ... Orn-E-.--S..,...T FD ·m ~t"""P"Rl' 11fT E1J 












~TYPF OTSTT~GIJT)RES - lJFT~fEEN RFlUElC -TNO ITA"l'A. RECORD'S: . 
O•nATA. l•HEAOER. 
l(f'"",!f( T , K ~ A R E I RD TC"F'S 
~ f'S POLYNOMIAL OROER 
1'HJ P 1 '5 # 0 F 0 A I A ClY t l E S "0 V f JC WRT(l'fulfFG RES'STTJN~ P F R F 0 P "'F 0 
KEQQ COUNTS THF • OF REPLACE"ENTS ~~OE qy S08R EOIT 
. TN FA CH RFr:;R E'S""S I1TIIf TNTR VAr· 
IPR ANn LJP KEEP TRACK OF PRESSURE AS AN I NrrEX 
l"Rl''C 1 ND"f XF-'5 TH"I: ll=VFl""") ·p F -· ----- - -- - ·-- --
l'UU L nN T fl'ffi"E 
KF • Z 
N • NSCf~SFC~~+l) 
NDP E NSC(2+NSECTtO~+l) 
~-;, limP---- -- - ·------
82 
"1 . 6AOO 
7000 • _j KfRP • 0 
7100 I RtC • "I - - -- ·--- ·-·····-
7400 c 
---7-S""(')_()_ --·-c LlrfiiPUff- RtGl~E s ·s IOflfS- - - -- . - ----------- ---··--·- -----
7600 c 
-- ··--n,-rr-- -c-~-rs-rR£ ·-.unr I'W"'BE R. Uv-CEYELS. 
76,b c 
76 6 2 - ---nr-..o.----..2""1.,..5 ...... 5-lifW 1, J R MAX - -- ------·- ---
7714 P(M)•PPfSS(~J 
- - ·- 7731> -· ----- - - - - 'n-lffiiTI~TAX"l"M;l J ---·.- -- --- --------
'5 ( 114) • DATA X PI! t~2 ) 7746 
----r7Tf5 . - 21 5-.,· ·-cowT l NU£ . -- - - .- -- -----·-- --- - .. 




-- ---- eooo· - -c 
SUBR JPR C0114PUTES CORRECT PRESSURE Pf= GIVEN S'ECTION Atf'O 
- l'N'T~VAL -INF01U1~TT'UN - -- ·- --- ------.----. -
.__. 
8100 c 
----- ·rrcro-· ·- · 
8100 
fP . • JV R Cff(f'"c-91'f!JffH~~TCTfONl ______ _ . 
tFf!P.f.O.NSCf~Fl)THEN 
TU"5UU -- l pj Z N • N'S (' I KF + "''"i l:C T fUN J 
10600 NOP • NSC(KP~2•N5ECTION) 
1 o 100 -- · -- - --- - xmJ-p··--· - -mllJ- - -- --·- - ------·--·--· ··~ - ---·---- ----- ------ ·--·---- -
10733 KF • KF + 1 
10766 -- ---- -- - F'ftYTF ___ _ - --------·· --------------------- ------ . - ---- ----- -- . 
10800 INO • (IP-PRE~~(1ll/OELP + 1 
10~00 ni • INU-NUPIZ 
11000 M2 • INO+NOPf.l~l 




11100 IFCMZ.GI.JR"'AXJGO IU 280 
13400 C Jf PSSWfS)•-1 WRIT-E OUT SCAN 1, SCALED PQfSSURE, Tf"'P, 
13500 ·-r··- ~I'NITY. ---- ------ ----- ------ ---- -- ·-- ------ ---·--
1Jb00 c 
---r-ntro- --- --- -----·1 Frrs-511T'>Tr2t6,l?.I r, m --- ----··- ----------------
1 J 8 0 0 21 6 W R. T T E ( K l I S T , ll6 0 J ( K , P ( K ) , T ( K },·5 ( K ) , I( alii t , .,-. 2 ) 
L 3 9 0 0 ·z L 6 U f U I( I'! A l fl A , fit, 3 F 9 • .H 
1~000 217 CONTINUE 
- T7tlfO·o- - - 1: -- - - - -- . -· ... •· - - --- --· -- ----------- -- - ---- . -- -- . . - · . --·--·- --· . 
11tqoo C PE'·•n=ORIII REGRESSIONS OVER INTERVAL CORRESPONO'T'NG TO Pf 
~au-- c - ----------- --- -· ------------------------ ---------------------·· --------·--·····-· 
15100 C FTRST, FINO MEANS OF P,S. 
1S200 c 
1~100 220 PF • IP 
1'5't00 --- -- ·-- ---Jnr·· -1).0 -- -------------- . 
15'500 Sill • 0.0 1?0-o-u--- · --·--··rmr ----u-~--cr---··------------- ··------------·---- ----- -- ·-· - -------- ---- ·--·---
1'>700 OVM 2 0.0 
10 • o.o 1.,600 
l'>qoo so • o.o 
16ooo -- ·-- ·-- - --- --uvo--.--o~u- -------
1t:Jtoo XN • o.o 1 6 2 o o · · ·- "23 I ·-ynrn·o--lf• .rr-.;"1R __________ -------------·--·--
16Joo Pill • PM + P(!ll) 
16~00 230 SM • SM • Sf") 
16500 PM • PIIII/XNOP 
1660 (1 --- - .. .. "'Slir. ~-------- ---- --- -------------·---- --
16700 235 00 2SO ,.. .,..1,111~ 
r T>81l1:r·-·c · -- - --- ----·-- --- ·---------- ----·----- ----·-------·-·· 
....._ -------·· ·-- --· - - ·- - •M - -
83 
-- Y69oo· --C-- tittULA-TE POTENTI~t -- TEMP- ANO- SPEC-fftC VO L U!II!f - A-NQ;ofatY 
17000 C RFFfRPFO TO PF. 











- ovA (p·f=, r ·H(,.. f, ~ f;(ff -- --- -
THM + THP!) 
ovM -.. ··ovno-· ------- - --- -
17700 
17800 
PT(M) • P(M) 
TTPIJ • ~ 
nvx • ovc"ll 
- ---- ------ ------- - ------------ ------
--- IfQ()O -- C 
18000 C Flt!F2 ARE MJ~ A~D MAX SPECIFIC VOt.UliiiE ANOP'I 'Al:.'f! WTTHtN 




- · · --r-e •ro-o··-
'fFTJ'i::JnT2-"1 ;;--, .? "l6 ,.l-,-, 
?3b Fl "'OVX 
F l • OVX 
18b00 ?37 JF(OVX-Fl)237l,?18,?38 
-----rnou---- TJ 7T - F r·· :a 1) V X - - -·- - ---- --
18600 ?3~ IF(F2-0VX)2382~239,239 
---- ---- --------- - - - ---· 
18400 2~82 F? • · IIVX . -------------- - ------
19000 ?39 CONTINUE 
· 1·q·40o· 1J:·c ~ 9 s ( P c M, .:..pt: r-·p·o t fl= , 2 ~to--;z-~ttr;?-s-n --
19';00 c 
--- rcJbOlr · -- ·r - AV'nncr T,s ,ov · rrv-r·R- Pl= - .-;;· "P"DIFF ·-------------·-·- ---- ·· -
19700 c 
IQAOO 240 TO -;;-n + T( fi4J - ---· 
19900 SO • SO + S(") 
ZU'O"O{f - - . OVO • r)V 0 + O""YP'U 
20100 XN • XN + 1.0 
-- -- "lU"l01J - - 7'5U- f.ONTHWF 
20300 THM • THM/XNOP 
~u.-.uu 
20~00 
- -·--- 7l:J5(f0 - -
20700 
- - zu-sov -
20900 c 
OVI'! * IIVI'!/~NUP 
OVF • OVM 
TIT .. TO/XIil 
SO : 50/XN 
nv rr a: n VTJ r'nf· --
2l1'f00 C CAL'L RTGlftSITml SUA~OOTI'NE ------ -- ------
21100 c 
- zrrou- -- 7"5UJ CALL l.'SFT 
21300 c 




-- --z 1 roo·-- · -· 
21qoo 
zzooo· 
T F I 55 "W f 1 0 J • -1 P Rnrr -OUTI~FG'R"E S S I ON ClJFFFTt:'"Tt: NT'S f OQ TH fSLEVEL-
7 50 f ~F W I S '5 W ( 1 0 J J 2 'i I 9' l '> _.,, l 53 
2';1 00 2510 M-~l,MZ 
D VI "' rJV A C PTllrl iT oq; '5 ( l'ITr- ---- -- --
PTD s PT(M) ~ Pfo1 
TTD a TT{M) ~ THP1 
2 2100 2 510 WP T TE C K LIST, 2~'11) ~~<~-, P 00, TH( PO y$ f M l, OV I' ,'O:V ( fo1) • P T(), TTl) 
22200 X ; Tr;rr--- -- - ---
22300 7~11 FORMATC1H tf4,P7.1,2F7.3,1F7.2iF7.1,X,Fb.3,F7.4i2F3.0) 
---7"2ltmY - WfrlTE C ~lt <iT9.?'iTI)) IT'P-OHtf'r-1-tmtPM- . --- - -
2 2500 WR T TE f Kl IS T, 21fl '5 l ( C T 00, 11'11•1, N ).,•OV M 







IF I ITFfOtf ER~OR~ IS LfSS THAN 4, tRECK FOR ANY P01NT'S ExtEE01Nt 
A2 TT~E'S THF 5TD OEV Zl (DEFAULT 15 3), AND EXCLUOf. ~~-EOIT. 
2 r; 3 I"F C K F R R • G T • 3 ) T'HE"N 
\/Yn T-~ -tl(l r c: ,.-. , -li "":\ rrn""l· 
84 
--lTfb6- ---- l~ "fOO ___ - ~- lrtfMAT· t lH 9 'KF"R-R"'" ···y -~-· GRF.ifTEPTt·Hl·~(3:..-e·nl!if --·c;·yve·'5- UP-.-l 
23177 GO TO ?536 
23188 ENOIF 
231q~ IFfKFRRl253~,~~32,2532 
- z 32oo----·- ,,n-c ·no ·2·r~s-ll!· ;{l ~ ~£~· -· - - -- ------------- · ----··· ----------·- --- ---· 
23300 tffABSfPT(~)-,Ml-A2*7ll2535,253~~2~3~ 
2 3400 ·----c- ·------
21500 C CALL EDITING SUBROUT1~E 
-----------------------------------£J~O --- C 
23700 2531t CALL FDITP<ERRl 
- £1751) Tf f 1<8n~TZ517 ~l""'l"fn2 z·<Y ------------------- - ·- ---
23775 zr;37 fFfiSSWt3l.E0~~1JTHEN 
----z--11m1r- · · - - --
- fJV1•0VA ("PF9TAFTA ( PlKr;llliflt~l1fJ9P"Fl-.-S"Off.l ·-----·-···-·----· 
23825 WRYTEfKLIST,Z5370)PfMJ,OVI 
l ~ e '0 2115 ~ 7 0 F 0 R M A T fl H , F 9. l , F q • Z , ' F t A G GE 0 I N C tJ fill P S , 8 0 I "IJ 
X INTERPOLATION Of T OR S'J 23875 
n-8"8"'1 
238ql 
-- -- - """Elifn T F--. .. . .. --··· ------ --------· ------ -· --- ·- -·- --- -·- - -·- . -· - ----· ... - - -
-zT<roU 
ZltOOO 
GO TO 220 
- nT?tONT INOE .... _ ·-- ·----------- ----- ---·---.. -------- - ·---- ---
2536 KERR • 0 
l 1i100 c 
21t200 C IF OUTPUT IS REOUE~'f'EO WRITE DATA BUFfER KB'UF TO FtlE •.REG 
Ztt300 ·-c ... - -- --- - - ----·- --------·- -·------
21t400 IFfiSSWfl3))255,260,260 
24'500 - 75"5"--·""WR If E C 1<00 f ,RBUF ------- --
21t600 c 
Z if I 0 0 C I f" 1 :S :S " t I Z I "' - I " I< l I ~ K t G I( t :S :S 1 0 N t l I 1 M A I E :S · I ·O U 1\f I I 1\ L I :S I 
24800 c 
2ttqoo ·-- ·? -6-o - l"FliS"S1ITr2 lT"Z~9121i79n-r- - ---- -- - ·-- ----- ---------
zsooo ?65 WRITE(KltST,l650)l~EC,PF,TO,SOiOVO,OVI'IISM,TH"ill,Z? 9 N,NOP 
2 5 1 0 0 - l ~ '5 0 - F 0 R 1'1 A 1 ( I J1 , I 4, F' f • 1 , 2 F f. 3 9 3 F f 'el9lf f • J 9X911Jf1J;;"""J-;-F7 •' It , l t 4 T . ----- . - - . 
Z5ZOO 267 CONTINUE 
l'300 l~fC • IREC +~ 
2'5~00 770 CONTINUE 
25500 --- --zro --rn TTilffTTI1"28'5 ~295 ,""""Z"9~ 
15600 28 5 CLOSE f UNIT•KOOT) 
Z 5 70 0 ---- -- n GO T 0 l.m - -- -·-------
2'5800 FNO 
- ---------------·----
--·-·---·-~------ -· -------·---·-------- -- ---------· 
-----··-----·-------
85 
=:J ···- · - rrro--··-r···A·VR't'P · su~P-ROC 'POft~ ••••·-- AVRC'P-ft.-.tf•-••••••·••••···•·····-···-· ·-
150 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
200 SUH!IOUY INE AVRC'P ---
300 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- -----~o--- -c-- - - . - - -·---· --- -- ---------- --· .. ------- - ------------· 
500 C SUIHtOUTI"'E TO AVEIUGF SPECIFIC VOLUP'fF AND Crl~FICIENTS. 
-------r,oo --r- -- - - ·· ·- ·------ -- --- ···-- · ---------------·-·· ·- -----------
7oo C JUNE 28 1q7~ N FOFO~OFF 
750 C ~OOtfiEO FOP VAX ~o~r~s?c~c~rnorr~a~F~O~RvM~A~T~I,,~o~E~c~Ar.o~'N~;-wR~R,A~Y.------------------
AOO C 
-----·-q-o-o-·--- .. liNCLUOE 'CO~PO-T~~.FOR' - ---------- ..... 
1000 c 






UTllf'PISTUW l:"'R C 100', 1 '5 J , S WG T ( l 00 J 91Cl' 1'1 ( 8 J ,'S V'A U 00 J 
ni~ENSION APF(l00l,SV1(100J9E08(100J 
-!)Jl~E-"'S. lON 'VM'YNTfOoT;v"'lXflOOl --·-· --··· .. --- --------- . -
.._ ---ITOO ___ . -C-- CHNR ACTtR 
._ 
1800 c 
1qoo f':HARACTFit*l-2 FIIUME'( 6lHfl ,GNAMf 
2000 CHARACTFR*1 TV!JYV2,IV3 
- 2·1oo c· - · ·· · · 
2200 C FOUfVALFNCE 
-·- -rrcrrr--· -r--- .. --- . - ·-· -- --·-------
2400 FOUIVALENCE fCRiYHOG),(pf,VRJ 
Z"'5UU 
2600 
1aoo -- c 
'FOU I v A l F N t t f C R f 1 , q J , S W G f J , f C R t I , I 0 J , ') V A J ,• ( C R ( I , 11 J t •'S V I J 
f 0 U T V A L f N C E ( C IU 1 , 1 2 l , A P E ), ( V fi! t N , C R ( l , 1 2 ). ) , , ( V P'l A X , C R (' l' , 1 3 J ) 
·· - - ----··--· ----- ·-· -- -
zqoo C READ II'S STATION t•s TO BE AVEPAGEO. ENCODE INTO COPRESPONOING 
----"ff'U''' --- c · ·"Fn"£ N ~-r s. · - · ·· ·-
'3100 c 
Jzoo lf nw.t:u. u TRE'N 
'3'300 R~WIND 12 





--,_, ru - F n JfM A.T { I 4 ;; A 12-;'f"l); 7.1 - ----- -·- - -- --
61 CONTYNUF 
:JYI'b- - f> ~ CUNTnrut' 
3q32 JSTN•K-1 
-·- 'J115u- ----~ - -· GNAM'E(q:l?l•'·';'AVG-. 
4000 ENO!F 
---"lfTU"'" . . ·-c- . -
4200 C AVF.RAGTNG 
4300 L' 
4400 100 I 5W2 • t SW - 2 
--- -.,. •;-ou - n= ( rsw-2 l ror.;Tn91I T -· .. 
c It bOO 
·-·-..rmr· 
4800 
·c BR Al'l{.'fff t--1 "'TT !"Al.. ~A'-GTNG.;.~BFC TN'S AERF 
101 00 110 J•l,IOO 
qqoo oo rto r•t,t3 
t;OOO 110 f.RfJ,!) • 0.0 
-·-.;ro-o · - - -· 117 · t R II! x • o· .. 
5200 c 









-c· O'VF.N AV'P~O PR T~Tl: -Flt:'F9"R'FAO. HE AOE R ·- ---·- --- -- --- ... ----- ·--- - ---- -·· --
c 
- - c;"Ct01't' -
-nn 170'0 K K ""1. J'YIN - -·-- ---------
86 
·o 011-- --- ------ ---ONN- fUNTT.; KI'1Ut-9!~·lA~NTP1E (lCI(l~tmNIT,1_Y_P f. TOt 0,- i ---·-- -- . - ... --·- -
050 • FOP.fii•'UNFOPP'IATTE'O'l 
, 1 0 0 REA 0 f I< 0 U T ) K HOG 
,zoo NSW•5 
:-100·---·c---- ----·--···· 
1ltOO C CHF.CK TF OAT A SElECTION PARAMETERS ARE SAT'tS·fJJEO. 1f' NOT,· 
i?!ro---r--~- n - -~-~l'-mnrrn- ·p"lftl'lf ··rrATA .. -y~- '"49-·a'NlJTITITtlN T S- -}KfP~-E'O ~~-- - ·- . -· .. 
1600 c 
t700 ~"LL OATA(KOlH,"SWJ 
, 6 00 J'FfN5W.NF.'5)G0 T·o 1200 )900- --·- ----- ..... N-Sf•N5·t +l - -- ---·------- --- ----- -- - ----------------- - - ·-·----- ---------
rooo 0El8KO. O 
rroo· ·- ---- --·--- · - JS~•o. o---·- - ----------------· 
rzoo sz-o.o 71oo - -~8~1--~o~.o~---------------------------------------------------------
rttoo c 
7'500 ·-c---· CF--TSS Wff5T,;- -c Wf f<}HT~- ARE- T-AKEN f'ROfi! JSHP;PTN -Fftf'f"'OTHER1fT~E1 _ ______ ... 
1600 C THfY ARE SET TO 1..' rrno---c----------- - - - ·---- - ---- · 
7600 I'FIISSWfl5))135·o~1J'.>7,1357 
i I I h H • I L W U F Y i _i Y W U i rqoo IJ~u wu ' - w''~' 
8000 GO TO 1370 8100 ______ 115 7- WGT -• i ; o· -- ------ ---·-
8200 13 7~ Tf(JSW2l120,120,138 8300 -r-- .. ·- ·-·-------- -----------· ··· -------------·· - -·-·· 
8400 C fHUNCHES 1 AND 7 CONTI NUf HERE FRO !It ST A,TEfi!HfT' I 13 70' 
~-----c 
8600 120 REAO(KOUT,END'•T60)K8UF 87'00 _________ - . G{f T(f ... C4o· - ... . ... -------·---- --
8800 c 
8-<roo·--c-·- Rlfi-NC·tf- ·f -(Wlft-n :--OU-TA VERA GfO-FflE'~ J CONT tft~ .HE-R£---~o;f· ~-TATE rfFN't·-·lt37o-
<JOOO C 
ql_ 0 0 I T8' TF { I 'S 'SlH l. J lll.'YT t"TZ o-.rzo 
<1200 13q CONTINUE 
~~o·--r-- · -·---------------·---· ------ - - - --- ----- ----- - ·--- ------ --- -----------· ----
q~too C OPEN NF. W FILE NA'1EO •. AVG CORRF.SPONO'H-lG TO tNPUT •.~E'G!,r FOR OUTPUT 
q '50 0 ---c-- lJN--UNTT!--r.-- ----- - - -- -
<}600 c 
9900 CNAME(l:8)•FNA~~·KK)(l:8) 
l 0000 OPEN( UNT T•ll.,NAfi1E •GNA,.E, TYPE• •·N£W', FOIU1f.., ' UNFORMATTED•· t [lf! 0 0 ---c-·--- --------- -----------------
l 0200 C Wfrt Tt: HE AOF.R T 0 ••. AV~ toJoo-----c------------· -------
LOitOO WRYTEf1lt¥HD' 
10~00 GO TO 120 
L0600 C 
10700 -,:---'HDNCRFS .... I ANO Z CfllqTlNUF HERE fRO"- S'TATEptENT TI'Zlr" ____ ·-·-----------·-
10800 c to9oo -- --· yqu- JnTRFc·=r~m7t6tr.ttz~ Ilf---z-- ---- -- ------- -·---·-- ---------- · ·· -·- ·---· 
11000 142 IR,.X • tREC 
11100 1~6 IFfY SW2J155,1\7,JOO 
11200 c 
11 J 0 0 ---c---lfR'A"Ntl1.2 C 0 NTTNU'FS"' RE'RE F R 0 1'1 S T A T Pl'fN'T I 14 6 
1llt00 C 
·- ----· 
T1500 ~'T-'C'UIIlTHlUF _________ _ 
- · -
11600 llt7~ Of.l • SVAfiREC) - OV~ 
11700 CALL COtFF•r.o.,OELtCPtCP"~NI 
11800 CP,.fl) • CPfi!tl• + Pfi! - PF 
rttmo --------- --uu-T5UJ'•r;w·-- - - ------ ----- -
12000 150 CRIIREC,J) • CRt1R'EC9J) + WGTtCPllt(J) 
I 7 I IJIJ ( -- ---·--------------
87 
-·---Tzmu-·-- -c--- -aJr,orCFf 2 -f{f"Turr~f)"Tn- PE-AO- Nl:YCIOATA--.r£C"I1fH)~!HJ'M-.-~-~-EG -
12300 c 
12400 GO TO 120 
121500 c 
--L76-u-u----c --~lfmtH 1 Cf'NTI~UE~ -flm~ 45-TA-TfJoffNI-H~----.--- ----·-·-
12700 c t zeoo - 1~"CUIIfT rRUr- -- - - - -- · - -- ·- ·-----·-- --·-------- ·- ··---- -· -------- ------· --
tzqoo 1~6 SVAflRFCl • 9VA(IRfCl + WGT•9VM 
1 3ooo V'1 t NfiWC,--;--vwfNTnff.C) + wcl'•F't ------ - --- -- --
13100 V~AX(!RfCl • ~~AX(fREC) + WCT•PZ 
rJ70-o- ---- -- s·v r n RfC, • ~ v·n-r ~~Cl_+ _ ·wc..-rrvzRllTPF; fWI'I;?~~-tP ,-t.f;NoP, F·i-;.y:·z; -
13250 • T~HP,KCAST,ICnN,OELPl 
1'3300 ---- ------ - 'llfGTnR.Et r · • · ~HTltft ,-·.- -~ _ 
13'-00 c 
l J '50 0 L B 111'1011( H 1 R FTUn;RnN~rc--T-n--,n~_.-..........-13600 C - ) ,0 REAO NfXT OAJA ~LORU F~~~ 
·-·--n~--- -· 




---- - ·-c-CO)t( UN I 'f8lt ,- -- ------ --- -·· 
l'-000 lffKK.LT.J~TNJGO TO 1200 
1~100 Ifft5WZJ161,1610,~20 
14200 c 
r,.-mo--- ·c BRANCH ·1 Cl'J~T I NOES - -~IH)M' 'P'R f"'V JOUs-~l'TF~f.-Nl' ___ ---·---- -
14'-00 c 
--Pt5'0'CJ- - ·----r~ l'fn . H)0'5 J· r ,~TR"M"ir____ ---- . - ·· ----------·· -· ·-· -----·- ---- . -
14600 VMINfJl • VMfN{JJISWGT(J) 
l .. 7UU 
14AOO 
rttqoo ·-----rM>5 · 
1'>000 
---- 1510Cf ·· -c · 
v~~X(JJ • V~AX.JJ/)WGI.JJ 
SVIfJl • SVIfJJISWGT(J) 
SVATJl • · ·sVAl'JTTWGT ( JJ ------------- -- ------·- --------- -·--
IFfi5W?ll60,180iJOO 
115200 C R~!~CH 2 CONTINUE~ FRO~ ~TATE~ENT P~~CEEDtNG t161 
I~JoO C AVF~AGE REGRFSSION ~OEFFI~IfNTS 
15400 c 




ppp • o.o 
KF • 2 
N • NSCfNSECfYON+ll 
I....,....,-0 U - --- -- -- - 1'\lTTP" '" N ) (; ' l • !'n t ·(; ' I U N + I J 
16000 IFftSSW(llJ.EO.-lJWRITE(Kll~Ttl62JOJ 
---roruu---- - -- - -mr 1F>T ·J·I, f'RM')( ____ -· ----- -··- ------- -- -··- -- · 
16200 IFfJPR(J,NPR,~SECTION)-NSCfKFlll612,16ll~l612 
tt'l300 --- -y"'n-- '"N. • ~"C1KF+N5'PC f· ION) - - --·------·- -- -- -· 
16400 NDP • NSC(KF+2•NSECTION) 
16"500 -~I(T'+T ----- - --------· 
16600 1612 DO 162 I•l,N 
---1o7mr·-·- -,_ ·61 ·-c-P111 f r 1 • c R 1 1 ,-y;-rsw-c-n-;r r ·------- -------·----- -·- -----·-··-- ··--
16Roo Pf • JPR(J,NPR,NSECTIQN) 
- fFl T55WlT1 Tl nRT,--n)lzttT~-- ----- ·-· --~- - ----··--· -- --- -- ---· . . 
1621 WRtTEfKLIST,l673)PF,fCP~tlltf•l,~l 
tTt~~ t~Z' Fn.~~ATf~;-~F~6~.~o~,~e~c~t~t-.~q~)--------------------------
17200 16?30 FI1R~AT( lH , '~'IFRAGEO REGRESS tON COEFF-TCIENTS: •·,,-, 
17300 -----·-· -- ...- 'P'?ES SURE'; 2X"r1:VlTT~"X........-cv( 2 J ', 5X, • Cl"l'JT'9 .. 15~Cl1T'tT..-9 - ----·-· ·-
17400 • 5X,'CPf~)',5~ ~' CPfF,J'J 
t7soo ·- - rt>?'lf nvr·-- ~v-At Jl --- -------- · ·--- - -- ----------· · - -
17600 OVF • DVZROfPFiOVI,PF,CP~,N,NOl',VMTNfJJ-,,V~AXfJ), ·t'SHP,l<CAST,tCOt 





~VA ( J J • OVF 
- Ofl PT c --p-F - .. l'VR"' . - -. --------· .. ·· ---- ---· --··-- ·- · - ~- ·-- · · -
EQR(J) • OPDV(OVF,OVI,CPM,N,V~!N(Jl,VMA~(J)J 
PH~ r rr • ,-;, n:rmrrn ...... ----------------- -- --·-----------
-i 8-0 () () 
unoo 
18200 
18100 1--rro-o- - 1620 
88 
a 2 • • 5096 ~F :..f.> • f PF-*DEt A+P-PR+ OE(-BT*OEL P'I 
91 • O.'>E--;+(OE'l"A+'O'ELB l*OELPl 
fF f J-1 Jl62S, 1620,:162 S 
APF.fll .. 8? 
VlifAXT l l • 83-- --- ---------
18500 GO TO 1626 Til>lr<r---- 167"5" - - ;rPT.rn -• - A--pnJ..=t J + · 1r£ _______________ -------- - - -·-------- ------- ---------·----· ---
18700 VMAX(J) • VM~ItJ-1) + Bl 
18800 1~26 DELB • DElA 
18900 PPR • PF TCJOcfO____ --f61_ C_ONf fN-UE ____ - --·------- ·-·· - -- ·-· - -- ·-- -·--- --· --- __ .. . 
1q100 C 
I'~O c- fDfllllCftf~-- ~-lN-1) - 2- C1J'NTTN1Jr H-ERE-FlfOiir'ST A-'fE,.,f fft--lf 1-20; ENO- OUA'll f:- ffii ----·- ----
lqJoo C IMPLIED ENO OF 5T~TION. 
1.9-~00 - C- TF tSSW-fl2J•-l PRt'NT OUT AVERAGES 
19500 180 fF(J5SW(l2lll8?.400,400 J:q600 ---Il~T-~fRTfE-fKLT~-T,\81-tr·-------- --------- --- -- - --------------- ··-- --------· -- - -
19700 1812 FORI'IATflH ,•t•~'fC NS·T P F '.,6X9!•5UI'I OF 1, S'X',' OVI'I',5X,<'OVF ',-5X, 
~~- - -------.-- ~l[Tf5X-;,-'l)YT91f, 1H , 1 9X, 'WCTS "~6X., 'BAR. "9S'X ., ' 8 AlfT--;-5x ,-.,.-H~T-;--;x-,---- ---
1qqoo * 'MAX") 
zoooo I•ltlt<l'l~ uu lr'l3 
20100 KPR • JPIUt,NP'R'tNSt:CTION) 
-zot~o -- -- · - - -l'fff~w-:-Eo~Y•w•ftr-e·ri<trs-t-;1e3=.,,.,----t,.----,,.,.,=s=r----:-,=-K·P~-;~,cRTI~-i(.r;~--q~;r'lf ·--------- --------
2021)0 18J tFfiSW.E0.2lWRlTPCKLJSTtl83Sitt'NSTtKPR-;iCR (t,KJ,K•q•.1.ll 
ZOJOO 18)15 FmrPf'ATrm-~"ZTtt, 1'5, ~F Io.lt J ·- ------- --- --·--- ---- --- -------- -- ---
20~00 GO TO ~00 
21f51YCJ _____ r 
20600 C ~~-A~CH 3 CONTTNUE5 H'ER~ FRO~ STATfMPNT Ultb' 7tJ70l) ____ T ____ - - - -- - ------- ----·-- ---
20800 300 OVF • SVACIRE'C) 
~o-o·- ------ - .. - -1=-1--.. ·svn1uc,--- ·---- ·- ------ -- --- - -- ----
ztooo Pt • POLY(OVF~~VM,CP,N,fltf2) + P M 
ZllOO IFtPIJ301930l•3Ul 
21200 301 PI • 0.0 21J00 -- ·.ror- ·--TFff • tJ1Jl.-vTIYVF'.OVM,CT,N,Fl,F2J + TAil _____________ _ ____________ _ 
21400 103 SF • OVZR.OfPft'n'ni;PII!,CP.,NtNOP,'Ft,F2t ·I~HP,KCAST,t CmU 7P51f0------------orr A • --s-F----::--1JY'F'- - - - - - -------- -------------
21600 OELPl • PF - PP~ 
21700 t'F(TI~EC-1)305.,.'30~,305 
21~00 304 OEL8 • OELA 
71~- -- --,o--.,-- - - '82" •-sr+-· --o-. 5F-5•t OE l A+DELB J •uEtPI 
22000 81 • 83 + ().5096·8E-6•(PF*OELA•PPR+OEl'Bl._O EL Pl 
Z 2' 100 ---- -·-una • DEL A-- -- --------------·------- -----
2'2200 PPR • PF 
ZZ3UO UH • tOB\IRtLJ 
22400 PE • 81 




T ---yr-UUTPUI -RFUunTElT----wJO T E 0 A TA f 0 fIlE •. Jl 9 G - -------------------------- ---- ----- ---
C 
zzqoo lf (I SSW(IJJJ3i0i316t316 
2 3000 310 WRITE f llJKBUF 




~j~QU jl/ ~~·I))Wtl~J.twe-IIIntN 
21600 3170 FORMAT(lH ,•Nt,NZ,N3,KTOtfYR~tT"tlV1.t?~,JVJ'i6t~.JtX,Al)J 
-TJ70'o---- - l<TU ____ r -- -- - --- -- - -------- ------- ---------
2 3800 I YQ • 73 
Z3'f'OO ------ -1~--u---- --------------- -








Nl • 1 
. -N"? -- -""2 
N3 • 3 
NVI • -,;-----· 








NV3 • 8 
WRITEfKTTX.31 70JNl ,NZ, N3,KTO ~T YR,JT~,IVr,IY2.tV3 
-- Jf~l()flfHr,+"l N"11.1of29N3 ~ KTO, IYR-, -fffill -- - - . 
REA 0 ( K IN, 31 71} }.( Y 1, TV 2, I Y3 
- --- -. -··wR T TE (l<TTX931:.,-ITNV"t ·, NVl, NV3 
READ(KJN,*JNYliNV2,NY3 
l',"U U jlf, ~nR~A T l 3A~ l 
25~00 317& FOR~ATf1H ,'NYl,NY?,NY3',3I5J 
2'5600 . - -- - - .ENOTF 
25700 JSW • 0 
2 '5 eoo · --c· 
z-;qoo C Nl TO N3 ARE EHECTTVEl Y IGNORED, u-.LESS l'iS"W( 8 J•-1 . SH STATE~~CfNT •ttr;n. 
26100 3?0 1 F fJR E C-NlJ321 ~1t~0, 321 
·71!lo-o ·- - ··121- u=rnn:c-Nz nzl,.tt7o , 1z2 
2~300 122 IFflRE C-N3J12 0 , 121t,120 
- 26401> _____ ~l:UNTTNUt -
265,00 c 
lbhUU t SET VALUES FROM M~P FOR~Al VARilSlE\ 
26700 c 




VR2 • VR(NV2} 
VR 1 · • VR CNV1 l 
27200 C IF !~SW(lOl•-1 WRIT£ MAP VARIA~ T znoo c OHFC~< PU~PosEs OHLYJLEs . o u~n KLtsr iNOT TN ~'~AP FO~~"AT---Fo·o--
274oo -- -r • 
27"i00 IFfJS S WflOJt3?~~127,327 





W!HTE fKL T"ST , 'lf">O) lC"ON, UEC, ISHP, I CAST, l''f', P l, TO,VP 1 ,·vR ?, VR1, 
OH,PE 
rnrou t 
27900 C TF I'IAP FOR!ICAT NOT REOUE~TEO, RETURN TO STlTFIIIIENT 1120 TO REAO NfXT OATA 
21HHTO C ~FClJR 0. 
281 00 c 
7870'0 C ~ f=OR~AT ~TTTEN TO UNTT KTO 
28300 c 
ze 4 o o , 2 1 rn r s s w n 4 ' , no 912 o , t 2 o ---------· --- ------·- -----
285oo 110 LFTLE • 0 
Z~60U TPF • PF 
28700 XLC • XLONC 
2'81!00' 111) Wt?TTfft!'TTJ,330UJf lSSlf~l,M•l, 2l ilSHP ,TC"A~T,LFilfiTP~,' 
28900 W XLAT,XLG , tYR-JDAY,TT"",IV1~VRlilV2,VR2~TV3,VR3 
~~000 tF,tFTtFl'5.,0,l~0,,'5(t --- -----·------- -------- -
29100 1150 FORPIIAT(lH ,t3~X, 2 JZ,t~,X,2F 5.0,2F7 . 3 •2F8 .3 ,F6.3,F7.2) 




T ~l~ l•-1 Att. TJWS ~PFC f'At FUNCTrtJl'f) TO ~F tm!PUTEO-~,trn~~·tTll'Hr VAtUf~ 
AT ONE LEVH FR OII! ANOTHER BEFORE OIJTPUTINC lN "'AP fORIIIAT. 





450 IFfT55WC8J)45,~124,3 2 4 
45') VRl • VR t l'fVrJ, 
VR?. • YP.(NV2) 
V~3 • VR (l'fV'J"). 
- ---- - --
90 
mtoo ·---clr.Tlr-l ·l-o- -- ---- ------ ----·------------- ------ --- ----····- ---- -·-- -
3o2oo ~t7o PFnsswteH475,'J21t9'321t 
J0300 475 VRl • VR(NVlJ - VRY 
JO'tOO VRZ • VR(NV2~ ~ VR? 
Jlf5"0-o-·-- -- -- · --- ·VR-,----.-vrrffv-~r~~~----
3o6oo GO TO J25 
J0"7U"O -c- - - - -- - . 
30800 C BRINCHfS 1 ANO ? CONTINUf FP.O" 18] OP. 180 
:soqoo -c·---- -··-------·---------------------- -----·------
nooo C IF 1SSW(7)•0 CONTfNU£· THROUGH BRANCA J AUTOIIfA"TICAt:t:Y. 
JTI~---r- ---- -- ----------------- -- ---
31200 'tOO tfttSSW(7))55091tlO,ItlO 
JT'J(fO ______ ~tTo- --- · ~----r~·-· r·· -----·-------·-------- ·--·----------- ··-
31400 IFftSW-'3)100,100,42 0 
n~oo c 
31600 C BRA~CH 1 CONTINUES' Ht!Rf: FROM STATEfi'FNT PREC'fl!OING 1161 IT70o- c ----- -- ·----- ···----- ---- -- ··- ----- ----- --·------ -·-···-----------· ---
31800 C IF ""P' OUTPUT REOUE~TE'O SE'T LFILE TO 1 TO 1MtHCATE E'OF rN "'" FORPUT. JlCJOO -r --- ---- -----· -----
32000 ltlO tFftSSWtllt))4229560,560 
JZIOO 4ll LfllE • I 
32200 GO TO J35 
32300·----- --r,-~o CONTTNUE- ------- ------ ----- - --- ---- ---- --- - ---·· -·--- - - -------
32400 1700 CONTINUf 
3 Z 45 0 -- ----TF- rN""'S M"'.--.N""'E.-.""5. A ~~TQ;}TGO T 0 161 
321t75 tffNSW.NE.5.ANcr~ISW.E0.2)G0 TO 1610 I· 
3 2 It 8 7 fF( NSV. NE ~5~AN-O ;Ts-w·;;n:l--;-'3fGt'r1o - ~20 
32500 ~60 RETURN 
'32600 --- ~1,----------- --- --------
----------------------·---




--·-- .~~---- ·-·· ---· -· -- ··· ··-- ·• ---···- ----~--
------------------
----- ------ - --·· -------
- --------- ---- ---------------·--·--------·- . -




21J1r--·- CrTA n--s~R . POTtN -++t<~+ (JJTJ""•~*"fir~-..--..- - - ----- ---· ·· 
500 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
500 SuBROuTINE OATAfKUN,NSWJ 
700 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
----s-o1f ··- -· c·-------- -- - -- ---- ---- --- - - . - -· -
qoo 
ruuo--
C TO SfLECT ANO ACCESS CT078 FOR~AT DATA FRO~ VA~ OI~C FOP~AT 
C AttESSFY.Vll~TUUS- llfll:l[TR1J- "SUBRUUTINES FOU~l!Yl'flr"-ITU.-TATLTR" -----·-
ttoo C 
uuu - \: - ----·-- ------ ------- --------------------
1100 C JAN ~ lq7b N FOFONOF~ 
~ --~00 -- . C - II':OlJTFJ'£1) -FU R-·-TTD 78 J!Ulf~A·T- fflPUI"l:? -1) E1: - ~ o·-;· --w·-lfRl Y --
1'500 c 
-·-- ----y"'5"5tf - - TNCLUUE ~"CIDfP"UTEl!f";FU!P - ------------
1&00 c 
1100 C INCtOOE ~tttARO Ot~~N510N 5TATE~ENTS 
1800 c 
~ -- - -llJ(f(/" -- - - TNCLUDE 'l mnn:c-.'DTfif•·-- --- --------
2100 c 
-------nuu--- - ·c -rnl"nCTfQ -
2100 c 










fF { N~ W. F. 0 ;"'5 ) "G 0 TO R o· - -·- ·------- --





-----~~n-."-2~,~------ ------- ----- ------- --- ·------------
c 














- ---lt6 on -- c 
It 70 0 c 
'HffiU C 
ltqoo 
--- ----~ o-n-o - -
T CO~INUf -·- ----·------
JDO • 0 
--- ---lJ AYI ___ _ u-;;-------- ---
OAY2 • 3b~. 
XFl'f~r "= - ·1s o·~--o- - - --- -
XF'1X • 180.~ 
XNKN • -Q(J. o-· - --- -- --
XN~X .. qo.O 
--------xnn--· ..-- -~.;--o-n-- - ----- - ----
XLGO ,. 70.00 
J~TN '- 1 - -
~fTtJRN 
N~WaQ: liST OR CHA'fllf.f' ~ELECTION PMU'METER~ 
------· - ---- -- - --·-- - ·-· -
f:ONTTNUf 




17 "l FOR"'! AT ( 1 H , '5 H'l A Y 1: F 8. J, X, '5HO AY 2"!, F ~ • 3 ,'X , .ltH JOO: 'lit I 
-- ----~o-o- --- - R"F~ 0 f"'KT"f ,-.1trtCf'I9tY"~Y"l9JUU __ _ ___________ - ----- --
'5300 174 WRTTF(K L I ST,l 75) Xf~N,XEMX,XN~NiXN~X 
:) "o o ---"~tt---e71'"4~1iC---· IE 0 !HI A T""t~, 7" t: Pif l U! , '+ F 7 • ~ J 
'5'5 00 RfAOf~IN,+lXE~N, XE~X,XNMN,XNMX 
---- ~-o1J·--- - - . . --- -w P TIE t Kt.TST9T77"t-XtTo-; ""Xl GO 
'5700 






- -. ·---ott-oo- -
177 FORMATflH 9 8HGRtG1N: ,2(X,F8.3)) 
RF!tJ ( K IN ,--.ncr:::TU"..-xt. r,o-- --------- --- -----
RETUQN 
c 




TP I OFNT f~Y 
-· 64s-o- .. 
6t;OO 
. ~~ -(l(B~.E0.11) 1HeN -· 
W~tTEfi(TTX,310l 





-~lin-· --- - lfE A o nnN ·, ·3· r6, f~H-.:r.-rc ~u-r s,-r~lfl -·- ·- -- - --·- · ·- .. -- ·------ ---- --· ------·-
6650 300 FO~MAT(Al 
~60z- -·---JI1r - ·- Ff'w.•rrrTnc ~ TE-~To~m~onrt"t~v VEtrnoN·-.-., ------ --·----·--·--
667~ 320 FO~MATC1H ,'ENTER SHIP COOF.CRUlSE '•~J •') 
b686 330 FOR~ATfA2,21JJ 
669) £NOIF 6--ro·<r·-- --c-- ·-·--··-··------------..-- -·- ·------------··-···- · 
6600 C ~ILLARO HEAOFR RELA~EO SUBROUTINES 
~--- ... c-···-·---·· ---·· ·-·. --- ----- - ·--------- ---·------ ----·-·-·------------------------·-----·-·---
7000 CALL PVfR(PROV~~~ 
7100 CALL CRUI~Etl~RP,1C~UIS,IPROJJ 
7150 CALL 5TATtTINlO~O,KTPl 
7200 ----··----- . CALC- rNDEX-Cfr;-- ·----- --
7300 LPEC w IOXREC~9J 
m-5-- ·--- ·- --- -·Tuo:c--.--r~-8:- ----·--
7337 K~ST • 0 
r~uo "wo 
7~00 RfTURN 
71)01J-··------c -··· .. --- ··- --- -------- -·- - ----------·-------·--·--
1100 C NSW • 11 RfAO STATfON HFADER, CHECK AGAINST 0-"ATA SEt."f'(;Tt'ON CRITfQt'A, 
7800 --c-··--~~-FAO TEM"P"E"fi'TlJlfF ANO SAL IN ITY INTO Olrll A R RAY~ --
7900 c 
8UOO ---- - - - 1) T:UNTTNUE 
8300 ff(KUN.G T.LLRfCl GO TO 620 
lflrCY(J- -- ... - -·- ·--- - ·e-ll l. -·· ~ FCTTI>f rKONl ___ ---- -· 
9200 XLAT•SLATf) 
<n-mr-·--·- ----·-· -- . - 1CLfJff().'STWt·l T . -- -- --- -- -· --·----·-----------·--- ··-- ·--- --- -- .... -· -· 
qll6 IPR • P~tN 
VJ3J ~N • NIUI-1 
9)66 LPR • XN•PRSI~T+~MrN q4oo --- -·---- - 1.1rscrrr• ffllrn c J, ·------ ----------· ---·-··----
9~oo ENCOOff4t53,L~BL(2lliFHEOf~) 
9600 ·--- --- .. ENCOOl:f~9~Lt-;CBBL(1J J IFHEOC5t 
9700 5~ FORMAT(IJ,•-•, 
9800 S4 FORMAT(I4J 
9900 c Ioooo·---ul: ___ ClJ-..PTJTF -Jut fl"N-· y~·lJA:Y ___ _ 
10100 C CHFCK AGAINST SFLECTJON PARAMETER~ 
·· ··- --- ------
rozoo · r ------- - --·-· --- -·---·------· ------ ---· 
1 0 3 0 0 I 0 A Y • I< f) A Y ( t 0 A ,...··nm , I'Y R ) -I< 0 A Y ( 31" .-1 Z , I Y ~ ...: 1). 
103?0 UAT • FCUAI.IOATJ + FLUAIII~t"eJ/l~UOe 
10~00 ff(OAY-OAY1J62~96 02,602 
10500·--· ·---·f;OZ TFTITlY..:TT~J6rJlt 916"04 ,"&Zo-- ------ --·· -· ----------
10600 604 CONTINUE 10700 -· -c-- ·- -- -·· ·- - -· ---·---- --- ---- -- -·- ·- --·---
1 0800 C CHFCK LAT AND tO NG AG-I ANS T Sfl E CTI 'OH PAR A,..ETER S • 
10900 ----c 
11000 1FfXLONG-XEMNt620,606,606 
11100 ---· - r>UF -rrlxLONG~XE!'fxl606.61'Jlr,o..,.2n-o----'----· 
11200 606 1FCXLAT-XNM~l620t 610, 610 
11 300 --"1>1.\f rFTxL AT -XNI'IX J 616,"6 Uh 67.1r 
11400 616 LTYPE • 1 
ll.,VV ICIJN • lCA~I 
1160 0 DAY • OAY ~ IOU 
mo-o--- --· ------ - KCAn- -.·~~~-----------------------· 
11750 JP~AX • NTOT rnrou- -c- -·- -·· ·· - ------ --- -- - -
--··---·----
93 
mo-o- "C - IF" TS"SlUtll•-1 WRTTf OUT HfAOn~ INfOIUUTtON llN UNIT ll:l1ST 
12000 c 
IllOO 1Ft IS'SWC liiJ6L6tJ,6Z0,6ZO -------· ·-. 
12200 hl60 WRTTffKLI'ST,8000lfl8Blfl<ltK•l.-Jl,XLAT.,XlONG,XlTO,.XL"GO 
lllOO--· -- ---· VRlH" fKri ST, ~00"1)) l"'TYPF. ,fi!Hl)f{, TS"RP, B TA~ ,·tCON,OAY, I PO 
12400 c 
. 17"5"""0lr C" l~ T~C}Wfl2)•-1, WIU'TE' OUT HfAOIN"CS' fOR OUTPUT WHIC" IS WRlTTH~ tN cn"'P~. 
12h00 c 
ll7oo t'F 0 SSWfl2l. E0.-1) WRITE O<l t 'S T, !toto J ----·-----·-----
12800 8010 FORMATf'OtREC PF TO SO DVO DVIII S~" TH,. 
tzqoo - ,. 11 zz ~- Nn~·l 
11000 8000 FOR~ATf/,lH ~1A4,4F8.3) 
. -·TITUlY !JlHY'i F1fPlf"ATf lH , ' TYP'E 1'4lHfl~ SHT'P f'STN CASi OAY !P~',/,· 
111so • zr~,zx,az,zx.zt~,FR.3,ZI5l 
I 'l 0 0 I'> 0 0 ') F 0 I< 1'1 ill I ' I ') , X t 'lilt , I 7 , I II t X t I ') , I ') t f'" T • l , F "5 • l ,.x t I l t I -. , t- !'5". ') J 
13300 c 
"T'Jlttrtf C" KT("t:ARO SU8~0UTTNE TO fTt.l OATA UftAY lOTti Tf'1P ANO SAL fNITY 
13~00 C OATA FOR All OBSERVATIONS. 
-- T1"1)(JU' C" 
13608 WGT•l. 
11616 IF ( I 'S 'S W ( 13 J • E C. -1 JTHE'N 
13617 '1•~"•1 
1 T6 T"B JY (' R • T C ~ U T S 
13620 JJST•JSTAS 
TJ1l71 CAll. ( l ( fl r.R ' 
11h24 CALL LlfJTST). 
13020 t' 1'H:0Ut:• llt"5Zt·G'"'AI'If H Sf!P,JtLI<tJISI 
13h28 5l FORMATfA2,A3 9 4l 9 '.P£G'l 
- - 1-Th TI W R J TF ( 1 2 , . ~ 0 2 0) "", C NAME , W G T 
136~0 8020 FOQ'1ATfi4,All~5.?l 
I"J51t"8 OPFfH UNI T"'KOUT, N"U4f• GN A ME, TYPE • •NFW' • r: ORM• 'UNfOR MATTE 0') 
13bb4 WQTTEfKOUT)K~OG 
D1l8""0- --- . . E"N 0 T F - -------- ---·---···-------·----· ·---- ... 
136QO CALL OATJryX(KUNl 






C NSW~5: CHECK ONLY LAT A~O LONG OF HFAOEQ lLREADY RfAO AGAINST 
I~IUU C ")rt:"E"CTIP..-. ,-,.,..,.,.,r::•r:-"":>• 
14200 c 
14100 AO T~f~LONC-XF~Nt~~,87,R7 
14~00 R7 TFf~LONG-XfM)() .~Q,8Q,85 
l4'"50U RQ TFfXLAT-XN"MN)!Jt;,i$1),83 
14b00 81 rFfXLAT-XN~X)~2,A2,~S 

















C ••••••••••••••• SL~T FUNCTTnN ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
REAL FUNCTION ~LAT 
c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
tNCLIJDE 'JOXREC'.Ol"'' 






~ t:" A T •XL AT+) rc-Nl"Xl:"l T,., XL AT) 
94 
-- --~~47tq · ------- . - R-E-lU~N 
1~4~6 ENT~Y SLNG 
11546 3 ~---XlAlaJLNSO 
1~470 XLAT~•tLNSM 
1 '5 473 ---------- ---~ ---·rr-n-.r-xc JT~I()'(f"o-o ·~ -
SLNG•XLAT+S tGN('X't:AT.,.,XLAT) 15477 
1548'4 
15491 
----Rf TUJl ·~---------~ - ------- ----- . ·· --- - ------- -- --------- - ---- ---
FNO 
15 '500 C •• •••• •• •••••• SUB ROOt I Nt l Z t I A J ••••••• ••• •••• ••••• ••••••••• 
15503 ~UB~OUTTNE LZftAl 
r5"'fO~ ·- ---c--.~-.-.m..-.-~•••-••-..-.-.-.-..-.. ~••••••••~•-••-•t.-.-...--.-.ff-...-...-.--...----- --
15~06 rNTFGER Y A ( ll ,tWf•ll 
- - -,-.,-5Tz·- ----- . -rFTTTI1 r;GF. 100) --c11 IU 100 ---· --- --------·· ------------ - -- ----- ------ -- ·------ - -
15~15 ~F(t~Cll.GE.lO) GU TO 10 
lf(Jl(IJ.GE.OJ GO TO 1 
RETURN 






1'5'530 -- -- ------ -,.-ATn-•n·n .,------- - ---
1~533 2 PQRp4ATftl l) 
15536 REtO~N 
15~JQ 10 CONTINUE 
---nlf~t2-- --- --~Nc·rrrrF1 ~ ,3 ,-twTrn- nrrrl - - · - -- - - ·- - - ---- - - ------ - --
15545 1Afl)•JW(1) 
1 '5 '54 6 - --------"'} POR fi4ATlTH-o-,1-n-·----
l'5~51 RETURN 
155~4 I CONTINUE 
1'5'557 f'NCO I"EC3,4,I-WC1)) IA(l) 
- -.t--.5,....56-o---- - ·- -- · ,.--~mn~I·n tt-4oo-9'f't 'r - -----
t'5~6J !A(l)•tW(1) 
PJ566- -- -- -- --- -~"E-TUlfN - -- ---- - ------- -·- ------- ----
1'5'564 ~NO 
------ ----- .---- ------- - ··--·--- -------------------
---------------- --- - -------- - -.-
------- - ·-----·------· --~-----
--- --- - -- - -----------------------·---- -- ---· 
------------------
-----------·--- ------ --------- - .. .. __ ---- ---- -
- - ---- --- - - ---- --- --- -- ·---- ----- -
·-· ----------·----- ---- ---·---
95 
·- -r-·-r zmro - · --c ··p·rrTfNSITt\. FO~ Fll-fT-$"H1HHfun-Nn~llR"Plrn:N;·p~~T - P-OfEfll'frAt · -£Nt 1fG7Y 
t=J 
'-
1l100 C PPOO~ AM5. VAX Vf~5tON. N.RRAY. 
1?.600 t . ......................................................... -•••••••• 
12700 ~UAqOUTtNE 5~I~VtA,N,P,O,"RiJF~Yl) 
T7~ -- --c --•• -.. ~-~• •••· • • • .--• •~•m•o-• .-..-..-.--.-.-...-.-...-..-.--.-.-.--.--fi<.-.-.+-..•-•••• •••••• ---
12900 c 
nuu 0 ---- C l 0 FNVF!H ~ Y"f'M"FTRTC'- "lii!TTliTX FOR TRTlNCUCA ~ ·--s-FCTI ntri'Rlr!lHJFlJ 
13100 C IN ~ LTNFAR ARRAY A(J). 
1'3200 C FRU,_ 'SVMTNY?,, ,nc~ 1'1'50--e-Y ROTtSAlU~~VTr J.· MAlTArr.-
1 ·noo c 
~ --m-oo-·- -r - AVlfl"L l7 1"971) 1-r; - FtW-rmufl=---
13500 c 
t36oo --rn ·~NS-TTJN - A-Tn-;~m-.;lfflT;~R"rrr---- ---------------· ·- --- -
13700 c 
t'eoo tf!A tt • -o----
lJqoo oo 10 I•1,N 
- - --y-,.--u-uu-- -·· -- nr flfRT n .: · a 
'-· 
14100 C Sf~RtH ~OR PIVOT t4zoo ---- oo roo -rar•-w-·-- --------- ------------------------------ ---- -- ·- --
1 ~ 3 0 0 8 J!G A J • 0 • 0 
1~~00 JJ -~ 
1~~oo ryo 20 J•t,N 
l't600 . - -·- - TJ -. - JJ+N-J+7 --- ---------------------
14700 B • A8S(A(JJ)) 
14600 -----. T"Fl~Rl .fJT 21r,'Trt'?U ________ _ 
14900 12 Yif=f~-BIGAJ)20,20,'14 
?0 15100 
--- 1 ~406 - ---· ·-·-- ---
15500 1') 
P'E I ORJIT ____ _ I--n>UU 
1~700 
----·--r;-s-oo 




1 b- -~~ (l() - 1 ----- --- -· ------
Q(t() • 1 ./A(KI(J 
- -- 1111( T .: 1 • o· --·- -
A(KIO • 0.0 




- ---r M>OO 
16700 
TFfi(MlJ15,19,180 
I6U"" JT( .. K - N- - - - . 
00 3f) J • l,KMl 
· ----- ·- ~nc-s -Jn~·,;.J+r ---- -- ----
P f Jl .. A(JKl 
16800 IF { ~ Q(JJJ 1 8,17.r8 . 
lbqOO 11 Q( Jl • -A(JKl+G(•IO 
---T 7mnr- - -· on --rn 3 o -
17100 1 8 O(Jl • A(JK)+Qt~J 
- - ---- -- -----
·------
I 7200 -- -- -· 3-u- -~CJlO a -u-.-o-. -------- ------ --------------·------- -------- -· . - . - ---------
17~00 19 I( P1 = K+1 
17400 I(J s 1(1\----- ---------------------
17500 IFfKPl-N)?.l,21.4l 
·--yr"6UI) ____ zrtm liO- T•Kl'T91r- ... ----- - --------
17700 KJ c ~J + 1 
--n lro1J ---- - --- IT fli'RTJ T J T'+..,..-1? ;rJl't. ---- -------- -- --- ---- ---- -- --- - - ------· -- -- --------- ··-- -· ---






·oa 1 o 3'5 
3 4 P f J ) • -A { K J ) 
- 1 -cr ·u-1 J1 . .. -141 K·n *IT(l (T ___ _ 
40 AfK J l • 0 . 0 
c - IT T1"TNATT~ P"l<OPER" ____ _ 
96 
I e?cnr-- ---- 41 JK • o - ------- ----- - -- --- ------- - - ·--- - - . 
18600 00 ~0 J•lyN 
1 87 o o no r; o --;r;-J--;N-
188oo J~ - JK + 1 
~lnr·- ·-·- ·· sn a( IKr· ;arll<, -.. - ~=~rJl•··oT~<r-· · 
19000 lOU CONTINUf 
"TnUlJ"·- --- - --~--~------ ----------- ---- ·-· - - . ·-------- .. - ---·-·--··-- ·-- ----------·----------
19200 FNO 
t<UOO C SOS'~IJOTINE TO INPUt Pl'RAfiiETERS FOR REGRES'StON' IN POTFN 
19~00 C POT~NTIAL ENERGY PROCRA~ 
~cro- -- -c- - - · · - --- - - ------ - ·-----
19600 c••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Tq-1oo ___ · --- --- -- -- ·- -·s·u-e"PoiTffN"i:--PA-it-,------· -- ·----- --- -------- - - ·-·--·------- - ·-
t98oo c•••**••••••••••••••**••••••••••••••••••••••****•••••••• 
p~qoo ·· -c 
20000 INCLUDE 'CO~POTE~.fOR' 2 01 0 o--c-- .. --- ------ ----- -- - ------- -- -· - --------------- ------- - -- - ----------
20200 INTEGER PFDELrA,POELTA 
2 0'300 -- c--·--- ·-- ----------- --------- --
20~00 c 
l0'}00 WRllttKll~ylOJ · 
20600 10 FORMATf'OINPUT NPW ~ARAMET~RS?9 > 
·z-o70o------- - -- ff"fNOYt51Kl'N,K1'TX"l-.~~;;r.J:TlfiTORN 
20800 15 W~ITf(KTTX,20l 
-z-ocr-o-o--- - ? 7o- ·- f!~14ATfT"Ot.N'ffl{ -y-Ht- NUMSER OF S'e'CTI ON$ (·GtfOUP S Of LFVECS ___ Wt TH ___ ____ _ 
21000 X THE SAME PARA~FTERSJ'J 
21100 READfKIN,+JNSf.CTION 
21200 ·rFfNSfCTION.GT . ·t-en THf:N ?T'JO"O" ___ ---- .. . \lRl'TEl"KTTX 922·): ---- - . ------ ------------ --------------- --- -----
21400 Z? FORMATf'OMAXI"UM ALLOWED IS 19~1 
£T~---- - - ·- ·l;o TO - 1~-- - ---------- ---- - - ----- ------------ -- ---·-- - ---------.---
21600 ~NOIF 
ll700 WRilttKJJ)(,l')t n n o mnumn-num onm 
21800 2~ FOR~ATC~OENTER THE PRESSURE FO~ THE F!~ST LEVEl~') 
·n9oo-··--·--- -· --- ·-R-E A-OTI<TN9··- n ·wfTTACP ____ . ----- ·-- --- -----···--------- - - .. 
22000 NLEVP•l 2210(} ___ _ 
·-- NP~EVIi:::-r . ---- --- ----- -- --
22200 NSE•NSECTION+l 
00 1000 l•l,NSECTION 
12•J•NSE 








--- l"O'O ___ _ "'FO~l0Tl 9 0FOR- --~~-CT-·nrN..--;Tit,' ENTE'tt TRE tN'TfVVAT-"Tff-Trl3-- lrET\lEEN' ··---
z-z~u 
23000 
X LEVELED SURfACPS:·•) 
Rl:::: .ll"U l"K1N9-.JfTFUl~'l.TA 
WRITECKTTXYllO l 
.. 17Tr FUfnfAT( '1JE"'TO" TR£1"NTE"RV"Al Sl'lE' I N"""""O'lf"TUl<IHE REG'f(ES"510Jil":-..-,- - - - -23100" --
23200 23'300·----
READ(KtN,+lPOELTA 
- WlrTTETf{TTX 9l~T ------ ·- --- - -- - ------ ---










. -· -- -wRTT£TT<TTXt"1001 _______ _______ ---
160 fORfi!AT C' OENTER THE NUMBER OF TPftMS IN THE REG~ESS10N:•.t,-
·y--..fl'f"•7-Tl11 Pl1ES 7i: LINEAR FIT; fiiAJtfi*IO"' N f'5 -·8J'J --- ------------
RE~DfKIN,*JN 
1f'"'(N.GI.6JN•B 
2~200 c•••••• COMPUTE NPRCI") •••••• 
l If 3 0 0 ----- -- . . "Wl'lHTI • m:FVE t: + Nl f y-p--·- - -- -- -
24400 C++ t++t CO~PUTF NPRII2l 
·-r4~-o--- - - ·- -- · -- N~lffTIT.-r>-m~crr-- -----;-
97 




25000 -- ·- ·-- t'"'fTJTl= - -- - - - --- --- - -----·-·- - ----- -- -----
215100 NSC f I +1) •l'PREY+NLEVEL•PFDELTA 




- --?"Y)-TO"lr . 








·- ·-· 16 4S 0" -. J ~A)( • Nt:. E V ~ . 
26500 WPITEfKTTX,200lNSFCTION,Nt.EVP91TOTAL 
26600 200 Fnl<J1AT{ 'oA TO'TT[""' OF', I 4, 'SECTt'ONS; ', Y6i' LFVEL s; 
2~700 X l~VEL TS AT'~!6,'08.') 




720 FI)R~AH'OENTE'R MAX'tMUIII DEPTH Of THf tH~'Tl':') 
-- ~ F" AD f l< t N; + lTT~A~----------- -· -- - - - ---·-· 
I•NSECTION+l 
l 7 2 0 0 I l•Z• r ·--
27'300 I1•1•T 




NPR f I 2l• (I TM'AX+.,OO) I ( NlfVP-NP'IH:V) 










26300 C COEPF SURR ••••• PT~~l ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 




c . - -· .. ----- ·-- --- -· - - -- - .. - . - ·--.. -
28700 C CO"'P'IJTES COEF~ IC !'ElnS FOR A lINEAR TR-ANSFORMATION x·•AX+I3 
-- 2R800 ___ C-~OR-POLYNO~TAL OF(J'R~,ff.lf N-1 :-fNPUT A~R'AY-C, OUTPUT 0.------ - ·--·--
28900 c 
zqu-~-- c -rcl! ···2 znr?"N~-,=-an:~·mn='F 
29100 c 




t'H ""F.NS I ON t fl) ,,llll l 
· ·-uu zw; 1'•1 ;R 
Q .. 1.0 
Z''H500 . ' )H-·~Tl 
29700 N~I s N - I 
z-cnro-{} -- l"'Ff~ Tll '2; R i5" - ··-··- .. ·-------------- -
2qqoo 5 oo 10 J •I,N~I 
---,-m -· TP" J • T + J . - -- -· -- --------- ··-
'30too R a fFLOAT(!PJ~ll/FLOAT(J)J•B+~ 
30200 10 s--S)~fl:TIPJJ 
30'300 12'"f"'l s I- 1 
-- .,-rr ~o-o- -n: n Pill n ., , P> ,"'2 rr -
30500 15 R • 1.0 
30600 -- ... - --en Tt'J?5- - - - ·- ---·- ·-------





--·rrtlfo- - c 
- -~··o -- P • -A • • t ,., 1 




··--·-- ···- ------ ----
32300 C O(N) FCN ••••• PTS81 ••••••• 
--- --:17 41>-o-·--- · --- ---JrONC·rrmr-"R-• ~n··------· -------
32-;oo c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• TZOUu-------c 
32700 
·-··-·--n-s-o-o ·-
l "NTEGfR•l I A.N 
. f"A --• . "11771 . . 
32900 TF(NJ1,2t 2 
--~omr----·----- ···y ·~r •-fl1JATfrTTAm>TN9l'l1...-.~2768.· ------- --------- ------------·-----------· 
33100 ~ETU~N 
31200 Z T - .--FlOl!OH 
33300 ~ETURN 
--~-o-- - ..... --~·t-m - - - -.. -------------- ------------- - ---------·----
3311)00 c 
J 6qo o ---c---... ~.-.-.-~·-•• -.-.-•• -.-..-..-.-...-.. • • ••• • • 
37000 SUBROUTINE EDIT( Je·RR, 
37100 c ••••••••••• .....-.-.-• .-.-. .......... -.-.-..-•• 
37200 c 
---1"T~roo · ·--c -f.Ol'l tEli4P AP·fO· sAcr~·rr·v -rt-rTm~sstoN "fABLE~ - - ----- - ----------- --------
371t00 c 
- -3-7-;o·o- ---c--iAN ·-za· -i 975 ---N-F-OFO~m='f' 
37600 c 
'37700 INCLOOE 'COII1PO'T.E-~.FOR'• 
37800 EQUIVALENCE (POtFP,Atl 
--~-o- -· -· r · -- - --- -- ---- ----------------------------------------
37950 IERR • 0 
----~rr~rr-5·- ·- --- ·-· ·- ·--o-vrrp4·-IT ·•· --~Tr--- ----
J8ooo DO 10 M•Ml,Ml 
HH o o uv ""' • P nn 
38200 P{M) • S(~) 






- -,-s-<m"O .. 
15 OVP1 ., 0.0 
------ plil~--0 . .. (,. ------ . 
THM • 0.0 
---- XNlH,- • NO P 
no 20 Mdn, M2 
- --uv~ ---.--nv H- .- n-vHn-
39000 PM • P~ + P( ~) · 
-- -:JTI(ro·- · ·-----------~mr·-.,-,H"P'f"··· Tf'ft M J 
39200 PTfM) • P{M) 
3t:JJOO ~-TTO'IJ • TRPN 
39400 20 CONTINUE 




PM • PM/XNOP 
-·- -----I HM - · · m~---
CAll LSfT 
KFRR • 0 
DO 60 M•Ml,M2 
____________ .. ___ ________ --· --. -- ------ ------· .. ··-
--------------·-
- ------------· -----------··- . - ---- --------. 
l!'J~OO 
40000 




10 CORR • POlYfDV(P1)~0V~tCP.,~.,Ol0i6000.0) + PM 
l(f Cf!~ a l - ------- ·------- - --------·------- --
tffiSSWf3,)31.,32.,12 
'iO'i5 0 --- ----u---_,--y-~ UtL tA-- L UKK-P ~ 1'1 J 
40451 Sl • OATAXffi1~~;ZJ 
-~~-z- - -- - -- -----n ·-• · DAIA~H1t.'ll -
40453 SJ • OATAX(M+t~2) 




T-H?. . - 'f HE f"A ( tfV f'.M) ; 0 At A >(fM-;-il-;s 2-;-P-FT- - - - . ---- -- --- ... 
TH3 • THETAfOVf~+11.0ATAX(M+l~ll.S3,Pf) 
<ftU7pj--s 
40470 ttott 76 _ ____  
DVI • OYA{PFy,P'Hy'Slt 
OV2 • DVAtP~~THZ,52) 
- 00 ;.· lJYH PF·;1TffJ • ~Tr · 
40482 DVPl • fOVl-OVl)fOELP 
- ,.0490--- - -- - fi'lPi-;- ·-·(r5v-t::ov1TTnEL. p-- -- --- -
40~00 WQITEfKLIST,~lOOlDVf~J.PfMl,CO~R.DELT~~DVPl.OVPZ 
SPCSICA I I fiWUW # lihii "tO~UO 3l r,~, • ~u~~ 
40100 40 tFfABSfTT(M)-TH~)-A3*l2)55,50~50 
~r-- - II)CJ- · - cn~p- ·• PfJlYrnvnrr;-uv~.-c•,"T,lJ ...... 'o~,"'t&"o .... o"'o..-.-oT --..-- rmc-----
40900 KfR~ • 1 
......-rouu- ---- - IF" n s s-~ n -, l'H-.,~-, 5 z- ---- - --- - -
41050 5t OFLTA • CO~R~TH(~) 
"tl 0., I :> 1 • ~A )1', 1 ~-T.--z-J 
41052 S? • OATAX(M,~) 
----.-
--,.--1 o ~n -- --· -- .. - -~ 1 · • --u-!Tm M'"+ 1 ,-z r · - -- ------ ---------- --- - ------ ----- ------ ----- - --
41054 THl • THETAfDVf~-1),0ATAX(M-l,·l'hSl•PF) 
~ 1055 - -- ---- lff2 •IRFT-n EJV PI J 91JTTAlflliltl} ,:sz ,PF J -------------------- ---- ---- ---------
41056 TH1 • THETA(0VtM+1ltOATAX(M+l91JtS3.Pft 
lil0'58 -- OYI • OVAfPF.,tAlt""'Sll 
41066 OV? • OVAtPf~TH2,S2J 
"ltlO 7,_ --- - OV1 • DVA f P'F, TH19~Tl 
41082 DVPl • (0Vl-~V2)/0ftP 
iilOqo ----- !)VP'2 -.--TUV7.-lJV1l7UFl.P'------------- --- -------- -- ----·- -----
It 11 0 0 W Q I T E f IC L 1''5 T, 11 0 o·) 0 V ( r-1 ) , TH 1 M J , .-cOR R , 0 f L T A , '0 V P 1 ~ 0 V P Z 
~l~OU ~~ lMt"J c LU~~ 
lt1100 55 IFfKERR.fO.O.ANTI.IERR.EO.OJTHEN 




~1)50 IE~R ;,.- rf'RR --+ r --- --- - ---------- - -------
o\1400 60 CONTINUE 
ttl500 _______ -- TFfKFR'RIT0'70-9.r~ 
41600 70 00 75 ~·Ml,~2 
"1 700 --·---- · TI"" J -. p·pn 
41800 T(M) • TH(~) 
4itqoo -----75 "'P f~T -. -uvr""l ___ ----- · · --- ----------- ----
42000 JEQR • JEP.R + 1 
't~IUU. - - ---- - ,-1] Y.l: TUl<N 
1t2200 3100 FOR~AT(F7.1,f"CJ.J,• REPLACED BY! '•Fq.-·3;• CHANG'{' T'5:',FQ.), 
42250 . -- - • - ' . --s-v-.·-vor; GI(AfJif!NIS"Y-- 'AROVE' • ',F9.3,-.~·-m-uw-.-- •.F9;31 ----
42300 ENO 
- '47Tt"'1J ---c-· - ----- -·---- ---------------- -
42500 c ................................ . 
It 'l60 0 -WlJlfffiJTT~Fl..~ 
42700 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
42800 -- ---c --- ---------------------
4290.0 C Lf~ST '50UARES REGRFSSJON SUBROUTINE FOR POTEN'.-
-"-,.-J'Ouu-- --c- -·--- -- -- - -. - --· ---- - -------------
43100 C ~AR b 1976 N FOFnNOPF 
}+m~ 
4)300 








- 7i7+701Y -- -
T~CLUDE 'COMPOTEN.FO~' 
1 ~A • N+(N+lJf2 L -c 1 --- - . --. --- ·- -
no lO I•l,NA 
IU CU(IJ • OeO 
00 12 I•1,N 
. CP fl J • - o-; 0 
12 CTf J) • 0.0 
- -- 1 ~ -u-rr 2 0 1-T,---w -
100 
- -- ~t-·43o·o BPflJ • o.o 
44400 BTfTJ • 0.0 44 -;o o ? o c o·Nrr NUf ______ ____ ___ _ 
44~00 00 8 T•Ml,~2 
·--T4fOO x • · ov cr, ~--nv"' 
44800 DO 100 J•l,~ 
lf~qoo T'Fn-uqc,qo,cp; 
4-;ooo qo ~(JJ • 1.0 
41) tOO --- co-~TUU 
4t;200 Q5 BfJJ • x••fJ~l, 






JK • 0 
X • PT (f) - P~ 
XT • TT(l) - T~ 
nn~J· T~_N" ____ _ 
BP(J) • BP(JJ + B(JJ•X 
~ -----~-~0 -- 8 T f J ) • - B Tl JT -+, ~ ( J-J-•YI -- --- --· - .. -
IFfl-1)105,105~8 ltbOOO 
··-- 7t1>nro 1"05 - 0"0 1 r<·J;w --- ---- ----------- - ---· -- --
46200 JK .c Jl( + 1 
4 6 J 0 0 7 t 0 { J K J • C 0 { J K J· + 6 { J J • 8 { IC J 
8 CONTINUE 46400 
~ - -- 46~o·o I'f 'L:.. n 1 11 , r 11 .,r74 ·- - -- -·-------- - -- -· 
4bb00 
--- -·· ""ltT>To·o 173 CALL SMINVfCOi~,B,BA,~R,I F Aill 1 n ·-n·u-· rou ~ • r-;-w·- -- - - ··- ··· ---·- ·-
46800 SP • 0.0 
ST • U";U 
J,_ • 11'1-N 
46qoo 
1+7000 





-- l'71t0" J " - ,;, Jl1 + p:r ·;:---J + ----r--·· 
GO TO 1744 
~7~00 lf~l ~· J~ + I 
47600 1744 SP • SP + C01J~J•BP(J) 
------------ .. -.... -· -
----7i77-o-o · 174"1))T -.- "ST -+ - "COTJ~BTfJJ-- ------------ ---------------- -- ...... 
CP(M) • CPfMt +. SP 47800 
- --4-,q·ou ?o() - Cil¥l .- c·r-clllr-+ ·rr·----- -
48000 c COMPUTf RFStOUALS 
48100 175 RP • 0.~ 
48200 RT • 0.0 
---.,.-ff'JO\f - - TYU l ~p; I •!I'll ;lifz--- -
48400 FP • 0.0 
--·-41J-'5""0"0 .. . - - "FT -. 0. 0 -







DU IRO J•I,N 
NJ • N-J+l 
FP • f P • X +. l:"lS'flf"J"T ---
180 FT • FT•x + CTNIJ) 
SP • P ( 1·) -··:.:- ··lfp -----
PTfi) • SP 
4q300 ST • THliJ - F~ 
~q400 TT(I) • ST 
--\"lJ'm'O TFlL".;.JC'SW lT8S-;1.rrr;·Ie·-r·---
4Q600 1~J RP a fSP-P~J••2 + RP 
----fil1mo RT • f sr-~B"lr.-¥l · ._---R"·r ---- -- ---------







r:: ... r:: .-r 
IFCL-KSWJ15,1~,1Q5 
Xl'f" • NO p· -~ -w- --
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































roo·-- -P-~ PL Tf-PEPLS_: ____ SH-OR T -{J"OtUrfr:Nt j 'fiON _____ - -- ---
200 K~R tSW JSW KLIST OfSCRtPTIO~ 
2~0 0 - - - SHORt OOCOMENfAtiON 
300 1 0 - - CALL. TABLE SU~R'OUTINE: Lf'5Tt 
- - - 40 0 --·-- . -- - ---- -· -- .. ... - . . - ----··-- --. -- -- P L ffT ~;-Qu1PTfr· t N - ,.,A P--Flf~fiO\ T- . -··· - --- - .. 
450 PLOT 1St 




---scro - ·-· 2 
~00 ) 





y • R1•VR8L(~Yll+82•VR8l(NY2l+BJ•VR8L(NY1)+B~•CttREC~?) 
1 - - CHANGE PAPA~ETfRS fOR PLOT . 
2 - - tNIT1AL'llf PJlltAPIETERS FOR Pl.OT 
·.:...- -- - - -- --:..: .·- - -::::- -----CHANCE OAT-A S'EtEtTION--V-i~ -Y-ABt.:'E~ - - - ·----- --
CHAN(;'£ PLOT PA'R KMETERS 
-··-· -·· ·---- --=·--··- - ----·-.:;-.. --- ··--·-- C-AltAVtfGS .. _S_UBlft)UT I NET-Htr~rtoNTA[- - __ ., - -·-
--· - ··- -- -- ~ - ----
- -
'llVER ACES. FO~ O'E TAll EO DOCW"EN'TA'-
fTUllr.;,- At;CtSY ~"R•O A~-~N T t'( lNG 
AVRGS BRANCH. 
SET f5·~ w---rs-wlTCHIA R R-Ay--- ---·--- - ---------. - ... 
1100 b - - - RESTART PlAIN P~OGRAM 12 0 0 -T ---- - ---~ ·- -·--- -· ·- ..:.-·- ---:;;;---· EXIT l'RUC R A.,.---------- --------- -·-- .. 
----- - - -- ----- ··-- -- - ---· - -------- -----
--· ··-- --·--·----- - ·-··- - · ·--- -- ··-- -~ ·- -·-··- . - ---- -------------- ·---- ---- - . - --
---- --- -----· ·- - -···-·--·--·-- -- - --- . . - ... - ··------··- --- ----- - ------ -- ----- --- -- _________ ______ .. ·-
- - ------ ----·- ---·----- - - -----·--- ---· --- --- ----------------- ---· 
. -- - -----·- · ------- ----
- - - - - --- - - - · -· · ···- -- - > • · - - - - - - ---- ----- - · ---- · - - - - - -- - ·---· 
--- ------
- - 100 --- p-r-prffl'EPL<;: 















B~ANCA ·r.::-P-ARAfi'IEiE~s~-)HrJRT- Of"fc-tTMENTATtON · - - ----··---
OfSC":lP'TI'ON 
PRINTOUT PARAMETERS ON KLISr; S'TOifE COMI10N TO 
FILE KPLCM. RETUPN TO PEPLS • 
.. lN PUf -VARIABLE SElECTOifSNXl- TO- NtY .. 
ENTER Al Tf'J Ab 
ENTE~--~1 Tfr "8~ - - --·--
ENTER Cl TO C6 
PHER 01 TO lH> 
----------------··-------
- . -·-··--·-··----- ----
...... ---- -
- ------- ----·- ------- --- . -
------------ ----------- . - - . -
-
-· ------· ···-·----
·------· -- ----- -- -· ... --------- --- - ·- --- ----- -
----------- ---------
-~ 
------ -- --- - - --------- -···-
,__. 
105 
- 10_0_ -.,~r;t-r/AYRCS: -~HORT - DOC'U'1~NT-!TTCN -------
200 KBR ~~W JSW KLlST DESCRIPTION 
2 50 4 0 -- - - ---- S HU'R T 0 OC U:-::M=E--=-N=T=A-=r=r-=o=N,.---- -----
300 4 1 I • RE~D FPOM DATA FILES V~RIABLES tN COLUMNS 
-- ,.o<f ________ - -- ---- ---- - ---- - ---·- --.rs-wnf -i<I"t:Sf ___________________ __ ------ ---- ----------- ·---
5oo 2 I • ZERO COLUMNS JSW TO KL,S~ 
--6oo··- --- ·-.. --3 --- ---c ·- ----- - --- l~frt-rAITff. --AN_D_INPifl' --P-AJfA-ME-TEJf~------------- -- ------------ -
700 0 - (NPUT PARA~ETERS--NO tN1TtAlllATfON 
BOO 4 I I O'IVIOE COLUMNS JSW TO KLIST eV COLUMN 6 
qoo 5 I - AOO COLUMN JSW VERTICALLY FRO~ THE TOP l OtHY -----------. _6 ___ - -:;----- LLf -- ---- _P_R_r~ft--OUT f>ATA ARRAY o-N UNIT KL'!ST --------------------- --
1100 7 I - CALt NCAR PLOT PACKAG!f" TO PLOT ONF F1UME. 
-f icH5 ______ ---- -- - ---- --- - -·-------- ---- --· OEF'AUi - t IS COL't1"N--:fSWAGAThST-'PRE~SURf.-. -
1300 GF.NERAL PLOT'S": 
1400 --=x~•=s=t~.-C~~(~I~,-J~S~W~)~+~B~2~*~C~(~J~.~N~X==?~J-+=e=J~•=p=R----------------
1500 Y•Al*PR+A2*CC1,NYll+A3*C(t,N¥2a 
- 1600 ___ --·- -- -- - ----- ----·-· --·------ - -- ----- MULTIPLE PLOTS ON ONE F.!' A-ME ALL{fW-PO ____ _______________ _ 
1700 KB~ t SW JSW KLI5T 
l8 0 (,-- - - -------- --8·--- --::·--- ~- -----·coM"P(f fE DYN A "TCH E I Gt-fT~NOP OTH.ft- t ~l --~NER G'~------
1qoo AS~UMES DYT fN COLUMN t (NV(1)•16) AND OYF 
2000 2 fNV(2 J •PH • 'IN COLUMN 
2100 q I I INTE GPATE C'OLUPIINS JSW TO KLTST A~' A FUNCT10N Z20(f--- --------- --- - --- -- - -- - -- OF--P'RES-surfE ___ ____ _______ -- -------------------- - ----------------
Z300 10 t1 • ~UtHRACT REFE'R"NC E LEYE'l VALUE t~.nt-Y:F,I) FRlJPII 
------------- --------- - --------- -- --- ---- - ----· ------ ----------- ------------------------- ----------
Z400 COt'UMNS J~W TO KL tST 
2~00 11 1 - INPUT JC1 9CR1 TO JC~ . CR4 
2600 11 o - PfRFORM THE FOL~OWtNt COLUMN lD01TfON: 
Z100 Ci1,JClJ•CR1*Cfl,JCli+CRZ+CCliJC~J+ z-ao·o- --- ---- ---- -- ---- -- -- --CR~*Cfr,JC3 l +-CR~4q:( JRfF"';/JC4T __________ --- --------- ---- --
Z900 12 - - RETURN TO PEPL~ 
3 <H:ro·- ---- ------- ----- -1 :f ____ .:.------ - - - --- -n~P'UT COLUPIIN I"TSAN"O--C'O'NSTANTS----ru-PF.RFURM-
3100 T~f FOLLOWINa COLUM~ ~ULTtPL t CATfUN: 
3 l 0 0 Ci I R E C , I J • t 0 N 1•-c ( I R E C 9"'1 J-• t 0 N z•t 1 l R f.'t ,-J J • 
1300 CON3*CfJREC,KJ. INPUT OROER1 ltl~KiCONl 
~cro- --------- ---- ----- ------------------------- -nm~ AN tNOEX t T .; ·J-;mr--J<TlJl='---vat_-m;---;;:-1 -----------
1500 PREVENTS THE INCLUSION OF THE A~-S1'JCtATEO 
---r6CJU ---------- ------ -- ----- -------- --- ----- -- Am:JTUL'LOWING COLUMNt'Sl. ------ --------------------- .. -
3700 K8~ tSW JSW Kl1ST 
T~ 
Jqoo 
17' OUTPUT FH~ST THREE Cottl111NS IN fila·p FORMAT': 
A'CCESS TO THtS BRANC"' truE R J ES WliAT HOR T'lONTAL lt1mu··-------- ------
------- ---- ·--- --- --'ltv£ l I I S 0 E'S't R'E 0 ------------- ----- ----- --
4100 15 NOT USEO 
-.,.-Zlm--- ---------- --- - -T'b- ----r ---- -:;- ------ INPUT x,J 
tfiREC,J)•CCI~PC,Jl**~~ 4300 0 
'lt7iUU 
45 00 17 
-----,.-6(JU-- - --- ---- - -
4 700 18 
-,-~n,--o--- -- --- -- ----p r --- -::;.- ----- ---
4qoo 20 
fSHOtJt.O f'Olt.OW 
~t----.-r~ tl- 1 l"' l"'tU I A I ELT TllftJ('E ~{JI I UN. J 
ERROR ~U~~ ATtON: YER f 1CAL INTEC~AT10N WITH 
--- --- (Oft t A- ---p-,.-.7 Jl'S t RE .,.-llfCRFl'w.NI------- ------- ·------
INPUT DELTA P 1 NTO C~ t REC,5) 
-fXCHANCF ·nm- Cot:U1HJ) -r.w-c·--· 
CHANGf. A SYNOtE ELE~ENT OF C 
I)QOO 21 - - COfi4PUTE STANONRO DfVl~KT10N OF X GTVEN 
r; t OO X-BAR IN CflRt:Ct'~) ANrJ X*X-BAR fH Cf -tREC, :H. 
~ zuo 
'> 3 00 
-------- ------- ---- -- ----- -- RESULT . IS STORED TN Cf-'JRFC9T J. 




22 1 1 ClLCULATE OYNAM1C HE -t G,_.T' AT A GIVE~ LEVE'L 
- ---n·----~ ------------ p-------'REt:A liVE TU Ptt'f'SSORE t0RR ES PON01NC TO J Rt:F -- ------
ANO OUTPUT IN ~AP FOR~lT,ALONO WITH VARll~lFS 
~~UI"' CULUI"'N5 3 ANU ~ At IMAI P~ESSU~E. 
NV~l ) MUST BE • 18 AN~ NV(2)~19. 
- ·--- --------------------- - -- ---------------------- ·-. 
------------ ------- --- -----
106 
:J----~----c-~'P"'f.PTI;F-01<··--.=-rcn fJl!I'M"fN"STOW9tlHfKO-frniD- FOO""TV'IltlrCE ~01( --p~if>LT---








CHARACTER *12 GI'U"ME: 
--- ·-n-·r~nr~nrN c s r 1 6 l~t , -,-v-R (J5 , 
r1t'ME NS I ON KHOG (•150) , K'3'Uf (lt6 l 
100 
zoo 
3 0 0 . - - -,......,..._.,._- -378 C JH PI! EN'S 1-u!lrK Pl t !Itt ·KC'PH 
- 3q1 c co~~uN 
ltOit C 
--__.,,...,.,5 ...... 0- - ------- ""C"014~0N KTN. - - . -- - --
lt75 C AE~TNNING OF STORED COMMON 
., U 0 - --l".:UJ"f"llfffilf-""""KTT.l\9UT'SI~tK'ft'.t K UU T t ~ HR 




.. - .. ~ON" XM1 N9~9''Yl"~TN, VMAX 
t:OJI'!Mf1N AltA2t.A3,fAittA5,A6 
l'tOO ~~UN BltB2tB3f'R't,8-.,'B6 
1500 COMMON CltC2,C3~CittC~,C6 
- -l"""6lf0 . ·- . - "t0Kli'f1N tH, D 2""9"0'1,,0~ 90'5, [)6 --- ------. 
!700 CC"'MON Xl,ZLTO,i7.l0090AY,XPL9YPL tsoo --- ---· rnllif,.UR _liT __ --------
tqoo CO~~ON NV(6l,NXf6),AV,8V,CV 
zvuu-- - DTI"fl"!TJN J"Cl. -.,- ;n.T..ji"J""C"39 .n:-llf 
2100 COM~ON C~l,C~2 ~CR3,C~~ 
- - """"271m ___ - - . T.lllff((ffi J ;;rAY, Jlfrr- - - ---· 
2300 (!OJI'!MON NX't , .NV't 9Jfltllt 
-----z~ --·---··-- -· rnM"fifo~· ·rvr, 1-v-z-;-:rn.-~lJftJAOR', Joo 
~ l500 COMMON JSHPf6)~0AYl,OAV2,PMt~,pM.X 
'-' 
2600 tOMMON Xf~N,XEMX,XN"q,XNMX 
Zb33 CUJI'!~ON Cfl00,6l 
--·n1)1)·--------------culi!"MIDl" TS""S W ·f 1 6 t -----------·--------------·----·------- -
2683 COM,..ON PLABL(HJl9XLlBLClOl,YlA8't.f10) 











-- C 0 I'! !'I 0 N" lrT Y P E , I" IJ(Jf , IRE C , N, NO P , K S W , ·L l tLZ 
CO~MON P~,TO,S090VO 
- - -·---cOjiijl"!tJN PT,THF,S1f'9UVl= 
CO~JI'!ON P~tTHM,S~~DVM 
3 '50 0 C 0 M M 0 N -utf~ P f , Xl"E' 
3600 CO~MON CPf8),lt.CT(8l,Z2,Fl,f2~3 
3616 -c-·""FmrfTF-~TURFtY -c-ollfflrOW _____ _ 
3632 CO~~ON XDAT(l0e~7),YOATC100,7) 
-- -- -··- ~!lt01"r I D f t P .~ ·----
C 
"tZVO C: C:MA'< 








J: CO I VAl Fl'IU-(l{fl'[f~CTY~TJ,....,~, ..... K'""'B...,U ... f~,""1 K,....T'""'V ..... P"f"f" -·---···--·---· - -· 
fCUIVALfNCE (KfTX,KPLC~) 
-·--- - - . -
107 
T~ro- ---r "PfP"lT-P~nc---~~--.-·-·••••• ·- sF"~>"T" 24 -yq{f""t·~··· t" ·----- ------------------ --- --- ------
200 c ••••••••••••••••• 
JOO DROGRAM PFPLT 
400 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
---·..,-ou ----- c·- ·-· ---- · ·· ·---- -- ------- ---- ----------· -- -- ·------ -- ------ ----- ----·- ·· -
600 C PR06RAM TO PLOT POTEN VAOJABLES. 
-rmr- ·- -c ··Jo~E --7.7- -yq76 ·· t·r ~m~-o"NJJ~f--------- -- ------------ - - --- -- -- __________ , - ---- ----- -- ---
800 C VAX VeRSION 
tJOu- 1: NUV T980 N.RRAY 













I<LTST • 6 
-- l<OUT . - -q . ---. --- ·- ---- - ·---------· 
KTP • 11 
llOO KB~ • 3 
WRITECI<TTX,l000) 2200 
·z-mo-·· ----·· IFTNOYE·s·f l(ftf,KiT"Xl--;-E"Q.T)~-------· ·--- ----------------------. 
21t00 7.0 
""l~----
zc;o 8 c 
Z?T6 
2')2lt 
--z~-·n-·- -- --·l -n7 
zc;~to 
7l)""lf8 - -- --
2556 108 
REAOflO'l,ERR~~lOOJKPLCM E L ~-F.- - . --- .. -- ---------
no 101 t · -Tt6 
00 107 J - l,q 
t" s T -n ;J J- -• o-. o· ------------------
00 108 1•1tl00 
rro -·rn-s- ·r-r ;·b- · 
((J,J) • o.o 
~- ----- -uu--IU'7 -J"*T9L1'5 
2~72 ISSW(J)•O 
· --z~lHr - -----10-cJ' "CUNTT NUF"-
2 58 a c 
l: ~~------ - FlllJTF- --- - -- -------- - -- ----
2600 CALL PEPLS 




------ - ---- ---- --------
2800 1000 PORIII!ATflH ,•Pt:'Pl.:T: LOAD IN PREV1'0USLY 'S'TOREO COM~ON?'l 
·-z .:rcrcr·-. ·11 0"0 . ·nP"F.firTU"NTT•l 0 9mliff• -.---,ryr cll. 0 AT • 9 A'CCE '5 S* "O lR EC T', TYPlE~~l:lfr9~------- ---
JOO 0 + R E COR OTY P E • 'PTXf?'O•, R E COR OS I Z P•KCM, ER. R · ·llU 0 l 
n oo ----- ------- --·- ·---c;u- To-ru- ··--- ------
3200 FNO 
- -------·------- ----~--- - - ------ - - ---··--------. ------------------------
------- --------
------- - ·--- - --- -····· ------- ----- -- - -- -------------- ------ -- - ----- -- ·-
------------------ ---------------------
----------------------- .... ------------- -- ------ ·---------------- ------ -
108 
J ----,-01>"·- -c -pt~t~ su-gRo-un N-E- .-. .... -.-•• -. -·- --sEn-2itrr77-··· ·· ··-·-· -··-----
2oo SUBROUTINE PEPt~ 
j 0 0 c .......................................................... .-.--.-.-..--.-.-.-.-.-
"00 c 
-- - ~0 t -P~l'Hllh~--TO PLOT. PO-T'EN v·A~ITAStES. 
bOO C JUN~ 27 1976 N FOFO~OPF 
700 C" YAX YE~'S l"ON::;;:;NQV--,:~- - -----·----
800 ,NCLUOE 'COMPEPtT.~OR' qoo c ------------------------------------------------
1000 WRITE(KTTX,40) 
.- ----rr<nr _____ 4lr .- F=l:l1f!ifATT1H -, ---.-I'Nf'tltl(l lE OAT~VA~lTBt.-tSELftT-tON P-AJfAIIIE-TfRS 
1150 + fYFS OR NO)?'t 
- - 1200 --- -·- ·---y~·nnJV~~rt<Hf,tff.fXT~~1TGO TO tm,-- ·---- -- --- - -- -· -
1100 120 WRYTEfKTTX,l~O~)KR~,ISW,JSW,KL~5T,KT~,~UUT,KtN 
1~00 1200 Fu~"ltt'•PEPCftKBR,ISW,JSWtKlfSf,KfP,Krruf,KIN',T, 
1500 + 6X,3I3,I5,13~llt911) 
- ---l6tro--·----- - -· Kt·r~r . - ;:; --- - ··--- - -----·-·- -·------- ·------ · -·---- ------·---
1700 KOUT • 8 
1800 
1900 
-------- Kn,-• - rr -- --------- --- -- ------
R E AD ( K t N, + ) K 8 ~·,, I S W, J 5 W, Kl t $ T 9 K T"P t K 0 U T t'1<'t'N 
----~z~o~a~o~---------rtf~fuKw8wR-.~c~r-.~7nJ~K~B~~~-~7r-
2100 tF«KRRl120,ROG~130 
2200 - 110 ·-c-o TO (200,"-l'0-;-10,-ItOO-;'SQO,bOO, l'OOJKAR - ---·---- -·-· .. -- --
2300 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 









Xjiii!AX • 100.0 
'Y"'ff'N -. 0~ 0 
YP"AX • 5000.6 
-·------
··!:r • • -r~-o - · --·- ---- -
e1 .. 1.0 
j\<IUU -------- m"C'Tu-,. I-;U 
4000 
----·---- ·----- ----- ------- --
7t1:00 --- . --· 
01 - 1.0 




01 - 1.0 
---· --- ·-- · -u-4- • ·1-. o 
05 .. 1.0 
~uu-- u~ 2 1.-u 
4600 NX1 s 
--· ,. roo--·-·--- -----.. RX"l - . 
12 
() 







'5TOO--- NY'T •-o 
5200 Nll • 25 
---- -·-~------·- -- . NZ7 • o 
~400 Nl3 • 0 
'}'}00 
5600 
Mv -a- -,- · 
"lW "' 0 
~71]0 ~IP •-rr 
5800 CALL OATA(-l,~~OF) 
·-- -- -- GO · ro~-T20 -------
c+++++++++•+•••• BRANCH 1--CALL 
15 roo - -- 7011- C'!t..T IA'trt:E - ---·----· 
6?.00 GO TO 17.0 
- -----------·---·-------~-·- --- ---- ·-----
TABlE SU~ROUTfNE ••••••••••+++++ 
- --- --· --------------------- -·-----· 
6~00 C ••••••••••••• ~RANCH 2--CRANGE OAt~ SELECtiON VARIIBLES '''''* 
6400 20 CALL OATA(O,,EryFJ 6r;oo ·- - ·--en -To 170 - - -- ·--- - ------ - ---·-- -- - - --- - - · .. ·- ---·------- · 
6600 C +++++++•+•+++ 13R ANC'tf J--CHANGE OR L'IST COEFF!CI ENTS ++++++++++ 
'67<TO--- - TO --- OPF.NfUmTw'50 •. N'AI'IE• 4 P EPLS 3. OfJ'C' t TY'P"fW 'tJLO' iRF~'Tr- ·--· - ------
109 
b800----- -------·-·oo- 3-350- N•T,"2(fO- -- ---- - ----- ~-- ·--- -----····-
bqoo READC 50, 3325,!f'N"O"•J340) (OQC( I Mi'l•l ,q) 
7000 WR f TE f KTTX-.. 'lJ"!-O·JTOCfCll l, I •1, en. 
7100 1350 CONTINUE 
--?Zt'Hf---·_rj-?5-- - FOR PfATT9A-8 -,-- ----
7300 3330 FOR~AT(1H ,q~~) 
- -r4tr(f -- - '!'Ho-- ·c-ur~r -nJNlT.-,-t)-,--- --- ----- --------------
7~oo 300 WRITEfKTTX,3000l 
7600 '30011 FnRMATUH ,•••'f Pl~"l'METER'S: K'8RJ,-:r"Sln9-KX,MV.PI~J 
7700 KX • 4 
7lfO(f·- -- ---- -- - : -- Rf A-t'HK TroN.-,--::o•'"t=K-..1JPJ, 15113, KX tMV, ~W 
7q00 TFfK8RJ)JO,J5e~Jl 
-sooo ----Ji- tF t t-s-wJ...:.r, J2-;-329'J4 
8100 32 WRITEfKLIST,JZ001NXI,NX2tNX3~NYI,NY2,~Y1tNllt~72tNl3 
8 zoo '3 7.0'0 FOR MAT n A , '10Tt'NX 7., NX3 ,NV 1, N'Yl9'NV'3, Nl'l iNZ2, Nz·J •, /,~qy It l 
8300 1ffTSWJ-1)34,3JJ30 
·eltOO 3 3 --RE-A1H KIN, •) NXl,lNX2 ,Nx)·, NYl-;NYZ 9NY'39-N'Zl ~N-12, N!J 
8500 GO TO 300 
-~oo--c---------------
e7oo 3ft WRITECKLIST,J400lKBR3,(CST(Jt,•K8RJl,J'C'"a'l!,b) 
8800 3400 FOPMATCI2tbCX~10~4JJ 
eqoo rFti5WJ)30,38,~5 
- -qo o o---· -·--rs-- · lfEA o rK-n~ , -. T t"c s 1 ' -J c~-1< s R 3) 9 -, c * l91f> , 
q100 37 GO TO 300 qzoo --38---KB~J -~ Ktfirl·-.-1 - ----
qJoo tf(K8R3-KXl34~1t,350 
qli0-0 c 
q500 3'30 WRtTE(lO'l)K,tC"K: CJ7oo . --coro- 120 ___ ~------------ ----
qeoo c 
~0 C ... •••+•••••AVERAG~~ .,. +••••••+++++••••••••••+• 
10000 'tOO CALL AVRG$ 
10100 GU llJ 1lU _u ______ n ---- u 
10200 C5 •••••• SET tSSW SWtTCHES •••••• 
~~-~~~---~l:(~~~~-r-.~~6~,-,~,~~-s~~w~(~K~,~.~r;rbl 
10~00 a;noo FOR~AT(2(1H .X,lb14./),' ENTE~ KtiSS.tK}') 
I 0500 -- READ I K I Pf;"-.ITk til S'S W1 I( J, M•I,16 J 
lObOO GO TO 120 
10700 C •••••••••••• RETURN TO ~AIN PROGRAP'f ••••••••••••••••••••• 
10800 ~00 QETURN 
to9oo ---c-.~..-.-..-.-«txrr·-plnJ~r•••••T~••••••••••••••••••••••••• --------------
ttooo 700 WRITEfKTTX,7000) 
ITTUU 
11200 
1~YT"Jl,IHTX'-J ~NE .1 JGO TO rzo 
'STOP 
11300 - u TUOO f-URI'IJlT{lt1 t"t'J~TT f"RUtiRAP.-t•J 
11~00 c•• P~P'LS: SHORT DOCtlfifEN'TATION--8RANCH 0 •••••••·••••••• 
TTSlHr---- 800 --· GPFNl"UNI f •'>0 , ,NAJII~lTFPl:'S. OOC' t''f YP E• 'Ottr' t RE AOOMY J 
11b00 00 850 N•1.200 
11 7 0 0 ------ - ---.R'W"lE.---.-A ....-0-r( .,...5...,0'-,"8...,2,.5,....,--.E--.l't'Oruw-•_.=·e.......-t.....-2-..-J ..... , ...... O ..... O"'C .... C'"'"l...,J.-,...,fr:•=---t ....,,  ......... q J
11600 WRITEO<TTX,8'30JfOOCC lltl•l",q} 
11900 ~50 CONTINUE 
12000 ftlZ ClOSE(UNIT•5nJ 
~00 825 --~~Af(9ABT·-------------------------------------
12200 830 FORMATflH ,q~~) 
12300 -- Go-TU 120 -
12~~0 ~NO 
110 
J roo c~--WRPlmG --• .-~••••••••-.....-"+"fl-.-~.-.-.-·•-••· ..-.. •.-•••••• ---~--lOO SUBROUTINE AVR~~ 
,00 l ......................................................... .. 
ltOO C 
~ --·---r;-u-cr-\:~lt l10Rf11JNTlLAVERA'GE'S CO-MPUTE Ct s·T A'mJ--vnrr:--- - · ------ --
600 C JU~P. 27 lq76 N FOFONOFf 
700 -c-v·ar""VFR S"TU"N--NUV-T'1lro";-·lll-.;-s-R"~T- --- - - -- -
800 OtMENSION 0(6) 
~--- --- ---1l~ITHA~"T1il 
1000 Ot~fNSION XYM(~) 
1 o'5 o -- ··------l:"Hl,rlc 1T~-· rr·-ou~--- - ------------------ --------- ----- ----- -------






- - --------- --------------------------. -- -- -- --------- -
£0UtVALENCE (Ot:.~l 
CHARACTER•5 10~TN 
~ - -·---- y '50 0 ·-,: - . ---- -- -- - . ···- -- .. --- ··----· ----- ---- - . ---- - -· -- - --. - .. .. .. 
1600 10 GOTO ( 100, 200, :}00, 4 00 t '500• M)O t 100 9800, ~mT.Il 000• tl O~h 12 0091 300• 
--- t roo ---- ---- -----.. -,_ "1YO--;pj'5u-, t6oo-.; t7oe, 18 oo, tqoo.~zuo o, zt--o-o;zzlHJ.Y"SUUT'fSV-- --
tAoo c 
rqoo C •••••-.--.~••Tr RE AO- OJlTA Tu--r.;.'TABLE ··•••••••*•••••·· 
2000 100 CONTTNUf. 
------ ncnr-- · -- · - Trrr mr 1<--1, Nn - - -· --- ----------- - -- ------ -- -- -----·- ------
2Joo RfA0(12,1011.E~D•101ZJ~tGNA~EfK),WT 
----
2400 --mli f(liH,mTlt9T1.~"5.?.J --- ---------- ------------------
2500 GNAME(K)(1!l?J•'.~VG' 
l b 0 0 ---ru"l. - T.UNTll'ilUl: 
262'5 GO TO 1013 
'- Z6'50 T~1':"mlTlNUE -- ----
·,. 
267'5 NO • K-1 
--yar--.- ------- - ,ff1iTNO--f,.-------
2700 1013 CONTINUE 
UU Y 7U N'ST&T 9"NU 




---- ---- .- ·uP"F.NTUlllT· K TP, NAliiF •C NAME ( N S T J .~m 0 Nl. "Y 91'fPt•l"'"C0•·,~1'JfH~• 
3100 t 'U~FORIIIATTED'•PRR•1~ 8J 
NOU 
3300 
--- _lUZ ____ CJ:lT-- UATm, !'EOFT" - - ------
lffiEOFJl6'5,10'5i10~ 
54uu-- 1 U".> w T • 1. .-u 
JSOO JF(!SSW(l~JlH.O,t11'5t'll'5 
---n;o-o- ---- --rnr-- ·wr- -..·-wrr - --------- --
1700 11~ 00 160 I•JSW,KL1ST 
3900 ---l?lT- Xr-• VORl I NYt'1 J J ---- ---- ---- --- -- -- --- ---· 
~000 C f IREC, t) •C fl~E'C • t J + Ofl) *WT ... f-AV•XT + N~V+CV•'n -) • 
~100 - X V~8L(NXCIJJJ 
~200 160 CONTINUE 
•noo - --- ·- - --cu·!TJ-TUZ ------------ ------ ··· ---
~3'50 16~ tffTSW.E0.22JCO TO 800 
'366 ------- --co ro --1-;o---- --- ------ ·- --- -- ------
~382 168 WRTTE(KTTX.+t•PRROR REAOING'•GNA~f(N,~~ 
.. "tUU -J.TU-~1 !NOt 
~600 WRITECtO•tJKP~C~ 
,. 7oo ---- rnr co-m t5oo ------·-- ---------- ----
4800 C ••••••••••• IZ ZER.~ TABLf SET PARA~PTERS •• ._. • ._. ••••• 4qoo -- ?.u-u--uu --2ru-r•JSW,KL1~T ·-· - --- ··- ---- ---- - -- --






nu- t' J, 1 J • o. o 
t f I I S W • f Q • 2 2 • Mffl .·u: I L E • E 0. 0 J G 0 T 0 1 7 0 
-- --- "C'' TU "'1 Wo- ----- -- -----
C *•*••••••••• •3 SEl' P'ARAliiETERS ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
· :nro-- IFf JSWl320t 32~-o- ---- --
111 
- - ';-6(f() ____ -- ·-rro· ··-wrr ··:. - r --- --· ·--·--·-------
~7oo NV(lJ • ~1 
51I1TU &IU W 1 & I' H ~V(2J ~ oo 
NVf3t • 86 ~qoo 
·--·5o-on- ---· - -- ··wr4T--• ·1r7-- · ·· ------ ·----· -·- -·--··-·-----·-· ·· ·-·-··------·--· ···- - ·- --·- ······· ·-- -
6100 
···-07rro- ·-·- -- -· --· 
6100 
NV(~) • 6'3 
NV( t:ir-• -1 · 
no 112 t•l,6 
~~00 3IZ NXtlt•O 
6~00 JC1 • 1 
"66oo ·- -· -- -crr-•- T;-o·- ·------------- --··- --- - -· 
67oo JC2 • ?. 
- b-soo ·----····-- · - ·-c-Yf2--•~r~-o-·-· ··- ·-------·--- --- -- .. --- --- - --------- ···------ ·-
6qoo JCJ • 3 
TUUU --- -- -- -- CRT ..,-;.;.T;;·o 
7100 JC4 • 4 1zoo --- - ----- --~4 ·..-r.o· ·-----------· 
7300 AV•l. 
·-77t01J""- - ·----- - - trV·-o~-- ---- ---·-· ---· ---·---
7~00 CV•O. 
n'iUU ___ - ------ - ------- - -Jl'!~----~ 





··-- -. :J].rf TFTJS""Rl 1~ 0, 'rl~J"n"J)·----- ---- --· -- ---------· ---··-- -------- --
~ 2 ~ W R I T E ( K T T X , J Z"O'O .. NO , • NV 00 9 K •1 ,t6 h J R E F ; J !II A X 
---·-· ----- R FlO {l{lW",- t llltftfRVTJ<T,..-K•t, 6), JREf, JMAX ·- - ----- --- ---- ----- ·-· 
130 WRITE(KTTX~3300lAV,BY,CV,fN~tll~l•l,&~ 
870U ~F AIJTKYN"9-~T~Y98V , ,l(V, ( NXll'J, I 81.,'6) 
8100 140 W~tTEfKTTX,J400JAl~A2,A3, B l,8Z,t83 
---s 4 o o --- "liT""A"rrnrnr; ·•--,. A r.,A z. a 'h tn , s 2 ; a 3 
A~OO WRITEfKTT~,J500)NXl,NXl,NY19NY~ 
-~-oo- REAO( KtN,t JN)f-TJNXl,NYl ,NYZ 
8700 ?25 GO TO 1~00 
8"1JUU" 3ZUU F~,--.llTff t~tl'fY.~J,-J"RtF,JI'U(X••f•''H'j"J 
sqoo 1300 FORMATflH ,•!V~V9CV,NX(6)',/~JF6 .3,6t3~ 
- -cJ"01)lf--jt;Ol) ·- -nnnfl!Tffr .. , ' Pt:·U T PI Jt A METERS : 'll ···-·-A"""?.- - - - rr---------· ·------
q100 * Bl 82 83 4 ~/J~6X,6F 9;J) qzoo 'J~-"f'llRMAH IH·-,.,.,- - NXl NX2 N'Yt MY'l"r.-,.,- ,,....,-.,.-T5T-------·-·--···-···-·· ·· 
QJOO C *********** f4 AVER~&~ TABLE ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
q400.. 40-o- ·uo u41-0--T·1, too 
q~oo rFfC(J.,6)l~os~~t5,~o~ 




4 1 0 C ·C J , I J • C ( J , I ) I C f J t '6 .) 
-.,.Tlf ___ "J~-.--r-;;;;·-r----· 
IFfi55Wf2))4ZO;t~OO~l500 
IUUUU' n-- - ~- --lfl{ I IE t li, 'tl') J KAI(, l ~W• J~ liftKl n t 
10100 4l~ FORP'ATflH ,4(·fli2X)) 
toloo · · - -c-rrnr-P5uu- - ------
10Joo C ••••••••••••••• ~~ AOn COlU~N JSW ••••••••••• 
IO'tOO """501T tlO 5ro· --:raz-, JI!IIAX . 
10~00 ~10 C(J,JSWl • CfJ~l~JSW) + CfJ,JSWl 
10600 GO TU 1500 





~-----wR I 1 E t K[T'SI, 6 '000 J llBl ( K J,l<•l ,t JJ 
WRITEfKLIST,60~5JNO~JREF,J~AX~CNV(K) 9 K•~ 9 6) 
- ------ ··-wt T'E Cl<ll S y·9 6'056') AV, BY ,Cv, t-NXf1 h 1•1•6 J - - - - --
00 blO J-=1 9 JMAJt: 
lllOO ~0' I<P * JPR(J,NPR,NSECTION) 
11300 WRITEtKLIST,60"JOJJ,KP,(CiJ,Kl~l<•l,6) 
Il'iOO ----orrr- -coNTTNUF-----· - ------- ·- · 
lt"JOO GO TO 1~00 
- ------·- ---
mo-o--·- 600 0 - FOR I'! AT (1 H , 1 31Jl 'i J ---------------------------------------------







-6-o?o-- -- FO~MAITI,.-;Ts-~2Y9 6-FllJ.-41--------·-- -·-·-- --··-- - ---------------- --·-
6055 FO~MAT(1H ,3{4~618) 
M'"H> Fll'<I'!AfflH ,3f4.'Z,618l 
C ••••••••+++ •1 PlOT TABLE ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 70lf-rmrrmur ---- ------------- ------- ---- -
JJIIIIN•l 













---- - - ---li~·rrrf K T T X, 7M~ff"P""L ml------
lFfNOYES(KtN,KTTXI.EO.l)TH~N 




~- ---t-noo --- fFfNO'(F.SfKf-tf;!(r-fxr~F-0~-:..-flTHfN ___ ·- -- ------ -· -·- ---
WRITE (I< TTX , ·7040) XJIIIf N, )(MAX; Yfill NiYPU )( 13400 

















CALL AGSE't~f&HY/11AX. -9YMA--xr---- ---·---·-----
P.JniF 




~NOIF - --- ---- ----- - - -
WQTTE(KTTXi70bOJYLA8l 
TF ( NOY FS fKTN ,"l{TT'(l-;nf;I J THEN 
Q fA 0 ( K I N , ·1 0 'l ~ l Yt: A Bl 
~u--- - l:"lll.:L""S"TRTPT'fCI{lH..I 
15000 ENnTF 
~0" - C ~1Jl'"" PTOT l "l~-FL- --- -- -
1S200 f. CALL AGSETF(11HlABELINA~E.,1HT) 
I '5JOO --c---- --- ---clL"L- "l"GTITF f•IlAli'NE7NOfii8ER • .-. 8'5r - ------- -- ---
1'5olt00 C SET ~ARAMETERS FOR El~XY PLOT 
1'5'500 - CAll AGSEfF(·17HftJPINOI'IERI C/ 1YPE.,t.E36'J 
15600 CALL AGSETff4~~crw •• 2.) 
1 w; roo --- ---- - 1:-A.ll.- At""S"trT=T6H~="Jrx-M...-.P-. -, .... z ,....., ---
1'5800 C RfAO DATA INTO PLOT A~R-YS 1'5QOO ----- l'ITJ -7TOI<•1--,~tURV -- ------------------------ ----- - ----------
16000 WRITE(KTTX,7~70)J~W 
Hi 1 0 0 -- - - - - R F A 0 (J<J N , • l J 9W 
16200 tf(!S5Wf5)~E0;~1lTHFN 
16300 -·-·----------YRliT(KTT'i(, 70801 -·-----
16400 RfA0(KIN,70qattCHAR(K) 
161JOO ---·-- - - ENUif -------- ·--- ·- --·· .. -· ·- - ~---- -
16600 705 IJM•O 
roTuu · uu --Tru- --~l"!l--rr,~J~: 
16800 IJ,.•IJJIII+l 
16900 .. _ -·-- --- PR•FL-ro.-.~r--.y,-,(r--J"PnR,...,Ir:-· J-.,.. ,,rqn-·p~Ro--,nN~S-rE-rC....,T'T!-riQr1ElNn-J r- -·- -------
17000 XOATfiJJIII, K l•81~CfJ~J~W) + ez•CfJ,NX2' + BJ • PR 
~7100 -------- - - yo-a-Tfi:Jl'r,lC:J-al'•PR +' AZ•CIJtNYlJ -'f- ~3tCfJ,NY21·----------- -- - --
17200 710 ~ONTINUE 
l.T3UU - IF' A I. Nt • 0 • J I tfE'N 
17400 CALL AG~ETF(~HY/ORDER.,l.) 
-------·--------n~f --- ----------- -----------------------
CALL AGSETF(8~Y/ORDER.,O.) 
1 r ruu ....... -.._ , ~,Trr---- --------- -- -
113 
·r7tl01r - ----- - --· - cAll . ANO T ~ T fXLA.IR. ;·vr A~l.,-o·;-09Cf.,:-0.-J - ·-- - - -
17qoo CALL FlMXYfXO~T,YDAT.,JDIM.,NCURY~IJ~.,P~ABL) 18ooo --cAll ACGETPft5HSECONOARY/~u=~=e~R~.-,~x=v~M~.,~~~,~------------------------
l81 00 JFfO.GT.XYMfl)~ANO~O.LT.XYM(2)lTHEN 
~oo- -------· .. - -c-AL r cnrnrt Arn-o.-;x'flifn--r;o • ., x Yflil (., , ' ------- --·---------·-·----~ -· 
18JOO ENOJF 
-mo-o·-----·- -- -- --- .TFTI s-SVT'ST;T.O .-.;;TJTffF~--- ·-- ·- ---------------
18~00 00 77.0 I•l,NCURV 
I tJlliUU 
18700 
-reso-o--- --·-- · 
CAll. PO TNT'S I X'TJ ATI l• I l., YOAT n .,TTl• I Jl11!., YC'H"A'R ( IJ., 0 J 
720 f:ONTtNUE 
t:NrlfF. --- . - -· ·- --·--·-·--- -·----
CALL AGSETFf&RX/~t~ • .,l.EJ~) tsqoo 
-rcnmcr · --tALI A-G s E'fF f 6'HX f iof!·x-;-; l-:E36-J ---------·-·· ... --·---------·-------------· ------- .. 
i<HOO 
PJ7lYO 
1<noo T94"oo- - - - -
CALL AGSETF(6HY/MTN • .,l.EJ6J 
CALL AC$ETF(6HY -~A':-~L FRAME /PUX.,l.fl61 
GO TO -1 'Hf(f --- ----·----- ·---·-----· 
C FOR,.ATS 19~00 
lq600 
lq700 
'tOO<J--F-OJfMATfl_H_·-;-ry"»-P-UT f -0-F CUPVE~ lN THIS !'l.OT ("IX I~ ~t; 
• AND INDEX OF ~fRST POINT:') 
lq800 7010 FOR~AT(lH .,•CHANGE PLOT LABEC? OLD l~BE£ t'S:Y./i~H ,IOA~J 
19900 7020 FORMATf10A4) 
-20(fOO ____ __ -·703(f·- F-f:ifiPofA Tf lH ., •·usf:-:---Off-A"UCT _A_X IS PlRAPfET·E-R'S.,...?'_f __________ --------------- -- --
20100 7040 FORMATflH ,'CUR.~ENT VALUE'S O'f X"'IN,XIMIA'X.,tYMJN.,Y,..AX":'•'l.,ltF10.1J 
20200- ---To.,-o· ----Ff.HfMlTflt·f-;rtHANt:;£:- X-AX g --lABEl'? OLOTKeEL TI:t, /., .,.r----.,1 oa·n -· 
20300 7060 FOP,..ATClH ,'CHA!It'Cf Y-AXI'S l'A8~l'? OLD tA"BEL IS:~;/.,-ItH 9 tOAitJ 
20400 7070 FORMATTlH •'INPUT COLUMN # (1 TO 6) YO BE PLOTTEO~~t!) 
20~00 7080 FOQMATflH ,'INPUT r OENTIFYTNQ CHARACTER~) 20600 _____ 7oqo--- -· FQiipfATlAI-1 ----- ·-- ---- --------------·- --·-------
20700 C ••••••••••• 18 COMP'UTE OH AND PE •••••••••••••••••• 
-to-s-oo· ---···aoo· ---P-PR ,; ·o-: o -- -------- ---- ----· -----·--------·-------------···--·- --
2oqoo OfLA • Cfl.,tt~Ctl92l 
ZTUUO DflB • UElA 
21100 00 820 J•l,JMAX 
-IT200 -- 805- PR -,;-·:fp~f)~~"'PR~~'SFCT'rONJ 
21100 ~fLP c PR-PPR 
z t4 o o ---------------urrl • -c rJ9rr-.;;rrrJ-,ll 
21~00 OHX • 0.5+(0ELA+OELB)•OELP 
ll6l'H)- -- . u u u -u -PEx----o~-S-O<J6-f!f:.4TTfl'lfTOELA+PPR'*OEt. 8 l +O£t.'P 
21700 IFfJ-llAl~i81~~6r5 
Z 1800 . --------~T6--- - LlT9YT --..- --- -·- ----- ·---
2tqoo Cf1,2) • PEX ?TOl)l} _____ -- ---c1Jrtr- elr -
22100 Rl~ CfJ.,ll • CCJ~lill + OHX 
zzzuu----- - . ·-·- - TTJt?J • C ( J-1 ,,z J + PE X 
A17 OELB • OEtA 
- - 1r?lf ·- · ""PVJ< - ·-vR ---
rFfiSW.E0.22JTH~N 
----------- -!<I: I 'S T • 2 ------- - - --------- ----------------· ----- -- ~-·-·------------- ----- _Q 
GO TO 1000 
22~7~ ENDtF 
22600 TFfYS'SWf2))~25~150n ,1500 
ll 70 0 ----- R75" ·~ t f E ·c 4~?~TK1JlrtT'S WJJ-sll-;1<-rl~t~s..,.t----- - ------·---
22800 GO TO 1~00 
· zz9oo---r,-~~T••~•~• wq [NfEG~Atf OYF.~ PRES'S~E ••••••••T•~• 
21000 900 00 q~o I•JSW.,KltST 
£jlUV PPR • OeU 
23200 CPR • Cfl,Il 
Z :BOO --------- -IJu-- cp.u -JioT9.fllfA x·- ----- ------
23~00 q10 PR • JPR(J,NPR t~SfCTIONl 
rf5Uo---------· ----TFf1SW-;FIJ.T71l:t£r~q I 7 
114 
ITb~--- ---- l'"FY • ·· -o~- S~fC .fT,rf+'tP""IO-~TPl<--Vl'""Rr-- --
23700 GO TO q18 




IFf J-1) <n 0 t'q20t1CJ)0 
--c n -;rr-• -I'TX -- --
GO ro q4o 
----- - -·-- ·--------· - -- ----- ·- - ----- ---- -
---£ .. rotJ 4 3 o ----~ -.-Trr9TT . ---- ----- - - -
24300 C(J,Il • CfJ~l,'N + PEX 
244oo Q40 PPP • P~ -- -----------------------------------------------
24~00 q50 CONTINUE 
2 It 6 0 0 ----- "TF f ISS Wl Zl l <J7'5 9T'>lYO"", 1 50 0 ----·- .. ------- - -----
24700 q75 WRTTEf4,425)KqQ, -15W,JSW,KltST 
z,.eoo -- --------- - G1J 'l0 T?Oo -- ---- -- ------ ----- ----- -----




no 10'0 T•J~W,KttST 
Cll£=F • CfJREF,I) 
110 1040 "J•t,JMAX 
2~300 1010 CfJ,I) • CREF- CfJ,IJ 
£15""\'0"0 - -- - 1 0 ztU "CONTI Nl1f - - - -- - -- --- ... -
25450 TFfT5W.F0.?2J GO TO 142'5 







1 07'; W P T TF f 4, 4 7 '5lK ~'Q 9J"Sli-; "JS'W'9TQTS'l'-- --------· --- - -- - - - - ------
GO TO l '500 c-·-•••••••••••• -.11 AUD COUJJii.NS ••••+-++++++•'t"J'T •. fi<+•--- ------ ... -- ------- --
1100 YFfJSWJlll0,1120,1110 
Z:OlVV 1110 W1lT I E ( ~ 1 I :w--, 1 t ['; r:ter, C fll t J C l t {; R' l t J L 3 , t; R 3 t •J C 't, {; k 4 
REAO(KIN,•J JC1 ~C~l,JC2,CR2~JC34CR3,JC~iCRo\ 26300 
~01) G!J ro 1 '>oo - ---- - - ---- --- · ·- - ------ ---
26'500 
~-b"lllfO - - -




1125 (fJ,JC1l • C~l•CfJ,JC1J+CR2•CfJ~JC2)+CR3•C(J,JC3J 
- .. .... .... --:- -Y +CR4*('JKt~rJC~J 
TFfTSSW(2J)ll5n,l500,l500 
nmro-·- -- TI511 w~ t Tn 4 ,-ttz '> ll<elt ; ·r-sv;-Js1.-;KI rn-- ---- ·- ·-------- -- · -- --- --· ---
27100 wR T TE ( 4, lll'H JC l, CR l, JC 2, CR2 ,;Jt), CQ 3, Jl:ti, C R 4 
ZTIUU 
27300 
to nr I'>oo ------- -- ---- - · - ---- - - -- --- ------- ---- -----
c ••••••••• 
z r~uu rzu u Pn!UR"'R 



















. T - 1'1ulf I Pl I CAT TVF 'C'ONS f ANT-s-rr---
R E A 0 ( K I N , • l I , • J ,•!( , C f) N 1 , C 0 N 2 , C 0 N 3 
-m:t t 3<)0 IRE C•l , , Jfi!AX 
IFft.Lf.OJGO TO 1'500 
----- ------- - -- ----- --
2 8800 - -- -
zaqoo 
?"90u-o--- - - .. 
A •"'Cl nr£ C 91l*C 01\f l --- - -- - ------------------ - ---- -- - ---------
IFCJ.Lf..OJG O TO 1180 
B•CTTVFC"·; Jl*'CfJNZ" .. -- --- - -·-- - -------- - -- - . · - ·-- -- - - ---- ·- . -- --- ---- ------
2CJ100 TF(K.LF.OJGO Tn 13Al 
zqzoo tO•CfiREt,~JJtONJ 
zq300 GO TO 11~5 
·z ·~ -----TT81T -cON T rmre-- -
zq'>OO Bal. 
~-o-o- -----r11rr 'CUN!l'NUF ---- ---------- ---------- -
..._ 
11 5 
---Zlnoo - -·- -- ·· co-·1. 
2~800 118~ Cfi~EC,IJ • A•s•co 
:zqqoo 11qo r.rr~NU£ 
30000 IFfi55W(2))1395,t500,l500 
JOIOO ~ -- WRITFl~~-~~w~,~J~s~w~,~~~l~t~s~r·------
3 0 2 0 0 W P tTE ( It, 1 311 t J', J, lit:;, C 0 N 1 ,,c ON2.,'CON3 
30300 l:Hl fOIH'IATTTff ,JCI'h2'XJ,·3~------------- ----·· --· 
30~00 GO TO 1500 
30,00 C ••••••••••••••• BRANCH 14--0UtPOT IN ~AP F OR~AI ••••••••••• 
30600 1400 KTO • 60 Jo roo - - --·-JlfE'r -.. - r ---- ------
308oo WRITE(KTTX,1~04)0UTNA~E 
'J0"875 -- -- ---- - - IFTlfOYF"S-r Kl'N , K T TX J • E' 0---;n-T~----·-----------------·----- - . 
30850 REAO(KJN,l40?JOUTNAKE 
3U~bl ~NUl~ 
30875 1402 FOR~ATfA12l 
30887 -·--- - - --- -v~ TT£"lKTT)(~1'itrJ"T Jlft'tT9 ~E C 2 ------ -·-- - -·--- - --- -- -- .. ·------ -- --·- - -
30900 READ(KJN,•JJRPC19JRE-C2 
nmrcr------ . ---- -·)f1flTFl"R'TTX', l't'O 1 I OUT NAP'r 
31050 OPEN(UNIT•KTOiNA"E•OUTNAKEiTYPP•'NEW•l 
.,-rQtHY J"'l W• I 
31082 Kli5T•6 
JTTO"o · -- ----- -----·-cu--m Tw---- ----
31206 142 fF(IREC.NE.JRE~IlGO TO 102 
3 1212 - I'fZ? l f I CF•-u--· - --------.,------------- -----
31218 IDSTNf1:2)•GNAK~fN5T)(l:2J 
3122~ TOSTN(3:SJ•GNAMetNSTJ(6t8) 
31236 1FfiSW.NE.22) CO TO 1430 
J 1242 --- --- --tm-Tlt~-I<R"f"C•-JREtl, JRf.C 2 
3 1 2 4 8 V R 1 • C ( K R E C , , .PS'W ) *1 • f- '3 J 1 2 5 1t _ _____ . -·-- ---v~-z-arrr<ltFC ;n-- ·-- ---
31260 VR'3•Cf¥.~EC,4J 
3llfi6 VRq*CIKRtLt'J 
3 12 7 Z V R 5 • C ( K ~ E C , b ). 
J 121 e ---- - ----p -. JP Qltrlrtr9~9~t"Trmn 
31284 WRITE ( K TO, 14·2'1 J IDS TN ,KP .,XLAT 9Xl10N G, VRl ;VR 2, VR. '3, VR ~,-YR.t; Jt29o------r ,...,trnn"TNUF- --- · - --·- -
32183 ff I NST. f 0. NO Jl'F TL"Eat 
~~ GO TO 1490 
32300 1430 VRl • VRBLINVIt)) 
J2ttoo -------- --- -w.ra 'IT<!Jl' N•t zn-- - -------- ------
32~oo VRJ • VRBtfNVf3JJ 
J zc; 50 1 ~- -T1JNT I NOF ____ _ 
32552 KP•JP~fKREC,~~~,NSfCTIONJ 
3l'?~ IUS1Nti:ZJ•GNA~tiNSI Jti:lJ 
32577 IDS TN (3: 5) •GRA~ ( NST J I 6:8 J 
'J?l)U{} _____ ---- -- -wR I IE t I( Y 0, tit Zt f l"tn f N, I( P, Xl A f.., xt:ONG, v R 1., Vffl .. 9~~ 9'--vlf'5 
32800 1421 FOR~ATflH ,A5~I~,2fF8.2J 9 ~fF8.J),F~. '3 ~ 32900 - --- IF t t I Sir.t"lr.72 ·J ."AND. ·C tf Ilf.EO.OJ-r Tffnr----- ---· ----------- --------- ·--. 
32912 KLIST•6 




I f C IS W • E 0 • 2 2 • A·NO. l F It: f • f U. l J W tf f t t C K t fl. I 4i l' l J 
1 422 FOR~AT(/) 
3 2 q f q ·- -- C L USE t UN I 1 • K rU J 
33000 ff f LFILFJZOO,l0~,200 
33100 1401 FOR~ATflH ,'NEW OOTPUT Ftte ~AKF t~ 'tll2l 




lltOif -"FOR"AHI A ,''INPUJ NEW OUTPUT FILE 114AI'IE tYE OR NOJ? •,arzJ 
C •••••••••• • ••• • BRA~CH 0--SHORT OO~£NTATt~N •••••••••• 
-r '>'5o co -m~cro 
116 
~21YCJ----r-~··""'. •• • • •• •• • • • • •• .... • -- . - - -- - -. -. ---
14300 1500 WRlTEfKTTX,l~O~)K8R,JSW,JSW,KllST 
3~400 1~0~ FOP~AT(lH ,'KYkG5:,BRtiSW,J5WiKLISf'•7~~X,314ti5J 





· mu fKTN' ~lK~R" ~, nw ;lQT'S"I 
tF(KBP.EQ.O) GO TO 2300 
-- - -- rt= rl<'1rR ~ ;nTc-o--rn--t~o-o --
Go TO 10 
··-- -·- ----------
3'5000 c ••••••••••+++++++ •I6 TAR'F t I IRFC, J1 ++x •••••••••••••••·•• 
35100 160U rFfJSWll610tlblOtl~10 
""""T5"ZUlr·----r6I1Y-- ---w~TTFrKTnr;r6ln- ---------
J5Joo REAOCKTN,+)X~J 
3'5~oo --cu-ru- PHru-- ------------- ---------------- ----~ -· ·----
35500 lh20 DO 1630 IREC•l 9 J~AX 
3~000 LtiRECtJJ•AB~tCtl~tLtJJr••x 
35700 1630 CONTINUE 
3 5 eo o -------- - I'"F""n s-s·w r 21 , 1 b~ o-;•r?Oll; rs o-o · ----- -----··- -- . ---------- ------- ·-· ---- --·· -- ----· 
35900 lh50 WRITE(4,425)K'RR'ti5W,JSW,KLIST 
--.3 6 0 0 0 ---- --- ----1llrTTFf.,.-;-r6 ?r"J:rtT- --------- - --- - - -- - ---- - - - ----------------------
36100 1651 FORMAT(lH ,F12~6,2X 9 Ill 
T6ZOO" - GU TfJ 1500 
36300 1611 FORMAT(lH ,'INPUT EXPONENT;CaLU"N') 
-,-~?tO"(f ------c-- o• H -.-+-+++++++++++-+ -~-~WCH" l7·.;;:;;;-s-uM"IfiTllrN_ O_F __ fRROR$- lJttlf P- .-.-.-. -.-.-.-•• -.-*** 
36500 1700 GO TO QOO 
Tii&O 0" 17 '5 5 - --""""FOR M A T ( I"H • TrY 7.9 ?YJT ____ -
36700 C ••••••••••••••••••• '118--DELP INTO CtiRE C e~l •••••••••••••••••• 
.Jo tJUU ---- r lfUV Yl" w• u • -u ·------ - - --------
36900 00 1810 J•l,JMAX 
3 7000 ----- --plfa JPl~T J, N"Plftt""'N-'S-f't_T...,I''-"ON"l -------- --------- -----------
37100 DELP•P~-PPR 
. 3 720 0 ----- - -----p-pl(al'l( ---- . -------- --- --·------- ---- ---- ~~-- ·--·--- - - -- -~-
37300 C(J,5l•DELP 
"JT400 1810 CUNTTNUE 
37~00 fF(ISSWf2lll8Z5,15"0'1500 
- 37600 -----1~ \f~TTE P+9 -4l'nKW~-TW,l<Lf"ST- - -------- ·- -- ----- --
37700 GO TO 1500 
j71HYo-- C ••••..-.-•-fi+"++-fi •+++- n-q-- " FX"CffAN"G£- COl'UMN~ ~...-.-fi--.-.-.-.-.-.-~.-..-
37900 lQOO WRITE(KTTX 9 1~10) 
---_ra 0 0 0 I q 1 0 F lJfO'I A Y ( 1 A -,-.''""t~IQ~"P""0..,1~f....-. O .... L...,.OTIII'I ... N,...........Nm-0 .... 1'1 ..... 8 ..... E'""'·R',..,'S..---..1,..,.1r-f .,.8"'E---.E~xr•c..,.H-nA.-.NrnG...,t:,_,O...,,....,. 
38100 READ(KJN,•li~J 
-- TB701f --- -- - ou-T rrcr· TP.ft •1 ,:J"M"A"~c----------- ------------ -- --- ---- --
J8300 CIREC • C( IREC·ll') 
-j8/tOO ___ ---- - C""( tRE·c-,·n ;. -CT f"Rt:CtJT- ·- - - - ------- -- --- - -- --------------- ----
38500 C ( tREC, J) • C:·tREC 
J8600 tqzo CONTINUE 
18700 IFfTS5Wf2JJ19Z5tl500,1500 
38600 TC175"- --WR"TTE (4, 7t2"5"~W'",....-Krt-,.t,.S.,.T ____ _ 
38900 WRITE(~,l7~5)J ~J 
_........ 
.,..,fJ(JU""·--- ------- (,0 to t5oo ------ ----------- - · -----
39100 C ••••••••••••••••• CHANGE SINGLE El"t:1'1ENT OF C - - 126 
_3'fZOO 2'00U Ml<llttl\ll~tlOrOr 
19100 2010 FOQMATflH ,'l~PUT COLUMN, ROW~ NEW VllUf:' l 
~mr--- ---- ---RT"A"OT1(l"NtTTT,~m;--------- ---
J9500 C(J,Il • XCHG 
-,-q""60"0 ________ -- ·rFT ISSW( 2ll21Y2?9'1500, I"5u-o-----
39700 2025 WQTTEC4,425JK~R~l5W,JSW 9 KLfST 
~UU ---- --- lfR TTEl"lt9ZTJ30 J I , J t l( CH {; 
J9QOO 2030 FOQMATflH ,2(t2,2Xl,Fl2.b) 
4oooo --- --- -en m -l? oo- - -- ---- ··----
40 1 00 
TtO"l"UlJ 
C • ••••++ +++COMPUTE STO.D~V.(X) IN COl l FOR X-BAR,x•x~BAR IN COL lti3 ••• 
---n-o-o--~SSW ( 2l "1 21 !0"~2t'J, 21·~ --------- --------- ----
117 
ltU"JO-u--- - ---zTro-- ---WlfTTfT~t;-4-l-->"lK~-~~~.---..K.--.--l--...-I-...-'S.....-T 
4040 0 2120 00 2130 IREC • t;J"AX 
lt05oo - l • C fiR EC--, --;-4').--------------------------
40&00 CfiREC,l l z ~O~TCNO•CCfiREC,3~-l•Z)/fNO~l)) 1f07U--o-- zrTo--CmiTlNut ______ _______ ------------ ---- -------------------------
ltOeOO GO TO 1500 
lt~--- --c-- , -.- , •• -.-.-.---.-..---.~~-. -~ 2z;..·;;;CUTILATF-OH FOft EAn1"5T"lTT'Y"'-;.;-:zt:fflTp-ur llf --Mu-- F"QlrM-AT -
41000 2 200 GO TO 1400 
~1100 t ••••••••••••••• BRANtH 0--SAORf OOCOMENTAftOH--AVRCS •••••••••• 
., 1 ZOO 2300 OPENC UNIT •50 ,INA"'E •' A VRGS. OOC' ,!TYP f• 'Ot fJ'' ·, R E AOONLY t itt JOO ------ OlJ--n?O- f·f•T9-2"015 ___ _____ _ 
.,1400 REA OC50 , 2325 .£~0•235 5) f 00CCI»~T•l•9) 
lt~o- --- - ----- - - 1fnTETKTT~9TJ1lfl( DOC ( I l , 1•1, 9 J 
41&00 ?350 CONTINUE 
41700 212S - FnffJIIIATl<H8l 
4leOO 2~30 FOR~AT(lH ,9A~t 
4t9oo ~"JJ)·> - ----c-ors-r-TDNn•5al 
42000 GO TO 1500 it"7TO-o--------- -----~Ntf--------------- ---- ---- ------------ ... 
------- ------- -
------------------------ ----------- - - ------------------------- ----------· 
------ -------· - ------ ----- ------ -- · 
-- ---------- -----· 
- -----·- - - ··--· - ·----- -· ·------·- ~-- ·--- ----. ---··--~--------- --- -------·--·--
_.. ------- ·------- ~- ----- -· ... - .... '" ---··- ... 
118 
J 100 C - ntn..t=- SlJBl'"ll:"ITG- PF.PTT--..~~ •• -- OCT 'Z 7 n7T -..-•• • · ··---- ------·. --· 200 SUBROUTINE TARLE 
)00 c ............................................................. . 
~00 c 










C JUNE 27 1976 N FOFONOF"= 
T -VJiCVFlfiTON"..:;,.. N ov·T 'l"fJffl "lr~AY 
c 
TNT:lUIJE 'COIWIPF.i't T .FOR' 
OIMENSION VA~(lOO,q) 
t: -- --- .. - .......... 
C PROO 
- - rF rTSW;,..""l l 6"0(), F591.l) ... 
10 NO'STN • 0 
l"fOO rqn * r---
1t;OO NXlal 
-----·-n;-o-o- -· -- .. NX2•FJ4 
1700 NY1•2 




·--~crr:r B?.a-~ 001 
2600 X?DIM•3. 










--··--z-q-o-o ······· 1 r;rr-r; -
1000 




















R f ! OH< IN, .,Jllf'IW 
WRITE(~TTY,7rr10)PLA8L 




·- ~ TTEl KTTI 9 70 40 J )fllrlltr,l(llr~ X 
RfAOfKIN,*lX~tN,XMAX,YMINwYMAX 




WRITE f l< T TX, 7(T')U'fxrJ"BL --·-· ---· ..... - ·-
IFf~OYES(KtN,KTTXI.EO.l)THEN 
'- '5UUU --· --~FKUITTN ,"7(T2UJ X:l'ABt' ·--- - ----·-· --------· ------·· --·-
5100 CALL STRIP(Xl~Bll 
:r~ ·- t:'NUTl'" 
~300 WRITE(KTTX,70b01YLARL 
5"lroU--- ---··--·- . "TFnroYFS fl( fNtl<TTXT.TlJ -;T J 'HEN ---- .. -- - --- .. ··-· --·----- --------
~500 RFADfKIN,7020lYLARL 









--~)'3 0"0 -· --- --rn-2-rr _______ F"Olffil AI .( 1(fA·4r·-- --- --- -- ----- ··--. ---- ---- ···-· - - ----- -------------- -- -- -- ·---------- - -
6500 70tt0 FO~MATHH ,•cu~~ENT VALUES OF XPI!IN,X!'UX,IYMIN.,Y~A)C:'tf,4fl0.;'3) 
6600 7050 FORMATflH ,'CHANGE X-AXIS LA~IT?--OrOTA·trEL t~:•· ,f,i4H t10A4, 
6700 7060 FORMAT(lH ,'CHANCEY-AXIS LA8T:t? OL D LA'BEL I~t'-tli4H tlOA4l 
-rro-u----- - --l;o-u- ···-cnmT~- -------- --- -----------·---------·-- - - - --------- ---· -- -----------
7200 c 
·--,-,uu·------- TB" -uu· TKO- -:r-.-4-,-6- .. ------------ ----------·-------- - -----
7400 00 180 I•l,lOO 
7~00 lM U Lti 9 JJ a o.o 
7800 00 101 K•l,NO 
rcm1r -- --------- ·---RT:t~rrrrz-;nrnr;l:l~lY~T~r6Tfof9G"ffAfi4E t1< ,..,....., 
8000 1010 FO~MAHI4tAl2,'f'5.2l 
-~rn:ro·-- ----- -- . ---- - ·c ~A~TKTTt:f:TN~--vc--r-·--
8200 101 CONTINUE 
82'50 106 IF(NO.GT.l(,;;;;lTNlJ•K:;.l 
8300 REWIND 12 
~o-o----·-qo---un----n5·- -.rs-r-T9Rl1_ ___ __________ -------- ·· ----------- - ---------------------
8500 IfOF•O 
A 60 o --------- -- ·o1SFfill1JNTialrrlJ~£1"1;"NAflilf ( J'5 T I ,'RFA 00 NOITY'P"t-W"OT.lJ., .,FO'Rlr-~-- - --- -- --- -
8 10 0 • ' UN f 0 R M A T T E 0 ' ,f'R R •1 75 l 
0000 '1') LALL IJA l A \Tt~~ 
A CJO 0 I F ( IE 0 f • E 0 • -1 Hi 0 T 0 1 11 
- quoo--- -------- -- -- X -. --A r.-v·R""RL"rAXTT+-l7*VRB"l ( NXZ J +A3tVIflflTN'XTl+A-,_+"Ct t.rrr;n- -
CJ1 00 Y • B l*VRBL (~Y1 l +8 2* VRBL·« NY 2 -.) +8'HVR 8l"( NY:3) +81t*C H Rff, 2) 
m -------- ---·----7 a Cl*Y RSl ( NZI J +C"l• VR Bl ( NZ"l.J •C3+VR8l f N'Z'3 J +ttt•t ( IW'Ett1T _________ ____ _ 
QJOO XPQ•A1*VRBL(NX1) 
q~OO YPR•BI•YRBltNYIJ 
Q500 WT • 1.0 
qw;oq --- -·- - ·--v AR (I REC"91T•l'"F--
CJ'518 VA~CIRFC,2l•XPt: 
~rr-··----------------VA R f IRE C , ""3 l"i'fi"L ___________ _ 
q')Jb no q~o M•t,b 
q '5 tt 5 VA R C I R El:, 1'1 + H ·• V R B L t N Y (1''1 JJ 
9554 9~0 CONTINUE 
q 5 7 8 ------- --------TFT.....,I 'S....,"S...,WI'T"JI"""O....,O,...-y-1 ;Fl.r.TTTHPr __ _ 
CJ581 WRITEfK OUT,l~ZllfVAR(IPEC,K)~~·l,q) qse1 --------------FNurr-··-------------- --- ----------
95QO 1421 FORMATfQF~.3) 
t'f~-S ... . l 4 2 l F 0~ MAT (I ) 
qbOO Q40 IF(TSSWfl5llQ60~Q85,Q85 
-rnou-- ·-------q-,nr·- --·-wr-•·tn;.- -- - -------------
qeoo q~~ CfTREC,4l•X 
l:pJ"(fO--------- -----CTTR ITf5TaY -----
10000 CfiREC,bl•l 
10100 10') IFtiSSWtll,l 'lOtllhll3 
10200 110 WQJTE(KLIST,•JPF,X,Yt l 
To-Jcro-- ·· -n-mr -RWM"AI l7T-lt9-A l't 1 ~, f" 7. 0 ;·.,-3r-F~r-no-."'ii~J 
10400 113 CO TO q~ 10500 lT1 _____ C1JNTfNUE ________ --- - - - - ------ ----------------------------
10b00 I'Ff155Wf10).EO. -l.ANO.JST.EO.NOJ 
10700 •wRITE(KOUT,142Zl 
11300 I'ffiSSWf6l.F.0 •. -'1)C0 TO 175 
~00 ---y7T I JM ·---o··---------------------- ---
11500 00 172 K•JMIN,t~EC 
IT501r----------- - rJ"M~~T"Jllf+T·- ·· -- ---- · --
11700 XOAT(IJM,l) • C(K;~) 
11000 TI1AitiJMtlJ • t,tt\t')J 
llQOO 172 CONTINUE 
TZUuu--- ------- -- --YF -rJST.;"G"r;-r~ . -· - -----
12100 CALl AGSE Tf fl1H8A CKGROUNO. ,4 ·. J 
llluO· . ENUTF 
120 
:J -- l7mcr----- ·- ·-
12400 
-- CAll - flfSrP-TfX'l)A-Tl1-;TT9VUAT-( 1, U) 
CALL ANOTAT(XtABL,YLABL,o,o,o,O.) 
• u I Ci & • .... I a & C & I li U W C • I & I I ll '50 o m l E Z Ill X T( X IJIA I , Y !J A 1 , J 0 I ,., , 1 , I JIll , P l A o '- , 
12~50 tFfiS$W(5).f0•-llGO TO 175 
ll600 ---- - -- -- · v"PP"l•""YP"R-+""87+--v'Ztrffl--------·-- .. ------
12700 XP~2•XPR-A2•~?.cri~ 
llJ'JOO --·--·-- Xl'~T-"XPR"nC*XZt>T!if- ----------- - - ··----- -·-
1lqoo CALL LINENCAR'(XPR9YPRtXPR,YPR2) 
11000 -- l:All LINFNCAR('XPR2,YPR,XPR~ 
13100 175 CONTINUE 
--· - TJrrtr ·· -- -- ---- fF P S ~ WT6 r.ro·~ ·::11 GO T 0 178 -- ·---- - -- ---- -· 
lJlOO CALL FRA~E 
1 J"Joo ---------- -- rA"IT - AG"ST'Tn-1iR)'/P4 IN., 1. EJ6l - --- - --· ---- . ·- ·-··-·- --- ----- ·---· 
13400 CALL AGSETF(&K~/~AX.,l.£36) 
----we&& I & iS& a 13'500 CALL A~StiF{~ffTriiiJ~.,~.~~or 
13600 CALL AGSETF(6HY/"~X.,t.f36) 
mo-o- -·----- - --- C!LL- 'A"""G-Sl:TIITl""A'B•At't<tROUNtr;·;T.-l . ---- -·---
13800 178 IF(JSSW(l0l.EO.-l)ClU5FfUN1T•KOUT) 
--=-1=-Jqoo·---·-- - ~f.-TURN ------ ----- - --- - ---·--- . - -· - ······- -----
14000 ENO 
-----------·-------· 
·----·---------- -- -----·· ... - -·- --· ·-· --- ... 
'-· ---· ·--·-- ---- -·-· - - ----- -
-- - --· --- ·-····· ·- ------ ···- - ---·-··--·-··------ -
----- - -·------------·-- -- ·- - -- -- - --·-
------·· -- ---- ·- --·- -- -. -- ·-· -·- --·-· -·--·-------- -------· 
------ . - ·· ··-- --------------------
-- ··- - ·- .. .. - ·--- -·-------- -·- ·-------
--------- --· -- ·-- - ---·--
---------------- -- - ·-·- ·--·--·-· 
121 
--nro-··-----c ·-o-rr. A- -~ 0-ARPTPTl . -. -..-.--.----~EP-T ·rrt9?·7- ....-.-----·---· ---------- ----- -·-- ... --
200 ~URQOUTINE OATAf~SW~fEOFJ 
300 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ltOO C 
~-- ·-r Jrme~ ~-.r1n --RTiro--omr· c;~-r-P-O'TPrtrl n ·. 
600 C JUNF. 27 1976 N FOFO~OFF 
10 o ·-c-vrr·'V£1frr£rn~-;;~m v 1 <J1Hr;!'f; n rr - -- ----- ·------
800 lNCLUOE 'CO~PE~T.FOR' 
"'>U RtAL•'i JOU 
900 c 
-,mm--·--c .. ----
1100 MW • 1 
-rrou-·----- ·- - l'FT~Jr;-z-n;-ztm ·· -------·-···-· --· --------·-------------------------·-------------
1100 l CONTINUE 
l'iOO J8Uf • 'i6 
1500 JHO~ • 150 
t6oo ------------·-- Jtro • o. - - - -------·-- ---·------
1700 PMtN • 0.0 
1'900 ----- --- --- p-JIIIJ.'X • 6000~1)--- --- ----
1900 OAYl • O. 
ZOUU UATl * 36~. 
2100 XE~N • -180.0 
~oo--------- - ){f'~x-• ·- ··p,-o;o 
2)00 XNMN • -90.0 
2 400 --~ ·.----cro.o 
2500 ZLTO • 31.0 




'3 oo o -y(]C mrrnrur--·---- ----·-----
3~oo 172 WRITEfKTTX,lf3JOAYltDAY2 
3'>00 173 FUR"Al(lH t5~UAri:F6.3t~t5HOATltt F 6e1' 
)600 REAOfKTN,•JOKYl,OAY2 
-nQ'O' 17~ - WTTfTKTTX ,·175) XEiiiN9X'FMX;1CNMN', XWMX -
3800 175 FORMATflH ,7M~N LTM,ItF7.2) 
Jqoo -··-"R"-rA"trrKTf'f,-n-~£Pit~, x'EMx, >t~ 
4000 WR TTE f KTTX, 177 Hl TO, Zl co;· JOO t'PIIflNt PPI!'A)( 
4100 171 FORMATf9H ORtGnl: ,z(X,F8.3J,:x.;11tHJDO ·{,if6·.z,toHP,..fN'.,P''4~X tlf7.1) 
'+ZOO R FAD ( f< TN,* l Zl'TO, ZtCO, JOO, PfiH'Nt~P'PifAX 
- 'i'Jlf(J ________ -~-ETO~-------. . ---· 
ltltOO C 
~6011'----70_0'__ l F'fTIT'l-G ;;FO .-rrG:U T 0 2T£ 
'+700 RFADCKTP,END•280a~~O C 
~~OU IFLAG~I 
lt875 c 
-mo-u-- - ·-2?1 - TfT XUAY-lJAVTJ2'80,2'52975"2 
5100 7'52 TF(OAY2-XO.AY)2A0,25~,2'51t 
~2oo · ?~4---· n=-, xU1Nc.:.xf PfN'J2eo, 256; 256 
5300 25~ IFfXEMX-XLONCJ280,258,258 
51t00 2'58' I'F t XLAT-XNI'!PlJ ·2'809260t 260 
5500 260 tFfXNMX-XtATJ?80~262 9 26? 
56 o o --~ - Y PL .t -111 • 1 ~+Txt: UN G- l l c·.,.o,.J'"'•""'t'""O,.'S....,(,.f-vx-rl....-A .... T-.+..,.zt:'""'T"""''O J 711 It·. 5 <J'Z J 
1)650 • + JOO•FLOAT 0 1CON a 
l)TU1)------- -- YPL-· .. lTI-;Il~OI:'A"T=ITTUT 
5800 DAY • XOAY 
5850 2ll REAO(~TP,E~O*Z60J~BUF 
5900 2615 
-·61Juu-----n2-u--
6 too 262., 
6 z 0 0 - -ni"!U 
TFfl55Wfl3JJ2~20,263,263 
rFnRt-r. - ~ 1, ?63'09'2625, z~--
WRITEfKOUTJKftOG 
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:J -- 'JTOO 
3150 





12~0 C GFNE~ATES PRESSU~E, CORRESPONDING TO IREC • 
J:JOO c ··--------- -- ------ ---------- - -----------------
33~0 C OCT 28 1q7~ N fOFONOFF 3lt00 ·--c- • ••--n - n -----••••-•• 







no too J•l,NS 
··yF--f 1 ~E C ;rT;wp-RTJ'fllffE'fr-
JP~•NPR(NS+J)+ffREC-NPRfZ+NS+J)l 
.RETURN- ------- . --- --·------ ---·- ---- -----. 
ENOlf 
J~OU ~ CUNT INUt 
3850 JPR•NP~(2+NS)+ftREC-NPR(J*NS)l 




-- -~1}-· - · ~-.--. ..... .-.-~-·-··. ~-. ................... -.-~· .......... ~-.~-.-.. • .•• ·~-··~-JT .... ---
40~0 SUBROUTINE STR1PfA) 
~too c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
~150 c 
·----,.-zoo t.-~y f1~ TPATCHfG ·-BLl?f~-ANO - PUTS A s ll- TtrE· EN·IJ-OF- C11AlfAtTERS ___ _ 
~250 C TN ARRAY A FOR CONFO~~ANCE WITH NC~R PLOT PACKAGE L~SELS 
--_,.~---· c- ~. tHnrv·· rnmv!ro- ---· -- --··- -- --·· - ··-- - ------
~350 c 
JPJUU-~-- U f'I'IE'l'n I ON A 'TI 
44~0 c 
~------ - --· froiOT ... , . ----- .. - ·---··------- . -
~550 OQ 100 J•ltlO 
If 600 . ------ -- ·--T<"• nJ--J+T - ·-- - -- ---- -·-·-----
~650 IF(AfKl-Bl200,~00,200 
~700 toO CONTINUE 
~7SO 7.00 NCH•K+l 





-- liTTITR. ~ 
fND 
• 
')000 C Pf1"t:T SUR'< •• -.... Pf.S82' 4 . I'IAY 1q7q •••••••••.-:• 
~050 C nz~OV F~--SECONO DERtVATfVE OF POLYNO~IAL 
---- -- -w;TQU'· -- -- --~f.JN'C'T I IJN""'1rVDY ., VO, OVJIIII, CP ,~-------------
~1~0 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'5701r--c· ------- ---------- --------------· 
'5 2'50 c 
SJO O C J AN ? 8T976- N. FOFO,.,OFF 
~'350 c 
-- . ~lilro·-- - - Ol ~FN5InN tPfll --
ljlt50 c 
~ • -----~uu 
S550 
v • vo --- ---------
'f F(V-V~N)1,7.t2 






2' 1P(V ~X-V)3,~ ~~ 
·r....--.--Vli'X --- ·- -----· 
4 N~ l • N - 2 
X -,.- -v-~ - 'UVl"- ------------·- ·- -- .... .. -- -- - --------- . ------- --- -- -
02POV ,. 0.0 5qoo no zro 1 •1.~ 
ijq50 N~t • N - I 
6000 -- Nfllt'2- =- "'Nl'fT - 1 ·-------· -- -- -----------·------- - - .. 
6 05 0 2 0 f)ZPOV • 02POV•X + FlOl.TfN"U*NMIZJ+CPOlll!l+.\) 
--c,~·-- -- RE t URN - - ------·--· 
125 
f>"t5lr · - ·· nm -- -
6200 C SEAWATEP PROPERTIES •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
6250 c 
6300 c sco ••••• 
- l>""'J"51) · · ~u"NrT rON ·s -c-oT~,. 
6~00 c .................. .. 
---r-<; I 'G'!II A:.=u-·-ll"'NUD-'S"Ffr . ·-··----- ------------- - ··-----
6~00 C FEB t-> lq76 N. FQFt!)NlJFF 
6")")0 {; 
6b00 SGO • ( (6. 767861J6E-6tS-4.824q6FtE-lt)t5'+0 .• 811t8·1"6·57Tl*S 
~~o- - ----- - -x ·;;.·o-;. o·cr3 4 7t5"fH)J2--
6700 ~ETURN 
-- ~o- ···- ·-· --~tr · - - - ---··--- --------------- -------·---·----- ---·----- - ------- -------·· 
6800 C SGT FCN •••••••••• 
6850 FUNCTTO~ ~GTfT.S.SCJ 
6qoo c ••••••••••••••••••••• 
~'511 C S I C_,.A-T ~W£Y5flil _______ _ 
7'000 C fE 8 t 5 1 q76 N F OFONO'F'F' 7050 ----c- -------·----- -- . ·- -- ·- -- ___ _ .. _________ ----
7100 ~G • SCOfS) 
71"50 ZO SGI • t(((-I.~JeOJ061E-7•t-1.98l~~399E•Ji•t-O.~~"j~J9111J•f 
7200 X +4. ';)1684 26 )*~)I ( T+67 .26) + f ( ( '( 1'~ 66 7E-8*T.;..6. 16,£-7 )-.*T 
___ 'Tl?O ___ ------- . ·-)(- +t·-.-e· 01"E ~ "IJT• l )-f"~C'+ ( ( -1 • 0 81t 3 E-6 *T +. 9. 81 8 'E-•fl*-f- ft ·• 7 e til' F.;.. J f$ T 
7JOO X +1.0l*SG 
7'350 - ----lfrruR~------- --
7400 r:ND 
7 ~50 -TTO'O~TTOR'-fJF -~ TATF- l=nl("S'f'llf'A T E R E 0 S tfO 
7500 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
n-s~--- --- - ,""FA.C ~o~n fO'f.f ~-OTPr;r,-n ----- ------·- --·- ·- -·-- ·--
7600 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
76 5o---- -c- t ·oummr-OF -nA Tt FoR· S f 'AW AT ER P R OPtnFt>lf~lffO ___ -----· -·---- --- ·-··-
7700 C RF~~~fNCES 
7800 C JPOTS NINTH REPD~T lq78iTENTH Rf~ORT 1980 
7"850 -c-UfffT~-:--- -- --·--- -- --
7qoo C PRESSURF. P BARS 
79"50 . T - ·- INPUT .'"VR'FS'SOR:P. P f Ot:C f8'lR'S 
8000 C TEMPERATURE T OEG CFtStUS tlPTS-68) 
8050 C SALINITY S NSU f'IPSS.;.78).. 
8100 C DENSITY RHO KGI"•*J 
81'50 r- ----- SPEC. VOr~-------tu~8''0 111••1TKG' 
8200 C CH£CK VALUE: E0580 • · q.ttJ5561E-4 M**31KG FOR S' • ItO ~U,, 
·-87m---c~lf-o--·trrc-c, P ·· -Trnm- BAR s. -
8Joo c 
8350 C N FOfQNOFF REVISED OCT 7 1980 
8~00 C ll!(}fJ-'!FfEO TO TAKE DB t'NPOT PRESSURE., AND OUTI'11T IN C"'**l'fGK 2~1'fOV80 
'8"~50 --l:"'· w-;lfR'IY .. - -· . -------- ------
8500 ~fAL Pt.P,T,~,RHO,SR9Rl,R2 9 RJ,R~ 
---85-~ --- -- - -·- ·-f{E Al-A-~ lf~"C • D • E., A 1 ;sr;-A"·w • B W, K ;, K o=-.--=fK=w-;;--
8600 c eou·tv 
8650 EOUIVALENCE fE .. O.Blt'Rlt),(BW,B.,R]h'CC,Al9"R'2'J 
8700 EOUtVALENCE fAW,A,Rt,RO),(KW,KOi~l 
87'S 0 r C1J~"PR'T- PRE'S 'S Ulftltl BAR'S -n 0 .... S'""'OU.,..,...l_.R -e-Jt·-o .... o .... T-s l_.....t ... 'l ,....N,...I .... Tv-. - -----
8800 P • Pl*.l 
~--·- -·- --- -"Sl<. "SlJTI'l741f5 rnT- --
eqoo C CD~PUTE DENSITY PURl:- WATER AT ATM ~t:S'SURE 
S~")O Kl • ttt,6.")3633l~9•J-I.Il008JF-6,•1+I.OU1685t-~J•1 
qooo x...;.q. oqo;2qoE -J, •r Hfl. 7q3q s ZE-Z, •T .-.qqq. 84 2 5'ct4 
- ---q-o"5Q ___ c-·srmTEll DEN'S I TY - lTJir -f'REY'S. 
q100 ~2 • (((5.J875E ... q*T-8.2~67E-7)*T+7.6~JeE•5)+T-It;08CJCJf-JltT 
9150 -----.. --. --nlf;~VJFr-·---· 
..._.... ~-------·-----------·-- ... 126 
' l -=.J - q·llrn·· 
q2~0 
- lf"r & f~1. 6 5461: ;;:6*l'• 1 ."0 UT~-itlTi..:.~. 1-z ,.- ~ 6E -'J --- -------·- --- ---· ··-·--







RHO • {R~¥S + ~3¥SR + R2J¥ S + Rl 
( SPPC,FIC VOLUME AT AT~OSPHERIC PPES~U~E 
--- - - -~ r-Plfl - • --r.T+-J I R RO -- - -·----- -----------·-- -- ···--
EOS~O • ALP~A 
-- - --nrrP-. FO. ·o ·.-.0,...,-,J RrY"lE.--t_,O,...,R~. flf -- ·--- ----- -·- - - --- ·-·· ··-
C CQMPUTE fO~PRESSION TE~MS 
q6o0 F • (q.H)q7E-1o•T+2.o816E-8J+T!..q."q341lp:"T 
96~0 BW • f5.2 787E-8*T~6.12291E-6)•T+8.50935E-~ 




- ·-· - !J - -. 1 ;-q 1 075"£ - ·4 
C • f-1.6078E-&•T~1 . ~981E-~l*T•Z.2838E~3 
~ AM * f (-.,. 77~05f-1•T+1.16092E-IfJ •T+t. 4'7[]f:-:H..,------ --------
qq~o X•3.?1990R 
...... ---roo-ou· -- -·- -- fi • fo•s~ • o•"5 · • -A~- - ·· ·- -- - · 
100~0 c 
10100 ··-----·- n • l-'5.3009E:;."4·•T+l.~lt"8"3E~JTT+T~"944f~7. -
10150 41 • ((-~.lh70E-~*T+ 1.09987E-l~*T-0. 6 034~~J•T+~4.6746 
1 tJ 7 0 0 ·-nr.- -rn ·-='5 ;T") ') l FPi F CS"*'"iT;-TiiU~=?J ¥ f -z. 12 7I f) 5 t • f - - · -----·-
10?50 X~14~.4?0hl*T+l9~~7..21 
10100 KO • lRl*SR + AIJ•S + KW 
10150 









K ' fR+P + AJ*P + KO 




C VJI)OP F~N ***** OCT 7 1980 ***** 
RFAl. FUN"f.i t"U~ - Y""T5Ul' t"'P"I l -- -- -----··-
C •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
-------- - ----- ---·- ·--
10800 ( ':iPEttfl( VULU"!t {t ... ••,HP'IJ FOR':) •---:J")- NSU 11PSS-78 'h ' 
108~0 
---ro-q ou-· 
C TFII!P~RATURE 0 OEG CELSIUS liPTS-68) ANO P~ESSlJRE 1 .. OEC'18ARS. 




C CHP(K VALUE: V3 ~0P a 9.137~31E-4 M+*l/KG FOW ~ • 1000 BA~S. 
- c- - JifO !JI'F I EO .TO ACITPi- lNPllllTRF"S"SURE IN -olr"A·NlT· 001 PUT S P. vue --yw-
C C~**1/GM 28 NOV ~0. N ~RAY. 
ILIOO 
111~0 
P• - f'I• e-I ------- --- -
AlP t-4 .a c 9. 7 2 6 6l'E'-4 + { 1. 0-P /( 21 I) 8 Z. 2 7 + ( 3. 3 'J94 1 + 5 • 0 3 2 E 1-'Y+ P ) + P ) ) 




VJSOP • AL PHA 
~TURN 
FNO 
11~00 C OfP PH FCN +++++ OCT~~~ ••+++ 
ll4SO ~EAL FUNCTION OFP.THlPl,LAT) 
--muo- -c -• .-...-•• .-. ...... -.. -.-• ...-.~.-..-.-.-•• .-.-.-.-n---· 
11550 C DEPTH IN METERS FROM PRE~SURE IN OPCIBARS O~tNG 
11600 r ·""S"A0"40ER""S"A NU FOFUNOPF'S "lllfE"TlrnU";------ . -- ··- ----- --··- --·- -- ··--· - --
116'.;0 C DEEP-SEA RES., l976,lZ],.l09-111. 
llrOO C FUR"'OLA !<tFIIIEU FOR E'tJY~U 
117~0 c 
----rnro-u- · ----- - -vr Al.. - "l AT ------ ---· --· ----· --------------·- --- ·- - --- --- - ~ 
11850 c 
- l:rcro-u---·-- ·--p-----P1~~- T ---- --- -- - --- - - ·- .... -- ---------------------- ---
11q50 X • 5IN(LAT / ~7~l9'.;7Rl 
12000 X a x•x 
120'.;0 G~ • 9.780J18+tl • . 0+(~.2788E-J+2;.36E-t;tXJ+-X'J + l~O(Jl'E-'.;*P 
--r rrmr· - - -
12150 
122'00 
. - U"'EVTR"" _• _ { ( r-:T. 82'F-t. I"*l'"+ 2 .Z79E- n ~2-;.-rrtzE-J JTV+<fT;"765"9"f ~l'-. 
Of PTH • OEPTH/~~ 














c· .. . . -- ·- -··· 
C AOFAP.ATIC TEP'IPERATUR'F GQAO IE NT. BRY't>PN 1973; 
-1: - - . - ·-· - - ------- . - . 
OS • S - 35.0 
126~0 AtG • ((( -2 .166 7F-t6•T+L~66 76E-t~J•T-~.6206E-13J•P 
1270 0 ~+((2.7759E-12*T-l.l1SlE- lOJ*OS+ff-5.446lE-14*T 
- Tl7""5"0 . - -X+8.7l'3E-ll.) •r·-e;;•n<Pjr:':.:.-10-HT+r.-ltT4Tt~T-*P' 
X+(-4.2393E-8*T+t.8932F-6l*D~ 12800 
·T2~5·o-· x • n f. .·62 za E~-1 o•r-.;'~;~·e 3.,;·r:-=-s--r•r•B. 525 BE -6, •r·. -j ;·•re o·n=-5·--- ··-····-··--·- ··· · · 
12900 ~ETU~N 
. FNO 
C UV~ PCN ••••• PTS81 ••••• 
r~qso 
12954 
--rz~-a-··- , .UNCTION OVA 0:1• T9"~$_) ____ ---- ·-------- - --- ·------
12Q62 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
- 1 Z"CJ1ib ----r - -- -· . . --- -·---- -· --
12970 C ~PFCfFIC VOLUME AN~~ALY 
OVA • SVAN( P .-T,·~. SPVJ 
RnU"JfN ----------· 
~NO 





"L?lTCJu-- -c --------- ---- ·- .. ------ ---- ··--·------- ---
11000 C SVKN FCN •••••••••• 
t1o~o FONtTION~A~N~(P~,r~;-s~;~v·T 
13100 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
·-rn...,-0" -- T '511FC'TFTC VOClJME Af'f01if!L'Y~Tn·-- · - - ---·- ---·----··-··-·-· --··-·- --------··- -
13200 C ffB !5 1976 N FOFONOPf 
1 J 25 0 V • .. E{)'S"lfO rP ; T ,-~,--- -·-- -- . -·- - ·--· 
13300 ~VAN • l.OE5*(¥ - V3SOP(PJJ 
134,0 RtiORN 
11500 fNO 
1"3'550 ·- ·--c -TRPTA fTN ••~·-.-, • .-.-. -••• ..-. - - --- ·-----------·- - ----·------ ---·- ··-· ·-- ··--- -- ----
11600 FUNCTION THETA1¥0.TO,S, PfJ 
-· 1'3650 -- c:-•»~••-..-.-.--..-m·••.-J••••••• .. ..-·~•....-•""•___ -- --------- -----·----· --·-
13700 c 
13750 C TO ':OMPUTE LOCAL PIJTENT1AL TEMPF.R ATUR'E' AT PF 
11800 C FOURTH-ORDER P.UNGE-~UTTA INTEGRATION USING SlEPS OF 100 oe 
-- n~...,.-o---- C !TR - [""F.'SS-~ { la15TUN.;.;,Wlt:F"--voL -·l --P 11~ • E'O Z6 J -----·------ - ----- - -
13900 c 
--T3"C15U"·---- C lTC"T r2 1"{}75 · N-; """FOnJ-NrJF F -··- ---------------- - -·------- --- ------··-- --
14t000 c 
14t0")0 P•"""P"U 
14100 T z TO 
Llfii)O- R • PF ;.. P 
1~200 N • ABS(H)/1006~0 + t.O 
- 1 ~250 --- -- ~ • H/FUJAT ( N ,--- - -- --- - -----------· 
14300 00 10 I•ltN 
14t350 XK • H•AlG(P,T~SJ 
14400 T • r • o.s•xK 
--~%- --- - a x ·n 
14500 P • P + o.s•H 
- rtt5-sn -- - 10C • H*~-ll'" -;T .sT --- ------ --- ------ ·--·--·---
T • T + 0.292RqJ?.2*~XK-0) 
o • o.~~ 0 lll3203ii4•0 ') r 6 6 tt 4 • )(!K + • 





P75-o·· - · - r • ,.. .-- 1 ;·To-7 nr671~'l-•nr-or·------------· ---·---·---------·-··----- -------··---
1 4 800 0 ~ 3 . 41~21356l*XK - 4.1213203 ~4*0 
--Tit8S"O P ~ " + o. s•H· 
128 
:J - - 1 "lf"CJ<'o·· ·· 
1'+q~o 







T • T + fXK-2.cr*0)/6.0 
ro ctJNfTNUf 
THETA • T 
-~~TUPN 
PNO 






c TO (~NVFRT T-48 TO T-66 TEMPERATURE SCALE 




. - .. T68 ... . T - 4. 4E~6 +T•( fO O.O=Tl ______ _ 
llETURN 
1~000 ~NU 
15650 C T48 FCN ********** 
·- -- -T570-0 -- - . --FlJNCT Hl'N' T 4~ fT ,--
15 7')0 c ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
1'5800 
1'>8'>0 
c-· TU ' roRV'EllT l~lr TO T-lt8-TE"M'P'f0TlJ!ftS"t'ALf. . - ----
C FEB t'> 1q76 N FOFOROFF 
I '5900 --'C 
15q50 Tlt8 • T + 4.4E~6*T*f100.0-T) 
100'0'0' . RfT"U~W ... ---- · . - ---- .. 
lb050 fNO 
161 o o - - c--rrvm- F" c r<r • • • • • • •••1r ___ _ 
1 b 15 0 FUNCTION 0 YO H P ,1T, S l 
16?.00 c •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
16250 C OffffVATIVE OF SPECfFYC VOL. WITH TE~PERATURE*lE5 
---ro"J"cro- - C FElJ 71Y' T97b ~ FO'FOWlJFF 
lbJ50 c 
-p;t. -cro . "H :.·-o.?s · ·- - - ------------- -
16450 ovoT • f5.0E4/Hl*CE0580fP,T+H,Sl-E0580fP,T-H,S1l 
16'500 - RETURN 
16550 E~O 
16 6 0 o - Cl'Pil)")- F C"Jf' -•• * •'l< • + -. • .- . - . - --
16650 FUNCTION DV05(P~T,Sl 
-- -··r67U'O' - ·-·c • -.-• .-. •••·•• • ••·• • .-.-. •• •• ... -..--- ·------ ---· -- - -- -- ··- - -
16750 C OERTVATIVE OF SPfCI'PlC VOL. WITH 5AttNITY*lf5 
- - - --· - --
16800 C'- FE8' 70 1976rf fOFUI'ftJFf' -----------------· 
16850 c 
-- - --roqmr 
t6qr;o 




--- r7-zon-· c 
ff a o;s -. - - -- ---------·---
OVDS ~ (5.0f4/Hl*CE0~80(P,T,S+Hl-EOS80fP;T,S-Hil 
~fTU'QN - -- . - -- --- ---- · ·- · -- ·-- - -·--- · 
fNO 
!'WOP FCN *******••+ · 
~UNCTION DVOP(P,T 9 'Sl 
------- - -- - - -------- ·-











UVO P • ( r;. 0 E 4 /H).+ ( E'O S 8 0 ( P + H, T ~ 'S ) -FO'S 8 0 ( P-H t lT, 5 H 
-..- + ATGTl", r;"51Tt:WO-Tf-P-;I;~r--·----------·--- ------------ --
OETIJPN 
F NO- -- --- --- -
17650 C DKOT FCN •••••••••• 
- flU NC T I ON 1fKTI,..TT( ..,..P',....,,' ..T~,-..'5T mrru 
17750 c 
rrsoo - -c 
17850 c 
-· ---rrq·mr ·- --c 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
!'D!A"~ATTC Cr.Ml'RF."S'SniTLTTY TEPW 




. 1 ~tqt; 0 
... - 1. 0 
18000 OKOT • fO.~f~l*(nVOPfP,T+H , Sl - OVOPfP~T-H,Sl) 1805 o --··----RETTTRN ___ _____ ·---·-·· ·--· 
lRlOO FNO 
T~l50 C OKD~ FCN •••••••••• 
1~?00 ~UNCTION OK05(~~T,Sl 
lA?~O C +++•+++~+++++++++++•+•++++ 
lfDOO C AQf: A~ATTC CO"lPRESSPHLITY SALINITY OE·~IVATIVE. 
183~0 t F~H 10 Iq16 N FOFO~Off 
18400 c 
-nr4•HJ H • 2. ·o 
OKOS • (0.5/H)+(OV OPiP,T, S+Ht :... OVDPfP • . T·,s-Hll 1R500 






r~t Ftl'J •••••••· ···-- - -- --
FUNCTION SALtP,tT;O) 
c •••••••••••••• -............ . 
18800 c 
11fR~o-- · ·· -c 
cn~~UTE SALINITY GIVEN PRESSURE,TE~PF~ATURE 
vnUJfofF ANOM"A(Yfl O+ t"S.+O"ECTll- --·--- - ·- - - a·No SPECtF IC ·--·-···---











t( • () 
~~L • 'l~. o · 
10 ~ • SAL 
-~Al • · --s · ·.:· fD-"SVHll P'91;-s-; VTJ7UVO$ f'P, T, Sl- -- --
K • 1<+1 
rrTI<.;;.:lJUTIO',--,-o-;To 
?0 ff(A~SfSAl-5)-0.'00'0'5lJ0,10,10 
· 11r ~'!'TURN -· - - .. ---------- .. -·---·--- ------ -- -- --·· 
FNO 
C N"OYE·s · FUNCT nr~ • .• ++ ·rrt=:c- -J- 1~7"9 -.-:t...-..----- -----
FUNCTION NOYES{KtN,K~TX l 
19b00 C PETURNS 1 FOR YES -1 






- I qq~o 
1 RJ:AO(KJN,lO)LB 
--. --- 1"0'. ~T.TR"M'A 'T r A'21 
c 
wn:-g~ tQ-;-ZHYFl NlWTs-1 
fF(L~.E0.2HNnlNOYE~•-1 
r1= CNt'IV"EST:ro·,-?o·, ·ro- ------- · -·--- ---- --- ----------- -· ---- ·------· · --- -------- -- --- ----
20000 c 
-£0'050' -- -- .. 
J: R ~oo 






100 FOQ~AT('t YES QQ NO? ') 
GIJ f fl 1 




.. C CT~tY -F-Ilf. •~•-•••• 
C THS!L FCN +++++++• 
'JtJCY-- p;· T9"1T -.-.-.-..:-..-tTt·~-·• · · -~·.-.-t ---· --·· ·------- - -------- -· -
JULY b 1q77 ••••••••••••••••••• 
ZO't50 
zos;oo 
... z .. o·c;s 0 
20600 







FUNCTION THS AL"'fl('1'fii9T1 
c ••••• ••••••••••••••••• 
T 
C TAKF"\ UP TO 25 CUBI'C SPltNES TO GENl?R'ATE A s ·ALINITY' FROM 
c · Pf1T-'f''NTTA1.: .TEP"P~ATURF RF'FERRED Tff.IHF' ... 'Sm·F~C'f:.'~ TN'P-UT- 0-AI'A 
C f:O~SISTS OF LOWER SPt.TNE BOUNDARY FOLLOWff) ~y fOUR COEFF.,CIENTS. 
C Utf'FfOICIENTS AR'E FRIJIII fP.f FIY OF ARI'Il Al\10 BRAY nqatJ tO 
C ISFLlN ANO WORTHTNGTON METCALF THETA~SAL DlTA. 
c . - .... -- ----· . -.--- ... -------- ----------------------
OIMENSI ON ((c;,?s;) c- n~TI'- · - --- --- -·- - ··-·--- -·--· ----------- ---- -----··------- -
130 
· J --··znnro--- -------·oATA c-to.oo,1i.-.;-r-:reo6-~;o;·o;o~ ·o;·o-.-c,-, ---- - -
e;,.-- 21050 *0~50,34.738053~:107290,.58~8~9E~oz,-.Z53~Z~E -02, 
Ztl!)O •t.20,374.61'51529.tll7'5J,.'523 726e-'03,.5821'51E-ot, ---
21150 •t.50,34.R50297~.tZ7785,.529320E~Ot·,-.135179, 
--zTzn-o------- - --.r.7'l, 'H. !fa 3-4-'J"6~7rl6lH>lf,-. it~eE-01, -;1_2q~Tr, -·· ---- - -----
21250 •z.oo,J4.9105R7~~802174E-ot,-.l46093,.2zeq~o. 
21300 --------- ·•--z-;-?i, 3 .. ·.; 9 2 50 R 7 9. '50"0CT16 E-01.9. 25 5tt84E-OT9--=:76 71"8Yf"·=cn·9·----
z 1 3 5o • 7.. s:;o, 34.93 e 1 qo .t. •ne., 4~ £-01,. 552526E -o 2 •. -~ 35 9945E-o 1, 
2140 o • z. 75,3 4. 95 3036.:. t;'3 86 81 E-01, -. 214q53E -01 ,'-.'3 7~5 <"14 E-O t , . 
21450 .,.00,34.964'>75~:360q~9E-Ol,-.495364E-01~~509274E-019 
- -zr'5U"U·-- -- ----~70", 34-~"t1702l_0_9_;? 2J9J6E-Ol9 -.llf~"l-E..;.-0 l ·;·;-s--a1J1>8~t-\rt.,- --
215 50 • 3 ~ 40, 3~. 97 4 4 06,. 217901 E-Olt. t '51 866E -01 ,;; 4 19730E-02, 
· - ---rr6UU ___ · --- - .....,..--6 "09-1T;-gn~ 3-4 ;n "8"61H> 5F"O 1 , • tB o;~ 15 E - or.;:---;-lltrttr7 2 !-=UT;---- -
21650 *3. 80,34. 9856 79 t'~ 325 8Q5 E-O 19. lOZ9'58E -02 , ..... Z79688E-Ol t 1 
21750 •')~00,35.01218,~175223E-01,.357759E-02,~ll~377E-02, 
~ - - 7'180 0 --- •-r;-o~T5-~""0TO'ftlt. tt5'55 79t-Ol, ~!Ott '38'f>E-o1,-;66?5"q~tP;", -- -- - --- -- -- -----
21850 •ro.oo, 35. 30174,.:10'8~23, .to5t72E-::.ot,-. 7633'tJE-oJ9 
ZT91Hr·- - -- --- --.TT;1Tu9·35"~7CTI1rb-;, •• ·t·509 16,. 361i 740.t._02, • JTO 80')'E-07t;-·-- --- --- -- - - --
21950 •16. 00, 36. 18748 • . ;.1 73fl4 3,. 392926E-02, -. 68978'2 E-02 t 
8 liiiilt WW il 14it I» L L SL I S »Wii W IL I HW L W ZJI II hW i Ji liM I hAW c. c. vv v ~"1...,. vv, _, n. -:1 -:1 , -:1 ~., • J. uq7-r51:-U1. . -;.;;.; 5 ~~It J E-o 19. -59b"" stn:•oi .,~ 
2 2 0 50 •lt • 0 0 , 3 6. 9 0 4 0 ll· 8'.'0 • 0 , 0 • 0 , 0. 0 9 15 * 0. 0 I 
-· -- -z-zro-o - c--- ------ - - --- -- - -------------------- ---·---- --- ------ -- -
'-
22150 OATA KNOTS/22/ 
- -nz-u-u---·c------- -- --- ---- -- ---------------- - - --·-. -·-- --
22250 2SU X a 0.0 
zz~oo ~o 110 T•t.~~or~ 
22350 nr • cct,IJ- ~ 
22 "o o --- -- -· ·rn1H n o-5-,-3 z o-;,-7.0 · ---- - ---- - - -- · --
22450 305 X • -OT 
Z75Uu-- ---- Tiu-cmrrTNUF. 
22550 120 n % x 
??600 to ..,-;;.:y---
22~50 1~(1 0)325,3?5,~30 
22 roo -· - 175"--ru • 1 - ---- - - - ---------- --------- ----- -·· 
22750 0 z o.o 




2 3 o o o ·- r- v~ -rum:-rTmr: PYPer--.-.-.-.-. m•• • • • "" .... -.-.-.-..n-.-.-.-.-..-.-..-••• ..-.-.------ -
23050 FUNCTION VR8LCNVRJ 
23100 
23150 
~0- --- C --"PR1JGRA!ir TO 'SELECT PnTE N VA R I ~BLE'S 
23250 C ~AR ?5 lq76 N FOFONOFF 
rrnro-- ---r.-vAT-vFRS fON:..:..TNUTAWIJC"Fm-·on~-TI"9"n;T;rlOV -T4'8o·;;· lr."lJ'R~"Y 
23350 1 NCLUOE 'CO~PEPtT.FO~' 
r:r..-o·o·---c----------- - ···- -- --· --- ---------------- · ------- --- · 
231t50 c 
[-""VU""- - --rt' (NV!< J [ Ut ZU t 30 
23550 tcr vR.sL - t.o 
- -z-TiiUV ------ --- -- REt URN -- --------------
23650 20 VR9l • 0.0 
2 3 700 -- - --- Q€ T Ulrn - - - -- - - ------ ---------
23750 30 CO TO (31,3?,3~,J~,35936,37,38.,3q~40,4l~~Z)NVR 
23800 rFfNYR.GT.lZJGO TO 42 
23850 31 VRBL a XPL 
TJtrou---. . - - ""lrFTUR"N"' --- ---------------
23950 32 VRBL = YPL 
--~uu----- -- l(f Y OQ.N -- ---
~(6~b )J t~~L- • XlAT 
24100 ~FTURN 
24T50 -- 14 VR~l w )(lONG 
2~200 RETURN 




2~~50 17 VR8l • DAY 
2~500 RETURN 





---·- -· - --· ----1'1 VR8l a ICAST 
~TURN 
24750 40 VR8l • N 
2~600 ReTURN 
2 4 65 0 It 1 VR 8 l ~·--.N=O""'P,------
24900 R~TURN 
z4qso 4~~~~·~4~a~J~4~z~o~,4~~~.~4~3 
25000 420 YR8L • VR(NVR-trl 
Z~O~O K~IU~N 
131 





P'OF • PI - PF -------------------------
fl • -.0~0968•PDF*•ZIEO 
E2 • IF3-Sf J•Eo 
E3 • -. 0509,8•1!2 •t:'2 lEO 
25350 E5 • OPOV(SftOY~tCP,~,FI,F2J 





mJ T 0 P+ " , 4 9 , -50 t ' '51 , 5 2 , '5 3 , "5'h 5 "5 , 56 , 5 7 , 5 B ·J N fTRX 
tf fNVRX.GT.ll)GO TO 58 
~8' Vfil8l • E2 
Rt:TURN 





~ YR 8l -.., PDF --------------------- --- ------------------·--·-··------------
'RETURN 
2"58"50 51 VR8l • SF - 0~-
25900 ~£TURN 
z-;qso s;z VRBL. Pr·+stN ~ 2 6000 RETURN . ( 'X't "f0'/157 • 2 q6) IS TN ( Xt.AT /S 7; z·q6·) 




"54 VRBL • O.IOI93f•Pf•OH - PE 
RETURN 





·----.,-()-YRtn:---• --T o -- ... ----------
RfTURN 
- 5r~'B"l"""-•- ·r;u-rFU 
RETURN 
Zf)'55U - ···- '5'8'- ""S'HF' • 'SAl ( PF, Tf1F, OVf J 
26600 Vf • EOS80CPF,'f'H'F,SHf) + 1.0 





---- TF·ur--.-lJVUVTlJVF"''9!JVllf, t 1, N, F It f 2 J /EO ---------- ----- ----
~HP • (1.0/EO ~ OVOTfPF,THF,SHf~•THPJfO'ffJS• (Pf9fPff,'SH~) 
----·-- ·----~----- ( • 9817 VF •J •...-z-- -
8Vl • lOO.O•GRr.EO 
ZbH50 E6 • VR(l3J 
26900 THY • POLYCSF,DVM,CT~N,fltf 2) + TRM 
z6q50 ---·-n • 'SAl ( PF, TA191SF1 
27000 1f(NVR-67J5e5,'56l,"582 
- ""2 70 I) 0 ~ C I< .. ( o=K"'O"'T...-( =p .,.F.:._, --:r=H-..F",;...., . S"H;.-F"'t-:o•::.T..-H ... P•+:,O""t<r.~=-c("'-P..-.f""'·,-.T""H....,FP'"'•-S,.~~·J -:a:+-..S"H;;;;;;.-:-;;).---------· 
-------------~ 
132 
J--21IO<r- -·-·-·---.-:~·- ,. - ·so.-()68-. -G-1(-"+POF-t-.2 -- ·-· ----·-------··---·------- --
27150 ~85 NVRX • NV~ - 57 
zr?oo to Til cc;Ro,sq,6'fh6t,,;z,6'3,6't.6S,66,67,68',15q,7o.71,7Z•7'3,74,,'>, 
27250 *76, 11., 78., 7q, 80 t•81 t 182, 8 3, 8lt, 85, 86-;, 87,88., ""q ,,RO, ql99Z, q3,94 ,95, 96, 
-· 27300·-- -·--- ·Tq7 9Q-ff;-2-01NVRX - ---- -··-- ------ --· ·--- - ·-·- ·-·--
27350 tf(NVRX.GT.1q)G0 TO ?0 
---nlf(f() · ----- S1f(f-v'Rlf[- ·-- ~Vl - -·. -------- -· -·-· ·-- --- - -------··· - - ·-- --·- --· - -- . - - .... --···- -
27lt50 RETURN 
2~0- - - -~q VPBL • THP 
27550 ~ETURN 
-~2~7-.6-(f(Y- --·--- . b 0 V1H~ l - • S H P ---· - ------
27650 RFTURN 
- - '!77-0-"0- -- ·-·- -- 61 -~ BL '"' -5 HF 
27750 R~TURN 
2'n"UU - '5l VR8L • '5H?/TffP 
27850 RETURN 
--m-cnr·----- -61" v1n~L • · Po·F •PnF 
27qc;o RETURN 
- -- Z"Slroo·--·- · - 6 4 -r"') • o .-·c; 12 ~ c; A-.~'Oltl ( A~ mvn,--··--- -- · 
28050 VR9L • STGN(f5•9Vl) 
28100 OffORN 
281~0 ~5 VRBL • THETAfPF,THF,~HF,O.OJ 
-z·azoo· -- · - ~t:Tu""P"N · · ·- ·-- --·--·--·- -· ---
28?50 bb E5 • THFTAfPF,T~P,SHF,O.O) 
·-- -z13""JO-u------- ~lr[- • ~-G TTE?, ~9'Sl;f-- ·-- -·--·-----·--
283~0 RETURN 
2' IPt U U -----o T ' I< B L * ---v-f· ------------ ---- -------- -------·-
2~lt50 R~TURN 
- 7lJ"5UU- ---. -- b8 VRB[ - -- -. ?·f"ulC*l''flr*Pt:rF - ···--
28550 RETURN 
·rr60·(}-· -----6-cJ YRBL • lf'll ·- -.. ~"f4i.r.l{ - --- --- ------ -·--·- ----
28650 ~FTURN 
Zff7UU fU VR8L"" GK 
28750 RfTURN 
- - -l"lftfcro- · -··-- - 1 r ·"VR B"l • ·G R • -P"F-. G I{ - ·- -- · ·- -· --
28850 RETUPN 
--·~-a--- . ---,y,-. THETA fPF -9TRF;~;o·l-
26q5o lO•SHF 
l9UUO GO TU flO 
29050 73 l•THETAfPI,TO,~OiO.OJ 
--z·q-yuu · -·- - - --ro ---s-o · 
2q150 7?.0 71•THSAlfl,Zl 
-·-·-zlfZo-cr· -VR"Rc.-zo-1t · 
zqz50 RETURN 
2<noo ?It l• THET.AfPF,TJ!Ft'SHF,O~OJ 
lqJ?O VRRL • z+z 
- --..,z ..q ~-- -- R"F. TIJQ ~ 
2q~50 75 X • OVOP(PF,THP,SHF) 
zqsoo - -· - ,--a TWOIT1'T~'Tl1F915"Hfl --·----------- ------- --·· ·-- - ----
zq550 l • OVOS(PF,THP,~HF~ 
&iii II & I W --~7ovv •~r~ •lh.~x·~ + ~~•ut-ob•T•Y + l5.ot-o~•r•l 
zqb50 VRPI • VRPA*EO•EO 
-z-q-ny(} - ----- .. --· ryn· T(l ?TO -- .... ---·· ---
zq750 76 7 • OVOPfPF,THP~SHFJ 
-z-q-wau- -- - · - w st. --. n; • ~7-. ~r--·- · - - --· 
zq850 Rf TURN 
z-q-qo 0 7 7 r: f'HITnroF 
2qq50 VRPI a Zt •zt 
- "JlmO_CJ ___ -770- y - . VRl'-l + "2•PIYF~l'"UF- -------·-------------------
10050 VRBL • .~+V~Pr•P6*E6*Y 
- ""TOTcro--- -·--~ -- - - -----
133 
10l~b 78 VRPT • J.*ll*lliNrtP 
3ozoo co rn 110 
30250 7q VPP l - ~--ff;~-- -
30300 GO Tn 770 
- -3635_6 __ ·-· 80 v~ P f • · ·zt•rt iNf>'P - -- · -- - --- ---- ·· ·- ·· · - - -·· ---· ·· ----- ··-· -·--·- ·--
30400 ROO Y • .5*VR PI *lV~P~ + 2*PDFJ 
- -, -~,.-c;~r --. . vlHfL -~-Gi<+-•:n;y ···--- ---------- --·--·- --· ·-- --- ----- - . . ----------- -- - - -····-- - ----- . 
)0~00 ~ETUQN 
'JU'>5U 81 VRPT • 16. 
30600 







GO TO 800 
fJ2 VRBL • _.1 
RETURN 
RJ V~Bl • -1 
~-ETURN 
84" VR3l a OYOP(PF9THF',~HFJ 
RFTURN 




---n-o-~u--- - - 86 ovo·p • P~-.THf"~H"n-.-pm=---
31100 RETURN 
31150 8"7 V"R"8"L • -.5•"PUF•P"lJF•Eb 
31200 QfTURN 
117'30 . -- - 8! V~lR • -r· 
31300 RETURN 
~"l.TI1Y _ _ __ fPT"VJ:f81.- -.- ::-J- ·- - -- --- ··-· -- ------ - ··-- --·-- - - -·-·----- - -----------
JlltOO elf TURN 
'314'50 qo VRRl•-~ 
31~00 RETURN 
---y}""l)'5".0" ·- ~l-n-BL . - f"S"F- F3lt-•l ·---·· - ---·- - -- -·- - ·---
31600 ~'FTURN 
· ""'JT6?<r·- q7 1· 1ii - - Tlfp·.-p-o F 
317oo VR8l • liZ 
31f?O WEIU~N 
31600 93 VRBL • 1/(EO*EOl 
·--,y-g~ ·--· llFTUlH;J - - ------ -- ---- ---·-- ·----··· - -·--·- -·- - --- - - -- ·-
31900 9~ VRBL • THI*THt 
3Iqi)O ---· -- REtURN" ___ . 
32000 95 TH"~ c CfiREC,4) 
31050 VRSL • -(THT-TH~~)/iTHP• 
12100 ~ETU~N 
·-"'J7TI)\]- 9~ --r~ -.. -- "C1 TR"f"C"9""1tl ·- -.--. - ·--·· -- - ------------ ·--------- - - ---- -----·--
32200 YRBL • -fTHF-T~~~l/iTH P*PDFl 
'3 22 '50 --·--· --- - ""l{FTURf·r- - .- - -- ·--- -------··-·-·- -·- --- --- -- · 
32300 Q7 V~8l • THt 
3~3~~ ~~TU~N 
321t00 98 FO • 1.0/EO 
---.rz~u--·-- .VR BL • ;,.. • 5 + f b •UZPLYYi.DVF9tlVfil, C P tiN 91FTtFZT•-fl' O-n<Hrr•TT --· . - ·-·-- - ----- -·- -
32~00 RETU~N 
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